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. Abstract

An exploratort study whs conducted"to :as ss the

impact of participation in Youth Conservition Co ps (YCC)

on ihorversOnaland.socialdevelopiedt of yoUth. Five pro-

gran sites located in upstate New York were studied. Four

of those were nonresi.deatialA t Two progra;s were Studied

intensively, including nonselected trlidants in the study

as control groups, a comparison group of nonTCC youth doing

similar work, and -sore extensive data vollection. More

. thin 160 .yolith partici ated in4the,five:prograps. some for
A: - .

1 '

less than ,the full. peri , e_ThO'smple, excluding those for.'

whoi'complete data were unavailable; .was 117 participants,

21 cAparisOn'group partiq4ints, and 42. control group nes-
:

bers.

The ajar outcome-mea4ure was the Psychosbcial

ity 113SM) 'anventory, which ,is mad:ip* nine su

This instrument, was administered at the beginning and at

e end 'of the programs, along with a measure of attitu 4es

ward schsabl and.one, about family .decidions abd rules.

Personal background information vas obtained during lfthe

pretest and.from docuaents. The posttest also ,included

guest onna re about satisfactionyith the 'YCC,experience,

,another about crew leaders, and a projective AeasuiN

- .

Nfeat,,f ..success." In addition, observatioas wereI con

ducted infotaally; staff meabers were interviewed at tte

close of the Progr,ams and subsimples of participaniiin the

two intensively Studied programs were interwlieved. A group of



i i i

,
problem4solving elercise

(subsampie'.at the.plosttedt."

was *conducted with ,another

Personal background information and pretest scores

indicated .that participants in the five prrams differed,

substantially. Observations .confirmed that the ,programs

-were also, diitinctive. Qualitative data colleCted though
0

obseriat Ons and interviews suggested to us that three' ele-
,

cents were partiCularly important in deteisining the qual-

ity of the YCC expenience: the competence of staff, the,
0 F

. 1

nature of the work performed, and the organizational struc-
,

1 ,,

ture of the programs. Participant attendance rates were csoFrelated

-with our ratings of work and staff quality. Changes in PS!! scores
.

--;------ .fro the beginning to the end' of the programs were limited
, .

' ,
..

° to an increase in the Trust itibscale and d de-crease in- the . t

, (
Tolerance Subscale. . Attitudes toward schoolpecame mor&c,

.,.

negative. Comparisons of _results' asOng, participants in

'1 t'

ferent programs did not eveal clear patterns exc tt for

the.

a tenderi171, for the .partic

gram to gain more than thote in

ants, in the one resid ntial pro

grams.

The mii-cit b rden of. interptaRion, given "thee fin
)

. is to expla n whwhy th re wire no .more drama c changes
y.

of t wd other stud4es
t . ,

showina i_ ncreases in Pin scores .among YCC imrtiCipants.
F I

T . . it(

LimitatiOns in the desigic Methods, and execution of the

artudy are noted and recgmsendations made.

C.,,.. 7' '
.

s-,

ti /' true

g

4j,'
e nonresidential pro-

I

d differ ence ebpecially in view

forfor future

.
research; fncl ding s6re strenuous efforts t

%... -
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The ktud.y that

four OurpOses:

1

Introduction:

is'reported

w

ob

- .

in the faowing pages has .

(1) to assess the impact, ofthe Youth Conservation

N&orps (tCC) on participailtsl kersonal and social

.devel9pmemt.;\

(2) _to coipare thC iipict of different

on participants;

to describe th4'opeMations of

jects sufliciently,'to.suggest

faremt.iipacts;
P

VO to develop stra'tegie and insttuments for evalu-

ating future YCC pro acts.

These objectives are. v

YCC pmojec,..s

different 0:

rces of dif-

deft .t0

es4

alloy c

(See
.,

Momething tO,.

r
aibitiout, but the study is

loratoryi not conclusive. Neither theory

)

have, been delleloped sufficiently, to

arch on educational program4 like YCC.

.14 We hope this eeport will contribute
t

theory and.methods that cad be used in

,



.PART 1

future studies ef ,hie kind.,

/ooretical OyieztatfOn
r.

YCC ropresints a kind of experiench that is aeon as

highly desirable fOr young peoile by educators, social

scientists, psreiq#, and the general publiC. Recent recom-

mendations regarfaiai the refOrp of secondary education have

bees unanimous i theirspleds fo'r .increasing4theAppportuni-

ties of youngpeople to work, to focus their energies on

.important iesUe s, to, cooperate yith each other. and. w ih.

to more fully in their communiti sadults,_ to pirtici
0,

(8 lace et 41,4, 1976).

The.objectives stated for YCC Are:

J (1) AccompliSti-( needed conservation work ,on
public landh.' . ,

(2) Provide gaihful emplbyment for 15 throegb,18
year-qld males and females from fall social,,
economic, ethnic, and racial, ackgrounds.

(3) Develop an 'understtnding.and appreciation,.
in .participeting youths, of the Nation's
neftuF*1 e4vironsen't and heritage'.

. ,

These oblectives will be accomplished in a manner
'that' will provide the youths with an opportunity
to acquire increased self-dignity and \self-dis-
cipline, t6 work and relate with peers and super-

dorisors, an4 build lasting cultural bridges
.),00tween youth' from various social, ethnic,
racial, a.nd economic backgrounds.

_ (yederal Register, Vol. 40, go.4000, Thursday,
May 22, 1975) . W

Our study focusedon the "Yidealslex essed in the last

paragraph, which we termed noncognitiveCearning" or Hper-.

zonal and socia 4. lopment.0 all of these phrases, how-'.

4ever, re ain qui Naguejeadsrequire further specification.

Such specificlion will be better' understood in the context 41,

a

of the autiors*.broader'concerns and- beliefs.

Iirit we believe that the aim of education, -including

I 0
r



PANT 41411. Theit?tiCal Oriontatibi
4

,educational.piodramt- Ahoulebi enhancing huadn .

4evelopnen, t.
, .

. Human developieat. is the process- through which
the growing persoiacguires a more extended, dif-
ferentiated; and valid conception of the ecologi-
calenvironment, . and becomes ptiAated and able
to engage in' activities that reseal the proper-.,
ties of, sumtains'or:restructurethat environment .

at levels 'of similat'or.tiroat\er coaplexity 'in
, 'form and content». "

(Droafenbrenner,.'forthcoming.-' See. also Kohlberg.
and Haymit, 1972.)

TO6 implication% of this view deserve special notice. hete»

The first is that specific knowledge, skillap-andAttitudes
I v

are moans toward divelopment,,ratcher than :elirdw in' till's-

selves. The second is that development is-a 'continuing

process rather than- a goal that is everldetomplateiy
, .

attained.

Accepting development ad the aim -.of education, on".

mist still answer the.4uestion.of what, educational Programs

,Like the ..T.CC can .contribute to ievelopsentA Drawing On`-,"

Coleman (1972; 1974) .and other 'souices, re develdPed a set

of and a lift 'of opportunities thai-

school educational programs .can prjovide'thWt are assumel to

contribute to piogreas toward those objectives; This 415

the theoretical basis, that guided our selection'of methods

and instruments for the study *of- TCc programs, though sole

of our questionspad other Sources.

Desired °atoms inclide '.both greater skill and

greater motivation to use that skill in two areas: (A)

work; and (5) social interaction. (A) Work or task has

throe elemeats: t. plann.t.eg what is to lie, dope; 2. loditingl



4 , 'MT
,

1 -4. Th.tetical 'Orientation
.

. . \!. 1 ,

.N' , \

and applying ihilman and 'material resources Isdvice; tools.,
I

41

Inergy, money) to the task; and. 3. persisting at * task.
. .

. .

(8) *octal interaction iticlvdeas 1. dealing with) peoplevho.

are ,different (especially in 'age, A61, race, 'end class) 2.

dealing with new or opposing Ideas '3. taking

ity fortho'welfare of others; and 4..carryingoutkcommit-
.

'seats.

She gi that-are assumed to

have the . strongest influenbe on these outcomes are 1.

. i 4
making ikportant decisions, , both alone and as'a ,kia5t of a

,.
.

group; 2. participating in activities that' are valued by.

)the,pvticiOant and by others; 3.poning 4nto contact with

pibple who hii different under favorable conditions; . 4.

Molinvrespoesible to na taking /responsibility for others;

. .

5.. reflecting on tIke,e eriehot.....aad-trying`towintegrate it',
e .

.with past experiincei.an future plans; and 6. in*eracting
:ft..

. .

, . .
with on. e or sore auth*

,
o ri ative adilts.

.. . ',.-'/

SinCe the\pUrpose. f presenting this fieteevotk is to

reveal thit basis for is Jag a number of choices in design-

ing the tudy rather t n to argue.for its validityeor use-
,

fulness, ye shall not xplain it in detail. But a few cos -'
- .

meats .are' in order.c First, both the outcomes and

opportunities as stated are too vague to allow measurement.

Operational definitions and standards of .accomplishments

are required before these general ideas can be used for

. research purposes. Second, numerous qualifications_ should.

be made about, for example, the conditions under which it

12
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PART- -1''.;: The 3.,cal pri. t i on . ') /.
, ,. .

: i

ag; * is aper.oi hd itiate to -4responsibiity for another Is' ,elia:re
,. at

itherdc' ittjay bebettei- to _stop thau_ to persist

.

4

12 r

p

4A

4

. ..

:(;7

J.-p.
-
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wow
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Design. and Beth Ods

-- De

The abltiple, purposes Of the stu led to a design

,

incorporating Comparisons across five different YCC pro-

jects and between two YCC; and two control groups

consisting of !CC applicantss Who were not chosen by ths:4-

:random sekection procedure. Another comparison .was pro-
,

vided by the inclusion' of grimp of low-income youth paid

by Compiehensive Employment and Training 'Adt (CETA) funds.

Thy worked in a project run in conjunction with a local

!CC project" which duplicated that project in all respects

but the official YCC designation and the participant 'selec

tion process: Pre7 and posttesting were done with the ICC

programs (treatment groups), and the. CETA-- rogram and the

two :.groups of nonselectea 4plicants (cbmparip.on groups).

At the end of the projects,- gueStions ere also asked of

par'ticiints in the YCC groups and the CETA comparison

group regarding ther satisfaction with . the project and.,

their rating of .their supervisorre. In addition, observa-



tiops were cOndhted4i4
programs, staff members were inie

,test phase -and, selected //participants

-two. of ,the

The ycc ,piojects °were tested in groups

ranging in (number froi417-*to 36. The invesiiigators

istered 'the wits in person. In most groups the q

Method.

.' -.

sites during

ed during the-;.post-
...1

interviewed a

naire instructions anci, items e read aloud: by t e

tigators to aid pact with,,,reading difficst£lties.

The control groups-were mailed quest nn ires,similar

to *hate used 'with the YCC and` CETA group' There were two

mailings, one for pretest and on for pi, ttest, at times

iimediately following the testing of the !CC and CETA

groups. Cover letters accompanying .the questionnaires

briefly explained the study and offeh $3.00 for return. of
,

the pretest and $5.00 for return, o" the posttest. Self id-
,

dressed stamped envelopes were provided. for return of the-

tests.
4

e4

Our original intention

priitary research sites and

was to focus on two project as

randomly selected control

groups drawn from nonsele ted 'applicants to thote two pro-
,

jects. Four more projects would be studied for comparative

purposes, .without the/use of control' groups and without

extensive interviewing or obseritaticr.' Two problems arose

with this plan: One project (Bronx River Restoration)

experienced finanCial difficulties al- terminated in July

so" that no posttetsttig was possible.. /It was dropped from

aia



the study. The second prot)lea was that .ouzo' groups of

Uonselected applicants ct13rove to be sufiicientl

ruidom to). tfeat tliea as actual .control groups. our'.hope

that names of control 'froup meabers woulid. be generated eby.

the same :'computer rit7U.tliat ielected participants was not

fulfilled, leaving the election process biased in unknown,
4r.

ways. Furthermore, of the nonselected applicants ve.

.

invited to pafticipate-,in the study .ohly 42% chose to

return both the pretest and posttest. Therefore, nonre

sponse bias afflicts the sample we obtained. To complicate,

the ,situation further, one project.had a high rate of non-

participatibn among randomly selected applicants becaus

the requirement that participants proviAle\ their own tr

portation. Thit meant that neither the actual participants

nor the intended control group could be considered repi.e-
,

sentative of the total applicant pool. What we obtained

,must W regarded as treatment and nontreatment groups drawn

from'the same pool of appliSants by a'combination of ;random

assignaent and

2.2 -- petqFiotism_of Projects

The rimary sites were located .in Oswego County

and the City of Syracuse. Syracuse is a city of nearly'

200,000-people located near the center -of New York State.
- ,

ilt is the major metropolitan area in the region, drawing

;mmuters and shoppers from surwrnding communitieS It

remains linked by,.. the. New York State Thruway to the chain



PART'

o.! industri cities9tta_t, grew up aiong the Brie 41
..

.universitybetweed Albany, anlAuffalo It cont4iis a majgx,
. ' I

and functions as:' a cultural and commercial- center- for..the

ion. Its population is diyerse ethnically and neighbor-

hoods are strong,. It . c abinei some of the flavora.of an

urban center with
\
resonances of small town America.

The YCC program in Sy.acuse was initiated by the

Mayor's .office of Federal-and State Aid Coaidination. Al.-
Wikaanc inthat .office, wrote the proposal: ancitook respon-.

4

sibility foe Coordinating the. ProJect. He enlisted the

support' of two other city agencies, the Parks Department .

and Syracuse Youth Referrals (SYR), a counseling and job,

placement agency that is involve& with CETA and .other

employment programs. The Parks Department agreed '.4) supply

jobs, equipment, hiring and supervision of staff. *SYR wat

to recruit and hire paztticipants. The Majority' of the 60

participants were black.

Oswego County is directly north 4f Syracuse. Its

northwestern border is the shore of Lake Ontario. Its

northeastern border is in the rugged and sparsely populated

Tug Nill-Plateau. Oswego, the lafgest city, with a fourth

of the county's 100,000 people, is the location of a siza-

ble unit of, the*-State University of New York, of several

,power plants,'and of a number of businesses and industries..

The southern part of the county contains a small industrial

city and_ some bedroom coamanities. for Syracuse AgriCul---
-

ture, especially vegetable crops and dairying, are major

2



77-

-- Method

MitensiOn in cooper'

anPOwp4. It

program 0m.11ed':Oswego

6

is administere by Cooper-

L,on with this county/government

4nubual in that it. 'has a'cbm'"4

(0C3);-..tkat-cit-funded by CRTA.

`same director. Greg , Oan, foil

db,-ithe same kind of work.
, .

County. congervation Corps

Both are administered "by the

ow the a principles, and

CC Vas' used as a model

create a work; learning experience for youth who are pai4

/frcim .CRTR 'fundi. Forty IcC positions made available,

in Oswegli.., COuntp. :.Another 80 foung..., pebple were paid by

CETkl, They worked increws, of about. eight with YCC par-

ticpants 'and staff in,seztfate crews from 'Oc3 participants
-

a;nd eta ,f -14cItieed: 33 0C3 participants-in the study in

order to compae the experiences .''of. young people \doing.

similar kinds .work to YCC participants but the, 0C3 g

did not have they'CC label and ,they . we , selected 'because

of -`low family income --rather .han randomly.
. ,

'Monroe County was one of the 'three sec.Ondary sites

chaster ii the dominant municipality in ,Monroe ,County.

It of the art4round the ,-city 'is suburban. .The Monroe
A, .i.

'''F
County Parks -,14-04.rtment sponsored its YCC .project, hiring

40 =oung peoPle t ork in coucount parks. We hoped origin-().L,

ally that Monroe County would provide a comparison with

Syracuse. ai3another project drawing. on an urban population

but in,i.fact almost all patticipants came from outside of

Rochester and represented the middle to upper-middle c ss



pOp4klati on. of county.

44 Cortland-County is somewhat like.ftwego Co y in haw
_*.

ing a. mixture of agriculture' and industry a small city:.

Ita -ycc project ,was. also spogsored by .0 ope#ati*e ixten

sign it was choento represent small 'ion gsidehtial' pro-

jects. with its 20 PartiCiPant's. Most) of the work was. done

at the county 4-11 Camp, which has ben deikeloped as an °J-

door ed#cation center by three successive iCC 'projects.

Some work wasalso done to provide nature trails on

grounds of a school.
, .

N.

The Cayuga" Center in Tome' ins County housed the only

state grant r sidenttal projecA in -central New York State.:

Twenty-foar- rticipants were aithorized, but w2.0 activa ly
'*

.participated.in work based at,,, a facility for ly called

the Cayuga Preventoriu because it was built ata fresh-air

camp to prevent to erculosis children. Now it is opei=

,ltd as, an outdoor education center by Onondaga. Natilie Fen-
4

ters, Inc. The ilork .was done in nearby Taughannock Falls

State. Park. .Participants were recruited frOm all over the

state and lived at the center` seven days a week.

a
2.3 Instruments

igEssaialBackoroull,Questionnairev The Personal Back-

.

ground Questionnaite (see Appendix B) was designed to pro-,

vide some meads of comparing the members of d fferent pro-
6

grams and control groups. I this way we were a

what' kinds of youth participate in the ycg.ancl how they

.19



?AIM; 2 Method

ry from camp to camp. The itliformiation provide& was
fuseftti f r- the purpose of clndsifying parixcipants (e.g.,

. .

by,age or: sex) in late aniayses., ;.The", Personal Back9rourid.

:gtOvVd. has ;i;part of the

fah,
irankorgliengl Evaluakj,:on.. Transacilonal Evalnation is .$

a 'tiirm.-andl-it method. taken from itippey (1973..
the research-' teal' .ante & 'participants to miswrite st.atekents

about the ,Prograii::(50;--cards, then react n se lei ,` grni4(ti

ale statene to to group and Itsked ether

the extent of, ..t-heir agreenent or d.iSigree.nsitt vi

stiitenentik-,ut a seienrpoint scale. ResUlts , re r ®pq

do allOw .4iscussionm ef - their me ni'

implications. The i tentionywas that-this proces
r ;

employed ,ai'..three. times du;ing _the ,..proaraias,.
-'fling, tile ,aiddle and the end, and that the re

. -. .sst staff' in planni( and alterAng the progra

( pot. prove as useful as- hoped, perhaps because staff menbers

were in Close touch with participanf'sand knew most

participants expressed through their -statements, but
%.

because *any of the coaplaints voiced in this way

beyond the control, of staff. The result' was that
so .

sitt,

not used as much as planned.
Decisions, Iasi 12 uestiMiaire. It -was thought

that a'youthfs' ptrticipation in the YCC ht stimulate a
more active role by the youth in decision making at home..

This night be especially true if YCC is hi or h'er first
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paying *job. The youth fight then be i2Orceived selg

or herself as veil as^ y parents as taking -i step toward's
. ,

,greater maturitt 1040 responsibility, which' might also We

reflected in a'greater*responsibility for decision making"

at home. The:Decisions-and Rules Questionnai e (see Aspen- )

C) provides 'information about the hone aecisiOn-aking

process ate perceived by the youth. it was administered to

all:groups at'both the pretest and the posttest.

Maturity 'Inventory. Our main dependent

measure a= the Psyciosocial SUturity (PSH) Inventory,

develope by Ellen. Greenberger and- her associates (Green-

berger, J s6lson, and Knerr, 1975) . Fora. D, grade

11, was used. (S a Appe ix /) The Inventory consisPbli
/

-\ 93 statements to each of which the responds s witk

either flagree.strongly," '"agree," udis(gree't or -"disagree

striingly. The Inventory measures three aspects of psycho-
1 A

,flocial maturity which correspond to thiee '-general demands
",

made by society on'all of its menbers:

(1) Individual adequacy one's ability to function
. -

on one's ,own. ,This measured by the Self Reli-

aAce Identity, and Work Orientation Subscales.

(.2), Interpersonal adequacy. -- one's ability to inter-

act adequately with others. The Communidation,

Trust, and Roles Subsdales all.reflect aspects of

(interpersonal adequacy.

(3) Social adequacy -- one's: ability. to contribute to,

social cohesion. The Social ComisitmeAt, Change,

;.1
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.4

and Tolerance Subscales are measures.pertain4ng,

;O.

to, social adeguacy.
.44 .

Table.:2,1Ataken,from Greenberger et al. ; 1975) summarizes

the main r:dimensions measuridby the =nine subscales. The
\-

PS5. Inventory vas ..gilien,to all groups at both the pretest

and posttest.

15

. \

=hall jttitude Ouaqtionnaire. The School Attitude

"Questionnaire was designed to measure changes in attitudes

towards the value of school. The six litdms constituting

tikis scams (see.Appendix E) are similar in format to those

of the IISM Inventory,, and so they were inserted into the

Inventory as item numbers 20, 42, ,63, 83, 84," and 19. The

School Attitude Questionnaire was -included in, both pretest

and'posttest for all groups.

rear 2f Success Measure. The Fear of. Success projec-

tive test (Horner, 1960 was used to tap participants'

attitudes toward achievement in sex-inappropriate behav-

iors. It was. expected that female participants in. the YCC,

who daily experienced women leaders and female coworkers

engaging in male sex-approprilgte activities, would'exhibit
4

less fear of success imagery In their stories in the'post-

test than in the Pretest. The test- consisted, of three

written statements, each .followed by four standard ques-.

tions., Each-statement was designed,-to elicit a story based

on the situation described. The second statesent pre ented

a woman performing a sex-inappropriate activity and the

third presented a man performing a sex-inappropriate activ-
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* Model of Psycltosadial Maturit

Individual ediausavi
Self-reliapce
Abeencelaf excessive need for-social validatiot
.Senst# ofcoptFol
Initiative

Identity
Clarity of self-concept
Consideration of -life goals
Selfiesteem
intetialized values

Work orientation
Standards of .competence
Fleaeurein work
Generalloork skills

intervers f idiouadi
CommuniCa n
Ability to encode messages
Ability to decode messages
Empathy.,

r ,

Enlightened trust.
Rational dependence.
RejectiOn.of siMplidtic viewe.of humWmature
Awarenessiof constraints en stworthiness_

Knowledge of major roles
!Role-Appropriate behavior.
.Management of role conflict

Social- adeaukcv.
SOcial commitment
Feelings of community
Willingnesb to work fOi social goals
Readines to. form alliances

'::/nteiest in long-term social goals

Opennessto sociopolitical change
General openness to change
...,Ts .

i

4 ---,100::nition of-costs of status quo
c: nition of costs. of change

TOliirance -of individual and - cultural- differences
. v

Willingriess'Winteract with people who differom the no
Sensitivity to rights of people who differ from the norm
Awareness of costs and benefits of tolerance ....

l

Reprinted from Greenberger and Sorensen (1974).

23
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ty. These data have been a m.lyzed separately .and

ie discussed-in this report.

Cast) §atisfaction ',The Came' Satisfac-ir

, - . - \)

tion. Questiohnaire (sge Append x is., a set of 21 items

siailarl in format to tOose of he PSN Inv tory. / It Was

.
designed to assess patticipantso ttitudes about:their sum-

m7r work experienced and to identi sources of-content and
4 ,

,

al' items designed todiscontent. 1. It also contains sev

ditcover -what

they. liperienced.

types of

Many of the

learning thi: participants thought

items ,in this questionnaire

also appear in the Youth Conservation Corps End-of-Camp.

Questionnaire which is given by, the Deprtment of the Inte-
4

rior to 'federally adilnistdred camps. The Camp Satisfac-

tion Questionnaire vas given to the YCC and CETA groups at

the'poittest.,

Leader Questionnaire. The Leader Questionnere (see

Appendix G) consists of 20 stateaentS about, crew qupeivi-

sor behaviors. The participant responds to each statement

on a five-point scale ranging from "never " .to. "always."

The instrument was designed to-Aetamine'participantsf per-

Ceptions of leadership quality and style. ''iThe*-Leader gues7

tionnaire vas given to ICC and CETA groutImbers,at the

,posttest, Participants who had two immediate supvrvisors.

filled out two. questionnaires.

in Oswego and

Survival 14ercise. Selected participants

Syracp were given the Wilderness Survival

Exercise. (See Appendix H) This problem-solving exercise

( I



,

was intended to assets the degree to which participants.

were able to pool their knowledge to cone up with more

accurate Solutions to a problem. The exercise wytaken

from a collection of activitie's "for human relations rain-
.

ing groups (Pfeiffer and Jones, 1976). It presented the
t

sitjaation of a person lost in the wilderness and then

posed a series of questions about vhat.the .person should

do, providing four response choices for each. Each person

in the testing group VAS first asked to respond to the

PART-2 -- Method

questions alone, and then the group was asked to come to a

consensus on each. Effectivedess in.group 4roblem-solving
.

could then be expressed in terms_of the difference between
67

the highest number of correct risponses givep,J)van indivi-

.duAi and the number of correct responses given by the group

as a. whole.- This test was, administered durii the posttest

phase of the study., Unfortunately it relied heavily on

verbal ability -.in group discussion situations and was

-judged to be inappropriate for its intended' purpose.

Results are, therefore, not reported.

participant Interviews. A total of 45 participants in

Syracudi.snd in Oswego County were interviewed. (See the

interview "schedule in Appendix I) The interview consisted

of open-ended questions about the participant's YCC exper-

ience. The's participants were encouraged to express their

opinions about what would have made their own experience a

better one, and more generally, what an ideal YCC camp

would be like. (E.g.:, What makes a good crew leader? What
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42.214the best number of .,workers work: crew?) The

Rarticipants were- : interviewed individually' by members of

the research staff during the posttest phase of the stn0y..

lok preference patinas. Participants, Vho were ihter-

Viewed were also asked to fill out two j4 preference

kating:sheets.:4(See Appeidix J) The Actual.4ob Preference
1

Rating listed'five categories jobs. The participants

were first' asked to. check off those jobs which they had

actually done, and then to:number the, jobs they hid done in

the order of tteir'preference. The,Possible Job Preference

Rating listed 20'.possibletypes- of jobs. The participants

were asked _to choose fiVe;jobS they would'aost' like to be

able- to do and to rank then in order of their preference..

They werewere 'also asked to Check off those,jobs,they had actu-,

ally done in theJCC.Or elsewhere.

,Staff Interviews. Most YCC staff members were inter-
.

viewed., ASee'Appendix K for the intervilas schedUle.) This

interview/co/ncerned possible personal probleas and satis-

factions the YCC may have created for the- interviewee,

impressions about effects of the YCC on p rticipants, opin-

ions abort the- organization and administration of the YCC

project, and suggestions they night have had concerning our

evaluation. The 'MC staff members were- interviewed indivi-

dually by.mesbers of' i 47research staff duringithe posttest

phase of the 'study.

aserialigns. Between the pretest and po est the

research staff visited. k.ad observed all of the YCC work

26
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'sites at least once. More extensive observations-were done

at SyractiSe and at Oswego County than at the otherApro-

jects. Observers took notes either awhile observing or-

4

immediately 'afterwards. The notes included,a chronological

description of behavior, noting especially incidents of

*decision making, cooperaticp,'persistence or dependability,

and reflection Or integration with respect to the personal

imiadt or Social ,implications of the YCC. The observer's
4

speculations and inferences were recorded in a separate
I '

seiltion at the end of the field notes. Pdrposes for these'

observations included docume,ning what happened in the YCC

-programs, noting differences among programs anc suggesting

issues or hypotheses for analygis. The field notes were

categorized faranalysis using the method described by

Glaser and Strauds (196.7).

40,



22.1=;ntroduotiou

Part 3 of this report will present the data. The

amount of data is .voluiinous, and the number Of possible

an-alyses that can be performed is endless. The analyses

reported ate only some of those that have been performed,

but they 101 best serve to -throw light on the questio s
itt4

raised from our theoretical &ientation-presented in Part-,

we will begin with a description of the participants

in our study, the YCC enrollees in each of the fiv%pro-
,

0

grams, theCETA workers in Oswego, and the members of the

control groups-in Oswego and Syracusb. Data regarding par-
.:-

ticipant charaCtl ristics\.of interest come partly from the

Personal' BackgroundBackground Questionnaire 'and partly from dem

grafftc infOrmation on the participa provided-to us by

the Departmeatpf.'tle Interior., , Me will alio look briefly

at pretest scores on the PSM Inventory,-the School Attitude
,

Questionnaire, and the De
.

sions and Blips Questionnaire.

\
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This will give us some idea of the types of youth 'that are

attracted to the I'CCaid how they differ from one location

to another. In addition, knowing something"a4bout the char-

acteristics of participants aids in the interpretation of

the analyses that follow.
J

Following .the de tion of participantt, we will

describe the ICC projects.. In doing this we will present

some of the results of participant and stafftinterviews

which were given at the end of the_summer. We will also

make use of the observation data gathered throughout the

summer, especially in Oswego County and Syracuse. We will

also present findings from-the Leader Questionnaire and

selected items from the Camp Satisfaction Questionnaire.

These questionnaires give us an indication of participant '

perceptions of their camp expeiience wad of their 'crew.

supervisors.

04,
The next section will address a question of primary

interest to those concerned with tbe ICC: Does the YCC

have a measurable impact on its participamtsfit-=Ate4"all make'

use of our comparison groups to help answer question.

As-Will be seen, it cannot be answered by a simple yes-or

no There are many

many ways to try to

impact will be

tionnaire, the

ways for the 'YCC to have an impact 'and

measure it. Ourjorincipal measures of
o;-

the PSM Inventory, the.School Attitude Ques-

Decisions and Rules Questionnaire,

Camp Satisfaction Questionnaiva-g'

Clear11,11not all YCC programs are the same.

29

and the

They can



*rY on many dialensi0a0. Thus, thenext queStioadiscusted

different impaCt thanWill be: Do some YCC programs have a

others? This question will be addressed on two levels.

First, we will look at differences in effects among the

five YCC programs studied. Second ,we will look at, differ-

encee within prograte by work crew. Since all the work

crews within a program share the same administration and,

at least to sometdegree shariOnformation among themselves

and influence each other, there is reason to examine ove-

raLl program effects. However, observation data indicated

that in some programs there were great differences among

work crews becduse of differences in the type of work per-

formed and differences in the behavior of work crew super-

visors. Although not enough programs or work crews were

studied to enable us to accurately identify specific pro-

gram or crew`characteristics associated with the 'largest

.effects on Cipants, our data will enable us to make

speculative fe nces about such effects.

In the final section of Part 3 we will briefly review

a number of bther analyses of interest. In this section we

will move from the examination of program and crew charac-;

teristics and focus ,on the characteristics of the partici-
*

pants." The estion then. becomes: Does the YCC have a dif-

ferent imp ct on different kinds of Youth? In answering

this we will use the participant characteristics presented

in section 3:2, Description of Participants. In this sec-

tion we will also consider the association between the par
-
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ticipaitse perceptions of .their leaders and calips7and their

gain in psychosocial:maturity. Finally, we will consider

the data fro: the comparisOn.groug, thel'CETA participants
.

in Oswego .Coulnty

-- Descr4otiop Qf Participants

Table 3.1 contains i ormation about the characteris-

tics of participintain ch of the FCC projects and cos-

parison. groups. The. ..mber of participants in the first..

row differs from he number of enrollees in the project

because some enrollees were not yet on the site when the

pretesting watOone. 'The second row number of partici-
t

pants in both pre- and posttests, is our sample f most

cw\Ipurposes, including the percentages listed in the remainnder

of the table.* The third row, percentage of dio0outs,,

refers not to dropouts,from the projects necessarily, but

to dropouts from Pretest to posttest. For example, the

Monroe project had-a few enrollees who had to leave for

college before the posttest was administered. The ,high

percentage of dropouts in the Syracuse control group, 37%,

is One _of the reasons already cited for questioning the

utility of this group as a true control. We simply have no

//
'Statistics' presented in Table 3.1 and elseWhere may be.
slightly different from those-presented in . the'Prelisi-:
nary Report .(Hamilton and 1977). Recently

. received information has, caused us to. modify our data
slightly. Also, in order to standardize as such as pos-
,sible the sample of'participants -used from ,one.atalysis-
to the next we have chOsen to omit a few participants who
provided.only'partial data.'

31 .



TABLE 3,11

Personal .Hackground of Participants
in YCC,Programs and CoMparison Groups

Y,1 mmImomm.0.60.mamommommommommmemmmommoome mmoommmoommommmommimmmomrm

I YCC Programs. . . :Comparison Grotips:

1---,r'?-1-----1------1-----1-----1--- ----.-1,-----1------1

-LI.
1 F.0 H 1. 8 1 in 5*. a c : 2.% : '`"cl i.

.

0 of 'participants at 1. 50..1 3/1 1 20 1' 35' ' 13 152
pretest h I .1 1 I .1

I Of participants at .1' 32.1 28 1 20.: 26 1, 11 117 1
both pre- and posttest'', ^: 1 I 1 I

% of dropoutab 1 36%. 1 18% 1 0% 1 26% 1 15% 23%' 1

27

17

37%

i

1-

1

,
1

1

.

.

28.1
I

25 1

1

11% 1

.

. 3341
`I.

21. ;
,
1

36% 1

Age (average in years) .. I, 16.01 15.81'164.1.15.91 16..21 16.01 16.11 16,31 16.51
mommommommommmommmammimmoommommomm.M.41. 1 mommumm 1 ,Mmmomom I mm....m.m. Ioko---1- mom-- 1----- 1 ----- I m. .m.m. m. m. 1 m. mi,m, ....w I

Grade in 'school, (average)110.21 9.9.: 10.51 10.111 10.111 10.21 9.6 1 10.111.10.01.....-...-...........1-61 1-----1. 1 111.11= I NIMMI1.1 1 1 1 I

H.S. dropouts ...,
1, 3% 1 0% 1 0%

J
0% 0% 'I '1% r 18% 1 41% 1 0%

14
.

(% or total) I 1

, . . , , , ,
1 11 1 1. 1 1

MM. amoommeOmmommmysmm.....moommm mommommo 1 mam..... 1 mmommom, 1 mammmm 1 1I 14...m.MmImmmimmommml ..... :..............1I t I

Sex (%....6f, males) I 84% 1 75% 1 65% 1 73% 1'54% 1 73%1 71%1 76% 1 52% I

---..........-....-,-,................-....-1-............1..........1-----; 1 M. 1 1 I MP =PIM IM1 1- iii a. dmimm IMimM

S living With 1'41% I 89% I 75% 1 85% 1.55% l' 69%.I-63% I 68% : 80%
---.' both-parents'.--. I' '1.- :-. i : . . .

, , , , I I I I I""-----1-w -- - 1 --- - -. I IM=DIMI11100 M. = M I IMMO1 114.

S with previous 1 44% 1 54% 1 355 1 46% 1 27% 1 44 % "1' 53% I '48% 1 48% 1

regular paying job 1 i 1 1

1

1

1

i \ 7 I 1

1 '-. I1

1
1 no I 1 =m141 ;immomm.m.

With.ofie.or more I 56% 1 64% 1 80% 1 77% 1 551--rftillom 1 20% 1 64% 1

school activities I *.4 1 1 1 1 1

s
k 1

s
.1 1

1 1 . r s 1 s 1 1'"0... 7---- --r--
S with one or more' 211% 1-41% 1 63% 1 611 1 46% .1 411% 1 18% 1 33% 1 .32%' 1,

canmunity activities 1 1 , 4., ,1 1 1 1 1 r, IMIMIN Q IM=.1 1 1 M1 =riMMINID IMIMIMIM

Educational Aspirations:c1-: 1 1 1A 1 I

Graduate from H.S. 1.38% 1 39% 1 6% 1 7% 1 0%: 1 23% 1.31 1 40% 1 56% 1

or less. -

I 1

1 I

Technical or business 1 1.0% 1 19% 1 17% 1 13% 1 36%
training 1 1 I

,
1

,

Four year college
1 38% 1 42%.1 61% 60% 1 641%

or more 1 I 1 , ,

Don't know 1 1141 0% I. 11% 20% I 0%I_ 1_ ,_ ._ -----.1-.,.--- -----,---,----,

11

1 1 s .
.1

1

1

17% 1 12% 1 6% I 17% :

s I 1 1

1 1 1 1'

50% 50% 1 32% 1 22% 1 .

I 1

10 %, 6% 1 20% 1 6% :

'Statistics in this and later tables,are based on this sample

Refers to participents taking the pretest but not the posttest.

Columns ,may not total to 100%.due to rounding.
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way o4 kiowing.011 the ways in which the dropoufg.might be

different: roi those. who responded to both pre- and pott-

tests; Thd high dropout rate of ,36% for the Syracuse

ICC and Osgegb CEtAprograms reflects pa tiy,the.relatively

high attrititIn rates from thqse progra s and Partly the

fact that-a few participants were pr at the posttest

but'did nbt complete the most important uestionnaires, and

were therefore 'not included in most analys s.

11ge and grade did not vary widely among the. various

-projects and control groups. The means weiea little over

.16 years and 10th .-grade. The percentage' of high school.

dropouts was essentially (zero for all treatment grdups.

The .Syracuse controk-group is deViant in this respect from

the SyracuSe VCC, though this is partly a result of the

fact that high school dropouts also tend d to drop out of

the Syracuse ICC samp16,-- more took the etest than took

both pretest and posttest. The same' vas true for the

Oswego CETA- sample. Thus, for both the Syracuse YCC and

Oswego CETA prograps, our sample does not reflect the true

proportion of ,high school dcopouts enrolled in the pro-

grans.

Generally, the YCC programs studied were more success-

fui at drawing male phrticipants than females. The Syra-

cuse YCC had the 'most difficulty attracting. females 'while,

the Cayuga ICC a di Oswsgo CEft program had the best male-

10
1

female ,balance. Cayuga could'1control the sex balInce,

unlike: the nonresidential pCbgraili, because they were
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allowed to stratify their selection procesa by sex. The

Oswego MA- balance may result from. different recruiting
. . .

.

and selection:procedures than are_usedby*YCC programs.

Syracuse-tsd the ..smallest percentage of participants

who were living with -both parents, 41%, as compared to the

highest percentage in Oswego, with 89%.' .The. Oswego figure

seemsquite.high.in' cosparison4o the Oswego control per-
,

2
centage of '68%. 'One factor is that people not living with

both parents dropped out of-the Oswego project rit'a somew-
,

Alit higher rate., ThS Syracuse figure is Wnderstandable
- .

given the low-income 'participant group.. It is harder to

explain why the Cayuga participants included so many fro!

other than intact families.

About half of the participants had previously held a

49 41regwaur paying 'job, except ih'Cortland and Cayuga where

percentages were coisidaably lower. In those two pro

jects, though, 60% or more had held occasional paying jobs.

Such occasional paying jobs might include mowing lawns or

babysitting. When jobs of this sort are considered, YCC

was the first paying job for at the moSt.40t of the .Syra-

cuse participants and'at the least 12% of. Oswego partici-

pants. (These figures are not included in Table 3.1.)

The questions about.school and community activities

were asked 'to.find whether those attracted to YCC_iere also

active in.other programs.,. Interpretation is complicated by

the possibility that the questions did not mein :the same

thing to all' 'There is a striking difference
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4L,

1

between Oswego YCC and control groups, the YCC participants

betni involved in schal activities considerably more

often, and there is an awspciation between participation in

sckoot andcommunity activities and other indicators of

siddle class status such as intact families and family
.

,

.income (see Table 3.2). Educational aspirations also

.teflec this pattern of association with social class

ept or the rather high percentage, 50%, of the Syracuse

dont l',1.group who hope to go,to college. 1.

demographic information in Table 3.2 was not

obtai4d frog questions given to the participants during

dOgr, Vidtpig sessions, but rather frOm questions they

Answerekon the YCC apblicationjorms. Since control group

membekE4were also TCC app cants, the same data were avail-

.able r then. Similar" data 'Kere, not available for the,
.4-Oswego CET;. members. SincAta were not available fOr

Aii-ry applicant, the percentages may be biased in unknown

.wa s, although we have no reasom)ta believe this to be the
N ,

case. In addition, were table e-to supply from personal

knowledge information about the population of the community

from which the participants Were recruited (labeled "Town

Size" in. Table 3.2) for all Cortland YCC and all Syracuse

YCC and control greoup participants, and race information

for all Cortland YCC participants.

Of the four nonresidential YCC projects, Syraeuse

cleSrly had the, disadvantaged_ participants according .

to the socio-economic indicators in Tables 3.1 and 3.2,
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tABLE

Demographic Information for PartibiOnts
in YCC Programs and Control 0r04P5

ACC
.12rOgr ams

I 1

mmumoulg========= ems:A.1==x=

,28% 1 9%

$5,000410,009 14 1 5.

56% ' 22$
MOSNIMMINNIMMINEMNOIMMONO

i10 oo-$15,c00 2 9

8% 39%

Over.$15,000 2 7
8% 30%111MIMIIMI

Information
not available.

==== ====---
White

0111.1111111111
Black

.

. Other

7

9`

36%

2...

.15$.

23%

,- 7
54%

======

o%

14%

8.

38%

1A.
_48%

5

Control
Groupi

2 1 -24

25% ' 27%

# I 30 .

50% i 33%
11111.NINIONIMMO11

5 7

------ 1:40- -

-

24 1 20 20
100% 1 100% i 95% 1,

15 1 0 1 0 i 0 1'

60 %.1 0% 1 0% 1 0% 1

1 1 0. 1 0 1 1' 1

4% 1 0% 1 0% 1 5% 1

---------------- ------1

infbrmation i 7 1

not available i. - I
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followed in order ofl'sincreasing advantages, by. Oswego;

..._,PART a Results

Cortland, and ammo.. Cayuga's indicators were somewhat

mixed, partly because th participants were diverse, but

perhaps also becauaecesidential projects attract somewhat.

different participants. Potential appliCants to cayuga

from low-income families may have been deterred by the sti-

pulation that participants provide their own transportation

to camp and buy certain special equipment such as steel-

toed shoes. Also, fees for roo and board were subtracted
i

from their pay. Although family income information is not

reported in Tabli i./ for the Oswego CETA participants,
, 4ws

'qualification for participation iu "CETA 'requires that
)

'family incomes---be'below thefficial poverty level for a
.1,
...

i particular f ili.size.

1The haj i* of participants in the.Syraduse YCC were

black. -toWever, The Syracuse control grOup did not reflect

the same racial proportions, the ''majority' there being

white. In programs other than SyraCuse,almost- all par-

ticipants were . white. Oswego CETA participants' weee also

ail .white. A

In reviewing the ihformation we _received about' the

population of the community from which participants were

recruited, we found that participants must have had varying

ideas about what constituted the boundaries of their commu-

nity. Some participants in Syracise had not placed them-
4

selves in the."Over 50,000" categOry although only appli-

cants from Within:the city limitt were considered. Forour
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purposes we decided to classify all Syracuse !CC and

Control grew umbers in the "Over 50,000 category.

Bectese of our faiiliarity with the Cortland area, we also

claslified or realass ed'all YCC participants there'into.

. what we deemed to be the proper town size. 'classifications

for the other groups were not altered because-we had no

basis for changing them, but some error is surely present:

Syracuse can be considered an .11rban'popUlationilthe Sonf6e7)

participants were primarily suburban, and 'Cortland and

',Oswego participants case from siall cities or towns or

rutal.areas. Since the Oswego CBTparticipantsswere,drawn

fros the same area as, YCC payticipanta theuilistribution'of

their Tlaces of residence. is likely to be similar to those

for the Oswego YCC.

tow we Will turn our atteition briefly to our partici-

pants' pretest scores on some of the ,instruments by which

we measured program impact. Our prinCipal interest here:is

-4 to see if the various YCC -and comparison groups of our

study scored substantially differently. fros one another.

Such' differences in pretest level, eight Contribute to clif-
f

ferences in groups' success at produdihg positive changes

by, for example,' affecting the way Oarticipants betlie
4

rdsi. each other, their Work, or their supervisors.:,

leph4.s.'wouldjleadto a' group effect,,differences in

pretest level :. might also lead to differences of' program'

impact for specific individuals. Poi example there might

be'a"Nceiling effect" in which a. prograa only has a posi-

as)
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tive impact on those with low or average pretest scores,

but those with relatively high pretest scores Are not

affected, either because they hive "no place to go" with '

respect to the Seasures'we used :or else the program has a nan

effect'onlr for those of low initial level. On the other

land, it is also possible for a "threshold effect" to

Occur, \where only participants who have already reached

some minimum pretest level are advanced enough for the pro-

gram to have an effect.

Table 3.3 shows aver pretest scores, for each treat-

ment and comparison group for- some of our primary measures 1

of program impact: In order to test whether there were

significant differences among groups on these, measures, a

one-way/analysis of vasiance was performed on' each pretest

measure.(i.e., each row of Table 3.3) with re eight:treat-

lent and comparison groups.as the independent variable.

The nine PSN subscalesuare.scored so 'that a score of

1.00 is the lowest, or "poorest," possible score, ania

score of 4.00 is the highest, .or best, ;680le score.

Of these nine subscales, significant Fes were obtained on

two, the Work Orientation Subscale (F(7,172)=3.585, p=.001]

and the Roles Subscale (F17,172)=3.332, p=.002). Interest-

ingly, the two control groups averaged higher than any of

the other groups on Work Orientation. This eight be'

expected because, of the 'nonselected applicants invited to,

be in our contrail groups, only the 42% who took the time

and effort to complete both the pretest and the posttest

39
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TABLE la

Average Pretest Scores on the PSM Inventory, School Attitude
Questionnaire, and Decisions and Rules Questionnaire

for Participants, of YCC PrOgrams and'ComparisOn Groups

33
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Work Orientation: 2.75 1 2..80 1 2.40 1 2.89 2.94 1 2.75 1.3.14 I 3:06 1 2'.73 o
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Trust. : 2.55 1 2.74 1.2.74: 2.84 2.62 I 2.70 1 2.64 1 2.63 1 2.64 1

Holes r 2.81 1 3.07: 3.06 1 3.25 1 3:22 1 3.05 I 3.25 1 3.28 1 3.17 1

Social Commitment; 2.75 1 2.91 1 2.95 : 2.99: 3.17 1 2.92 I 2.97 1 2.96 1 3.08

Change . .1.. 2.81 1_5.'01 1 2.92 4,3.05 1-3.33 1'2.98 1 2.97-1,2.99.1,3.05 '

'Tolerance 1 3.08: 3.12 1 3.18 1 3.29 1 3.31 : 3.17 1 3.3 : 2.29 I 3.30
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1 1 1 1 1 1

Schbol Attitudea 1 2.91 : 2.42 1,2.36 1 2.64 1 2.82 : 2.63: 2.72 1 2.531 2.58
1

\ 1 I I I

I 1I I
I I

I
I
I

I
I I

I IDecisions 1

and Rules:b 1

Question 01 1 2.90 2.54 I 3.11 1 2.88 2.73 1 2.83 1 2.50 1 3.17 1 2:47 11 Im~1:i:1:04
Question 02 1 3.67 3.46 1 3.40 1 3.621 3.73 13.57 1 3.56: 3.40 1:3.47 1qm.mmmNmmmImmm 1111.+N1 mbomemeop:1411 ::44.
Question 01 1 2.81 2.67 : 2.56 : 2.54 I 2.25 1 2.61 1'2.69 : 2.55 1 2.46 ;

11111NWINNIMIM IIMINNOMMIMM Me 1M MID a./.011 ....mNo IMe.a.m 011MM

stion 04 , 1 2.90 '3.00 3.44 1 3.75 1 3.38 3.28 1 3.08°: 3.27 I .92 I.. 1 1 1 1- ----------------,. _-----,------,------,

.Question 05:b : 1.29 2.37 1 2.10 1 1.85 1 182: 1.86: 1.88 2.52 1 1.73 1

total number 1
; I

1 I

II. e . I

of rulei 1 r I e

1 I- o

aScores may range from a minimum of 1.00 to a maximal' of 4.00.

bScores may range from a minimum of 1.00 to a maximum of 5.00.

bThe total possible number of rules is 8.
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have been included in the' analysis. Cortland scored the

lowest in Work OrientatiOn. Again, foK<the Roles'Subscale,

the two control: groups scared among the highest of all

.groups. Here, however, the Syracuse 'MC scored lower by

far than,any. of the other. groups. This way be partly

because of some joking among the participants during the

preteSt sessions of'tle Syracuse YCC. Such 'behavior was

'especially' prominent when items of the Roles Subscale were

(Ali items in the 1214 Inventory litre read aloud toread.

thezioltilcipants by the investigators.)

TheASchool Attitude Questionnaire is scored the same

way as theilSki subscales. Possible scorel range

to 4.00 with a higher score indicating a more .positive

attitude toward school. The F for the School Attitude

Questionnaire apiroached but did not reach significance

[F(7,17i)1 .022, "P=-055].. Scores gentrally indicated

.neither- highly positive nor highly negative attitudqP

toward school, ranging from a high of-2.91 at the Syracuse

YCC ta a. low of 2.36 at Cortland.

Questions 411 and #2 of the Decisions and Rules Ques-
,

tidlanaire referred to decisions made between the respondent

and his/her-iother. Scores range 1.00 to 5.00. 00 ques-

tion #1 a low score indicates the respondent perceives

his/her mother as being authoritarian in her decisions

regarding the respondent, a high score indicates that the

respondent makes decisions completely on his/her own,*an
a

medium score indicates that deciSions are made jointly



)e
betw n the mother nerespondent. Question #2 indicates

the respontat Is. perception

his/her mother explains the reasons for her decisions and

of the frequency with which

rules, ranging from the lowest score 'of "never" to the

highest of "always." Questions #3 and #4 are the same as

42:respectively, except they -are a decisions

made between -the respondetit. and his/her father. There were

no significant differenges among groups on anr-Of these

questions. There were genral tendencies, for respOndents

to report that fatherg were more authoritarian than mothers

and that they. explained the reasons for their rules less

dften than mothers. However, interpretation 'is complicated

by the high proportion of nonintact (families in some

groups.

Of the eight rules listed in , question #5 of the De01*

sions and Rules Questiotriaire, there were significant dif-

ferenees among oupth i the proportion of respondents

reporting a rule in their home only for one of the rules,

"Time spent on homework" [ F (7,163) =3.352, p=. 0O2 ]. The

Oswego YCC and controlWoup preported this rule least often

while the Syracuse \ICC and control group reported it most

often. (These figures ary not shown in Table`1.2.) There

were no overall significant differehces among groups in the

total num.bot of rules checked off.. Averages ranged from a

low of 1.29 ilicthe Syracuse YCC to a .high' of 2.52 in theme,

0yego control group.

4`? 8



In order to put into the proper perspectiVe the dif-

lerences among camps tin YCC impact on participants We first

need to proyide more information about the types of work

projects in which the workers participated and characteris-

tics of the supervisors that were: present. observations,

supervisor and participant interviews, t40. Leader Question-

naire, and selected items from the Camp Satisfaction Quei-

tionnaire provide some of this information.
0

Oservalism44414.911s
Observations and interviews were conducted in order to

obtain. both from outsiders:and insiders some informa-
,

ion about what' happened during, e YCC programs and how

participints felt about what they were oing.

In Oswego, 25 participants were interviewed at the end

of .the.PrOgraa4 In Syracuse, 20 - were interviewed. we

asked the crew leader4 giXe us .names of participants

they thought had gained a- great deal from YCC and those of

participants who had gained the least: Thus our respon-

dents_sbould havelepresented both the "good" and the -"bad"

participants' as defined by crew leaders. Since- the inter=

views were conducted' t the end of -tithe programs, they

excluded participants who left earlier.

One of the most striking findings from the interviews

was the response to the first question, "Why -did you want

over wheliingly given in termsto join YCC?" The answer was

N
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of having a job_ or making money. It is important to

remember in the midst of the high aspirations and elevated

purposes of he ICC, that its second purpose, ,provide

gainful employment, isits greatest attraction, at 1 .amt

to youth who apply to nonresidential programs in areas like

Syracuse. and Oswego County. That purpole vas clearly ful-

filled by t e programs'we studied.

Part pants gene'rally expressed moderai'e satisfaction

with the extent of their. involvement in -decisioh making,

saying.thit they were,consulted about what work was to e

done and ho t would:be done. When'asked who they would

consult if they had an idea about the work, about as many

said the would talk to the-other participants as said they

would talk to the staff. It, seems ,safe to..: 'conclude that

inheasing participant involvement 'in decisions was not a

burning issue in Syracuse or Oswego. In spitevof the lim-

ited nature of the decisions' participants were involved in

none had to do rith overall program design or with policy

matters - participants were generally atisfied with their

-involvement. In previous years we have found th4t only a

. few of the more mature ICC . participants are much concerned

about these broader and longer range decisions and wish
.

they could have been involved in them.
o

We were curious about participants' judgments of the

value of the wark they 'had done. Only one person, inpyra-

Ouse, said the work was not valuable. In both programs,

about twice as many participants said the work was defin47
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itely Important, as said it was important but added
4

qualifications. The reason most commonly given for its

importance was that it Improved the area, that is, the work

made the area look good or, the results were used by people.

Folir Syracuse respondents said the work wail" important

because it was. good for the participants. Six Oswego and

one Syracuse respondent said it was important because of

its value "for the ecology." Those who expressed reserva-

tions about its value, five in Syracuse and one in Oswego,

cited the lack of use: of ,the Area worked, on or the short

du4tibn of the .result :. "It will all groit back." Partici-

pants, therefore, jgdged the value of their work According

to its perceived benefits to others and its durability.

Respondents were asked whether f;they preferred working'

alone or with -a certain number of people. Their opinions'.

varied widely, but clustered around working with from t o

to eight people. Most said whatever number they selected

made the work go faster, but ten Oswego and-four Syracuse

_ipartiCipants said the number they chose made for 'more

interesting talk while the work was qoin4 on. Only, four

respondents said they preferred working alone. The enjoy-

ment of Gliatti,pg while ,working was -clearly an important

factor'to several participants.

Observers visited each program at least two 'times in

ddi,on to those times when other data were collected.

acuse and Oswego were- More frequently observed, about

once a week. both work sites could be visited during one

45
9.
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trip to Syracuse bu the geographical dispersion of the
Oswego work sites na4e-..asisits to each site shorter and lets

o

frequent.
heelyeie of the Aotes made hp observers during or

immediately after their visits suggests that three factors
were particularly important: ws,ck, leaderS, and organiza''
tion.- Certain typs of work seemed much more appropriate
and conducive to the !CC objectives than others.. Some

leaderd seemed more effective than othert. And some pro-

grans were organized more tatitnally and effectively.
The types of work that seemed most appropriate to. YCc

prog s n ostec'oaduci e to the kinds of . behavior
desired Ret.the criteria stated by the participants: ey

were lasting and they were seen and used by other people.
(Creating a park seemed mire interesting than clear-cutting
in the woods for wildlife habitat improvement.) Although

participants did not st-ate it explicitly, they seemed to
have another criterion for valued work, the need for
sophisticated tools and skills Observers notedOan infor-
mal hierarchy. in the desirebility of tasks. i!oiking with

.

an ax was more desirable than swinging a grass whip, and
using a mason's troxel and level ,more desirable than using
an ar. iihen,asked about the jobs they preferred and those
they would have 'liked to do, Interview respondents in\
Oswego and Syracuse showed a' definite preference for more
techn

e applied yet another crite te' kinds of work
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we observed. we noteethat simple, routine tasks called

for, indeed allowed, little partilaipant decision making.

When work was of a routine natdre,, clearing brush was the

most common example, then the range' foe'decisions wits lim-

ited to such relatively.minor matters as what tool to use
. ,

and where to begin. Work of,a more complex'naiure provided

many more Oportunities for 'partici2pant'decision making.

Several crews buili wooden bridges across streams "and that'
,

task especillY seemed to.call'forth Vide pread and-persis-

tent'patticipation in group 'deeision mak ng an to generate
.

great pride. The completity.of,the design d construction

problems presented by the task', and pfobabay the lack of

resident experts, se6med to elicit Vueptions and opinions
a

at a much higher rate than more routine Itaskg.
9 5

Some sites offqed .much: tigher_prOportion of tasks

of this nature than others:.' Siracase.notably lacked both

variety ancltcomplexity pi work projects. Most participants

spent most of their time.'in brush'cleaang.' 'MOnroe, Cap-
.

uga, and Cortland all preseted, a.variear of tasks. Oswego

showed great differences,in,taske fro4:ane,prew to another,

since the crews were ,separated. geosraphiCally° andmworked

independentlY.,Of each other:, for: the most part. Those

Oswego crews'.engaged sip more inter44,ting_or complex tasks

genera deolcinstratedpfiigher horale.;

Two inckdents.at-:Syra6Se-illuitiate the.participantsg

desire for More coiplex and interesting work. One group of

workers',,apparently on their own initiative, began con-

4 7
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structing a lean-to shelter in a wooded, ,little used

section <of the park. Because the structure Itght have been

used for 41licit activities they were required, to tear it

down and return to brush clearing. ,Their morale suffered

tremendously. Another crew discovered in the park a rather

Arind stone stairwitythatshad become overgrown.' They spent-

some days enthusiastically. pulling grass from cracks

betmeen the stones and trii.g foliage to reveal the

'fairway. Despite the likelihood-limt it would continue to
- A

go untamed, its relative permanence seemed to give °them a

sense that this work was of greater value than simply cut-

ting weeds and they worked harder at it.

But the type Hof work being done, though very impor-
.

tant, was not the only factor that seemed significant. The'

behavior of the crew leader also seemed ,to have a great

impact. At one site in Oswego, for example, a crew spent

tiler entire summer clearing beush 'but maintained high

morale. There seemed to,be two.zeasone. First, they'were

clearing the perimenter of a state-owned golf, course and
6/

the golfers frequentry,complimented,them on their work and

remarked on how helpful it was: This recognition and con-

'firmation of the value _of their work seemed to counteract

the, boredom of the task. Second, the crew leader demons-

trated unflagging dedication and enthusiasm, which was

transmitted to the crew. Furthermore, she used some effec-

tive organizational devices such as naming' sub-crew leaders

and safety officers and setting goals for each sub-crew.

48
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Another morale. booster for tats crew was the °fun and

profit° derived from selling lost go f baiXls they found

while woriinf.

we tried to identify cr ad rs who were authorita-

tive in the sense that they et no maintained clear stae-

dards and exerted their pow* whe appropriate, who were

well-organized, who had an lr y r pport ith participants,

and who were', also good teac`s. We found many of those,

as well as some who '.fell sh t of the ideal. ,The, spirit.

and performance of the crews gee med to be related to their
: 1

:

leaders' behavior. But, while, some leaders were clearly
/

.

better prepared by training ;,and disposition for the job

than others, there Were alo influences outside the contr 1
A ;

of the crew -leaders that i0t4ei limited .Or enhanCed ir

lerforiance.
OF-

,

We have labelled t dse influences °organization.°

Included in thii'term are such matters as who controlled
.

i

the land on which the work! wa4 'being done, how much influ-
_

ence crew leaderi had over; work' project selection, whether

time and resources were available 'for planning envi;onmen-
,

tal education and rainy day activities, and, whether tools

and materials were 'easily available when needed..

Cortland and Monroe w;0:1 .the simplest and apparently

most effective okganization6. Both programs were conducted

on land under the control "of the organization sponsoring

the program the county 'Irks Idepartplent in Monroe and the

county Cooperative ExtensiOn association in Cortland,

. 4
,1

1 A

47.
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though the Cortland. program also includedr some Work on

school land. This leantthat those planning the ICC pro -

graieither had the authority themselves' or were in close

. coniacOfith those-who had the authoritf.to ,decide what
_ ..

work should, be done.e The result was a 'good variety of

jobs, work that was interesting, educational, and worth-

while, and adequate tools and materiali. Cayuga did work

in-steite Parks, butlippeared to have excellent communicwr

tions with park staff. A park staff member worked closely

with the. YCC staff throvghodt-the summer. Oswego' had a

complex situation because of the many work sites. Some-

crews also worked at more than one site. Problems were
...:.ed L

evident at some sites, but in one case a work site was

abandoned when the person controlling the property failed

to provide promised materials. Although the 'sponsoring

agency did ndt control all the property, they had enough

alternative work sites that only ones judged to be appro-

priate 'were chosen.or maintained.

Syracuse had the most complicated and least effective

organization. Three' agencies were involved 4the mayor's
,14

office,' which planned and coordinated the program, the city
r4t,

_>'

parks departsent, which provided the work, tools, and

supervisors;, and SYR, which recruited and paid the partici-

pants. Two major problems resulted from this organ' tion.

,e was that the crew leaders were powerless to e theji

w rk assignments even though they, soon realized that,clear-.

ing brush was boring and not very educational. Their pow-
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erlessness was exacerbated after a crew leader "fired" a.

parti nt forinsubordination and SYR immediately reas-

signed. the. participant to the other work site. Under the

circumstances, crew leaders were deprived of real authority

and could not be highly effective.. In addition, staff to

assist the two chief crew leaders were hired late and there

was fairly high turnover through the summer. The lack of

pee-program plannihg and the absence Of paid staff planning

time during the program meant that little environmental

educatidm was. done and no serious . attempts were (iade to
C

improve the work projects. Staff had little sense. o.who

was in charge or how to change things. Their morale suf

fered badly and participants' morale was low as a result.

The criteria we developed. for judging the quality of pro-

grams are summarized. as follows:

1. Work

a. Provides opportunities for participant deci-

sion making

Arl Is lasting

c. Benefits many people

d. Requirei sophisticated tools and skins

e. Is varied

2. Staff

a. Are authoritative either permissive nor .

authoritarian) n

.b. Have the power to change unsatisfactory work

assignments

57
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Places control of work assignaents in th

45

hands of those who are responsible for the educa-
.

tional,aspect of the program

b. Giims crew leaders adequate support (liaison

witk administrators, time for planning, resources

forAmitruction, tools an'd materials for work).

e Leader Questionnaire is useful in discovering par-

ticipants perceptions of their leaders' characteristics.

Participants-responded to each item about their leader on a

scale of (1) always (2) often (3) sometimes (4) seldom, (5)

never. Table 3:4' shows the distribUtion of responses off,'

all YCC participants combined except Cayuga for each item

in the Leader Questionnaire. TAle 35 shows the relati\ve----

standing of each YCC program-except, Cayuga on each item in

the Leader Ques i nnktie. Numbers in parentheses are.aver-

age item scores for each program. Lines under these scores

are the result of a Newman-Keuls test for multiple compari-

sOns. A line, is drawn under subsets of groups for which

no pair "have significantly different means. For example,

the single line under all groups for item #1 indicates none

-of the group means -are significantly different from the

ikothers. For it #8, Monroe Oswego, and Cortland do not



Responses to
Leader Questionnaire Items

for Participants in YCC Programs

1 i,
1 .1 4* i

sittmessasittszsammaxsszas uuu mrst z ts aaaaa x:=====i:s==stscsg:Tsgsmtx:slesmstsIsttr=st:

1. He/she is someone I can talk to 1 28.2% 30.1% : 28.2% 1 10.7% : 2.9% 1

2. Wahe involves us in decisions..::.. 28.4%

I

. He/she praises us for a job well :

done. : 33.0%

4. He/She is poorly organized. : 2.9%

Hefshe can be coOnted on to do
Uhat:he/she says.

6. Ae/she works along with is.

7. HO/She knows what's happening on
the job.'

40.2% 1 18.6% i 9.8% i 2.9% 1
I

1 1 1

31.1% 1-23.3% : 9.7% : 2.9% :

13.5% 27.9%

27.2%
------.

15.4%

14.4%

26.2% 1 42.7%

43.3%

3.9%

1 44.2% 1 26.9% 9.6% 3.8% 1

1
i

1 1.

' 39.4 %.1 41.3% 1.9% 1 2.9% :
i10000- 10000 -0000--i i

. 8. He/she gets along well with the
1 1 1 1 1

workers. I 43.1% 1 36.3% 1 12.7% : 6.9% : 1.0% :

9. He/she leti US loaf. : 2.0% 1 5.9% : 44.6% 1 29.7% 1 17.8% 1

10. Ht/she is open to disagreement. i 30.1%

11.'Heshe knows when someone is try-
ing to get away with something
and does something about it.

12. He/she jokes with us.:

13. He/she is respected by the
workers. T

15.5%

410100.0
28.2% 1 24.3% 1 15.5% 1 1.9% :

1 1 1 1

32.0% : 37.9% : 11.7% : 2.9 %r
1 1 ' '

41.3% i 36.5% : 18.3% 1 3.8% : 0.0% :

1 1 1 1

: 32.6% 1 40.0% : 21.1% 1 4.2% 1 2.1%
am...m.04mm : :

14. He/she gives special treatment to : 1 1 1 '

20M0 workers. . 1 12.4% 1.10.3% 1 23.7% 1 25.8% 27.8% 1

150 He/she calls attention to inter- 1 : 1 1

eating things in the environment_ 1 32.3% : 35.4% 21.9% 1 8.3%
(like animal and plant life). :

1-1----
16. He/she teaches us how to do : 1

things if we don't know how. 1 37.1 %.' 32.0%
1 1

22.7% 17.2% : 1.0%1
17. He/she explains his/her actions 1 1 i 1 1

to the group. :
: 19.6% 1.43.3% : 26.8% 1 8.2% 1-.2.1%.

18. Hash; does not help us with :

problems. 1 5.2% 1 5.2%.1 22.7% ' 45.4% 1 21.6% 1

19. He/she cones up with new ways to 1
. 1

approach a problem. : 17.5% : 41.2% 1 35.1% 1 4.1% 1 2.1% 1

- 20. He /she sets goals for the group. 1'28.9% f 35.1% 1 25.8% 1 7.2% : 3.1%
Iss a t aaa Batas aaaaaa stassalss= aaaaaa amal r IssmisatIlmmsleallstmszrailmstmssal

Responses from Cayuga YCC participants were not included in this table.
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.

have significantly different means, for do, Oswego,

Cortlaid, and Syracuse. However, no single line connects

Monroe to Syracuse, indicating that these two groups have

significantly .different means.

In each YCC program except Cayuga all participants

worked primarily with only one leader through the summer.

Each participant filled out a Leader Questionnaire on their

primary leader at the end of the summer. There were two

main leaders in Syracuse, five in Oswego, three in Cort-

land, and four in Monroe. Tkus, the camp means in Table

3.5 are actually average s6otes for the seve al leaders in

each camp,,weighted by the number of participants who

filled out a questionnaire on each leader. As in other

analyses, -onli responses. from participants who attended

both the pretest and posttest have been considered in

Tables 3.4 and 3.5. linfortunately,-. data from Cayuga cannot

be used in the same way becausD most of the participants

worked clOsely with several supervisors.

The items from the Leader Questionnaire will be dis-

cussed under headings that encompass more than one item and

refer ,to general leader characteristics. Statistics in

brackets are ,results of a one-way analysis of variance by

group on the item in gukstion.

Ritglaing. Item #2, "He/she involves us in eci-

sions,n drew "always" to "often", responses from 68% of all

YCC participants. (See Table 3.4.) Monroe showed the most

positive response, with 92% of the responses in one of
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TABLE id

Compariso of Mean Le___er QueStionnpire
Item Scores among YCC,Programs

PART 3 Results

1. He/she soil*, I can talk to .1.11. He/she knows when someone is try-
Monroe Oswego Cortland Syracula ing to away with something.
(1.06) (2.32) (2.35) °(2.55) .1 and thingreout it.,

1 Syracuse Oswego Co land Monroe
,1 (2.41) (2.46) (2.50) (2.81)

2. He/she involves US in decisions.' 12. He/ es with us.
Monroe Oswego Syracuse Cortland Monroe Cortland Syracuse
(1.64) (2.25) (2.41) (2.45) t1 (1. )

3. He/she praises
done.

Monroe Cortland
-(1.88) (1.95)

(145) (2.37)

1

us for-e-job'well 13. He/she 'ierespected by 'the
workers. . . .

Syracuse Oswego i Monroe Cortland Oswego . :Syracuse
(2;13) (2.70) (1.64). (1.68) (2.20). (2.50)

- 4. He /she -is -poorly -oritanized; He /she given special treatment to.
Oswego acuse Cor land,,i Monroe * workers.'
(3.25) (3.37) (3 601--- (3.81) Cortland Syracuse Monroe Oswego

(3.24.1. (3.33) (3.38) (3.88)
-r-

5. He /she .Can be counted on to do ..w.
iifiat he/she says; . .

Cortland Monroe Oswego SYracute
11.8(1) (2.04),.. (2.14) (2.27)

.

15. He/She carts attention to inter;-
esting things in the environment
(like.: animal atet plant life).

Monroe Cortland Oswego Syracuse
(1.69) (2.16). (2.28) (2.38)

6. He/she works along with us. 16. He/she teaches us how to do things
Cortlan& Monroe Oswego Syracuse 1, if we don't know hgw.
(1.60) (1.81) (1.82).., :..Monroenroe Cortland Syracuse OsWeIo_

(1.73) (1.79) (2.22) (2.32)

. lia/sheknOwt What'S-Alapening on
the j36..

Monroe' Cortlanq Syracuse 0:

(1.69), (1.80)' (1.93) (2:0 ).

8. He/slisets along : well with the
work

Monroe Oswego Cortland Syracuse
41.46) (1.89) (1.90) (2.18)

9. He/She let's 'Ws
CortlancL Monroe Syracuse
(3.30)' (3.40)' (3.57)

w.

17., He/she explains his/her actions to
the group.

Monroe. Cortland Syracuse Osweeo
(2.15). .(2.16) (2.41) (2.44)

18. He/she does not help us with
problems. .

Syracuse Oswego Cortland Monroe
(3.37) (3.68) (344) (4.15)

-. .
..- 19.41eishe capes up with new ways to

'Oswego approach a
(3.86) Cortland- Monroe Oswego Syracuse

(2.00) (2.15) ' (2.28) (2.74)
..

sy.

10. He/she is opqn tO disagreement. W. He/she sets goals for the grou0.
Monroe Cortland Oswego Syracuse Cortland §yrecuse Monroe Oswego
(2.00) - (2.15) (2.29)- (2.72) (2.05) (2..19) '(2.19) (2.36).

a
...Responses rr yuga YCC participants were not inclUded. in this table.

;Note:
.

are drawn ,under subsets of groups for wnich no pair has
significantly different means. The Newman-Keuls method for multiple
comparisons was used with p.05 for each set .of comparison. Numbers in
parentheseeireeman scores for each group on each item.' Scores range]tra6
t.00:(alWays). to.5.00 enever).-

4.
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.

these two (not shown in ,Any table), As

indicated in Tab 3.5, there is a ipnificatt difference

among the group means for-this item [P(3,98)=3.39, pso.021],

with Monroe's participants' indicating significantly. aore

ofrportunities to contribute to < deciStons than' 'participants

liniiny of the other camps. Responses wereenerallynot as

positive for item #10, "He/she is' open to disagreement,"

and there

means. ,

Control. Responses were mostly in the "sometimes" and

.were har-significant differences among group

"Seldom" categories for item #9, "He/she letS us loaf,"

although 18% overall responded "never:" Item #11, "He/she

knows when someone is.trying to getaway with something and

does something about it, w responses mostly in the

"often" and "sometimes" categories.either of these items
, #'

showed significant differences among group means.

?riendliness. Item #1, "He/Mhe is someone I can talk,

to, drew "sometimes" to "always4-N,responses from all

groups with no significant differences among group means.

Item #8, "He/she gets along well.with.;the workers," drew

responses mostly in the "always" and "often" ategories,

although 39%.of the participant Syracuse res pnded from

"sometimes".to "never" . (noit shown any table) On this

item thereHasAL significant diftbrence among groUp means

[10(3,98)=2.70, [1,-1.049]. Table 3.5 shows 'that Syracuse par-

'ticipantsclaimed their leaders got along well with the.'

workers significantly iess often than participants.' in the
4'



ok,

Other groups Claimed. A Similar but such strOnger pattern

. is .evident for ,:item #12, "He/she jokes with us"
0

PART Results

[F(3,100)=6.25, p=.001].

isigiamiss .12.k. Item #7, "He/she knows
0 ,

m

what's happening on the Jobe." drew generally positive res-

ponies 'fro participants in all groups, with 80% of the
.

,

responses falling in 443 "often" or "always" categories._
IThere were no significant differences among group means.

(Also see item #11 under control.)

.Morks. About 71% of the- participants said their

suArvigtor worked along with them (item #6) "often" or

walways,*,although in Syracuse- ,only 47% wade., this Claim

(not shown in any table). The aifference amtIng grouP means,

As signific [F(3,100)=5.11 1)=.003]. Table 3.5 shows

that participants" in WaCuse indicated their leaderirtitked

along with them significantly less often than the partici-
(

j'

pants in :the other groups indicated.

Explains actions. Item #17, "He/she explains: his/her

actions to the group," rew responses ostly in, the "some-
.

times" to "always" ca egoriese, with no, s gnificant differ-

ences between group'meanS.

.42/2 goals.. Item #20iY"He/she: sets goals' for the
.2",

':group,11. drew general agreement,With 64%:reSponding in the..

"always" or "often" categories. There was no

difference- among group means.

Praises.

significant

Item #3, "He/she praises us for a "job well

done " drew.mostly "sometimesoualways" iesponi"4s in all



'groups, although Oswego participants indicated receiving_

significantly less praise than the' other groups

[F(3,99)=3.22, p=.026].

Teacher/helper. Item *16, "HeA teethes us how to

do things if we don'tkit% how drew responses mostly in

the "sometimes" to "always" categories. There were no sig-

nificant differences among group means. Item #18, "He/she

does not help us with problems," drew re4onses mostly in

the "sometimes" to "never" categories. On .item #18 there'

was significant difference among group means

tp(3 93)=2.15, p=.0473.. Table 3.5 indicates tha Monroe's

.1
participants said their leaders did , not help them with

prOLlems significantly -less than participants in the other

groups said. (Also see the discUssion under f ralA-
tions of item, #8 of the Camp SaZisfaction Questionnaire.)

Snv4roamental teacher. Item *15 "He/she calls atten-

ion teQntetesting things in the environment,." drew mostly,

positive responses from all groups. There were no signifi-

cant differences among group means.

Special treatment. Item *14 "He/she gives special

treatment to some workers," drew a wider range of resiidhses

than most item,. This may be because of the ambiguity .of

the item. Spedial treatment may be interpreted alterna-

tively as
-

",playing favorites" or 'as helping workers' mho

need special __help,_ Resionses,averiqed in the "sometimesir

or "seldom"- categories with , no signifidant differences

among group meant.



Qriain ,y. Table 3.5

Results'

indicates., there is a

significant difference among group .means [F(3,93)=3.43,

p =.020] for item #19, "He/sap cones, with new wags Ito

apOrOach a problem." iSyracuse participants claimed to have

significantly 'less innovative leaders than didthe partici-

pants in ei ar Coqiand or Monroe. Oswego's mean was not

significant/iv different froi the' other three groups.'

Qsgagint/ga. Item *4, "He/she is poorly organized,"

had 71% of the responses in the "sometimes" or "seldom"

categories.. There were no significant differences among

4tup means.
.0

AlePenslabilitv. Reponses were generally positive

item 15, '!He /she: can be counted on to dcrwhit he/she says."

There-were po-significant differences among group means.

Respect. Item #13, "He/sfie is respected by the work-

ers," drew 76%-) of, the' responses in the "often" or "some-

times" categories. There.was a significant difference

wrong group means [F(3 91)=5.26,- p=.002]. Table 3.5 shover

that, Syracuse participants indicated respect for their
s

leaders significantly less often thin 'did participants in

'either Monroe or Cortland, and the Os+go mean did not dif-
.

fer significantly from the other three groups.
Aw

Discussion

Interpreting ' group differences in restionses to

Leader Quebtionnaire is complicated because 'particip
, -fie

were unable to compare their leaders to the leader

59



-other prograns. Assuming, ver, that their judgments

were based on similar standards, participants in, Syracuse

4 evaluated their leaders most harshly, rating them signifi
c ntly I er than Rarticipants in the other programs rated
heir leaders on four characteristics: getting along with

participants, working beside participants, originality, and
beiing respected. Monroe participants, nit the other'end,

/o
.

rated their leaders significantly higher p. twb:*charactet- "-

.""istics:, involving participitints 11 decisiOnt-iand
Syracuse paricipaites FMtings., consistent

.1 ' . '%

our observation's that 'CrewCleaciiiIisiAn ,*Sy pole .werre"over-
= VIE r. 1'4

burdened, lacked 'adlainist,,tatiye,pu gad letsq,appfoprit
ate backgrotndsf. `anal eve4e,'g

leaders, in, he 'Totier,.0ograiii.t: .:;.'.
.. -, ; bf.,.

! :I
....3..- .

lets effecii.ye' b
4 ,

I 0.

S ie-lie-is 4n tiie;Calp- cti 4,04 stionnaire
us an i dication'llifAia.rt45 prergeption'S: op ..tb

. .

ity of several as. ets: o their expetlenve.
t; ,

hese it"eiss'iwill,.'be, referre. to.;nS N'prOcesin because'

they are.'related2: to-,th ..p,'fodeOeth.-.41.m. the 'c e:xperiencikes fr,
41,; :v. .

may .hairethad':sighe fida Lai pact*:: the of
- -.

the : Ptirt:14fantlitit Tab e hAvS distralts tion of r s=
tioobt:ts: fft*ICC On_2442ese...ititts. Table 4. 7

.-snows a breakdown- YCC these,, items. The

iiiipact iteigs:ftoui the

will be diiipuSbeet. sections clf 1:thisiOrtpor.,t.
Af / 4 P.

s o.

Satisfaction. ::Questionnaire



TABLE 3.6

, Responses' tb' "Process" CaMp
-.,:atiSfaction Questionnaire Ite0s-

for:PartiCipatits'in YCC PrOgrams

140.M.M.M.M.100=0:!=.1010M1.11011.1.00==

I
.

4 4 4 1 . I / 4 62 011I-'
1 R

' CICI I

V, et et "I O'i .

14 14 14 344

-:-::2c-...Boyi4ciemedlmore! capable than girls on 4
most of the jobs: 41.2% 16.2% 16.2% 24.3%'

1

1 4 1

MINIOMM
3. We had all the tools ancrmaterialsme. :1

-needed..to get our work done..
1 8.2% 17.3%

-------:

5. We had interesting projects to do '

on rainy days. : 11.8% .7.3% 22.7%

1

1

17.3% 57.3% 1

.

7. think the work we acCompitshed 1.

A 56.3%was 50.4% ! 10.7%

58.%

2.7% :

w-ww 1 1 .loommommomoomoomoomom.....-...-..., ...-----.. -- , -.....---.
--..-------1

8. When.I. ..didn't:khow..hoW.to-do a' job, -0 1.
r

i
.:

. . .

t

-.'staff-memberS-Always-offered21deas-' 1-34:8%;:- -37: 5%1 ':16G1%- -11-.,6%-il.:
to help:me:-do:the-job better..:'.'.

..
. .. . . A

f.'''''''''''''''I ''''''.''''

Au r work projects and assignments -t1 1

1.
.1..

Were Weikplanned and coordinated.
, .

j-1L7%. 28.8% 1.27,9% 31.510,
,,.

..

, , . .1 --'1
1 .

',. -.: 1-.-
,

1
.

1
... .....,_.........______________________.___ _........_,_....,

1 I 1

1

' 10 The work was boring much, of the time. 1 17.0% 33.9% 14 21.4% 27.7% I

I I I I

N.
MIMIIIMOMIRM MIIMMOMIM i=1111MMM allIMM=MOO M.N....MI

1201orkers from different-famiay
1 11

1 .1

backgrOurds got along ver;well 36.9%. 31.5% 20.7% 1'. 10.8%

M.IMMIMOIMMOMMIMMIMMIOMMOOMMMEM=11=====MMOMIM MIMOONIM aMOIMMOIN MOSMIM MIN=IMM
her,e....

14.-Staff memberS would'sometimes take out :

-

1

1:
.

*their-frustrations on the-wOrkers in g7.7% 1744 Ljsw% 30.4%
:.

.1unpleasant, ways._

19. I.think we Were linderPsid. .53.0V-21.4% 11.6%.:-13ti14-71
.

I A

Wish:I could have had pat about f 1

paanning the work and maki les. ;I 31.3% 40.2% ;'17.0% 11.6%
1 1 1

1 1

1 I 1



On. the Camp SatisfaCtiOn.Questionnaire ;participants

responded to .statements about their camp on a scale of (I)

agree strongly 42) agree. slightly (3) disagree slightly (4):

disagree strongly. Although the Camp Satiqfaction Ques-,

:tionnaire was administered only at 4re end 'of.the summer,

only responses from.those Participants ,who. took both the

pretest and the posttest will be considered in,the-follow-

. ing analyses.

As with the'Leader. Questionnaire,Camp Satisfaction

Questionnaire i ems4will be discussed under a number of

.generalAleadings, statistics in brackets' refer to the

reaulis.of a One-way.analysit Of variance by grouponthe
a.

6

Interesting 'Work. Responses were mixed to 2tei)#10

"The work was boring much of the time." A little over half

of the pActicip nts agreed with this statement (see Table

3.6).2 Although the Newman-Keuls . test presented in Table

3.7 shows there is no significant difference between any

pair of group means, a one-4ay analysis of variance indi-

cates an overall difference among the means [F(4,107)=2.81,

p=.029]. Syracuse particilants,indicated having the most

boring,work wile Cayuga's participants claimed the least
4

boring.

Worthwhile work. Although the accomplishment of

2Unlesseptberwie indicated, agree" will be used to refer
to ot the "agree slightly" and "agree strongly" catego-

iimilarly for "disagree."
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2. Boys seemed more capable elan 'girls on (Est of the jobs.
Syraouae Monroe

' 79) (1.85) (211)
Oswego

f;!;81.

3. We had m4Othetools and matirisfin we needed to get our work done.
Cayuga Cortland Oswego Syrabust Monroe
(2.00) (2.58). (3.19) (3.52) ' (3.92) k.r.

5. Oils had proittot to do on rainy. days.
Cortland Syr Cayuga Oswego Monroe

4*. (2.58) .(3.14) (3.50) (3.52) (3.58)

7. I think the work we acoomplishmi wan Worthwhile.
' . Syracuse Monroe ; Cayuga Cortland Oswego

:(1.45) (1.46).. (1.55) (1.63). (.1.89)

.8. When I didn't know how to do 84ob, staff members always offered ideas to
help me do the job better.

Cayuga Cortland Monroe Oisego Syracuse.

(1.18) :(1.63) (1.92) (2.19). (2.62)

9. Our work projects and'assigneents wire well planned and 'coordinated.'
Cayuga Cortland Monroe Syrabuse Oswego'
(2.00) (2.37) (2.54) (2.97) (3.44)

10. 7hgt4ark was boring such of the,eine.
aoua Monroe

55.31)
0

A°7 (21) (2.92) -frAT

12. Workers from different featly bockgrounds got along very well here:.
PlonrOe Cayuga Cortland Oswego Syracuse
(1.42) (1.60) '(1.89) (2.44) (2.52)

' 14. Staff ambers would sonatinas
unpleasant ways.

Ckftl Onweg
, (2.00and) (2.30)

3.

take out their frustrations on the workers in
. .

Cayuga Syracuse Monroe
(2.45) (2.93) (2.96)

19. I think we were underpaid.
Monroe Cams
(1.46) (1.55)

211nCortland Syracuse
(2.00) (2.34)

21.'1 wish I could have had more to say atout planning ih work and milking rules.
Syracuse Oswego Monroe Cayuga Cortland
(1.133)a, (2.04) ,(2.12) (2,18) (2.32)

7.1

:'Note: Lines are drawn under subsets of groups for which no lair has .

Neseeg4Ceuls mithod for multiplesignificantly different neens.i:;,

comparisons mea used A* p..05 each set of oceparisons. Numbers in

parenthesesare mean for group on Apech item. Snores- range from

.1.00(agree strongly) to 1400(disagree Strongly4
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worthwhile work might properly be considered an img:ct of.

the ICC, we are more ,concerned here with the effect pf

accomplishing worthwhile work on various aspects of per-,

Atonal development. There was strong agreement in 'all

groups with item #7 flI'think the. work we accosplishedwas

worthwhile," with no significant differences among group

mealls.44

Work c9ardinatiO4 lag 21111111111- Three itemaYmeasured

different aspects of work codrdination and planning. Item

#9, "Our work projects were well panned and coordinated,"

drew general disagre ent. Only AiXightly sore than 40%

agreed with this statement, while the modal category was

"disagree stlk.ongly with over 31%. Table 3.7 shows a

rather complicated pattern of significant group differdnces

for, tb s4 item_ [F(4:106)=6.94/ p<.001], with Cayuga's par-,

iicipants ,indicating greitest satisfaction and. OswegOs

participants the least. Responses to items #3 and #5 were

even 'pre negative. The majority of participants strongly

disagreed that they had all the tools ,ando materials they

get their work done Wes *3)c ^a ,though there was

variation, in loroup respones [F(4,105) =13.56,

As Shown in Table 3.7, Cayuga and Cortland par-

needed to

a. wide

p<.001].:

ticipants showed the most satisfaction while Monroe par -

showed the least. The majority of participants

also strongly .disagreed that they 'had interesting4projeAs

to do on rainy days (item #5). Table 3.7 shows that Cort-
e

land participants indicated significantly more satisfaction

ticipants
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on this item than participants in Cayuga, Oswego, or Monroe

[;F(4,105)=3.66, p=.008].

51.11faltstael Ellatitons. Participants' re tiOns with

staff were measured by items 8 and: 14. rticipants were

more coapliientary of their staff than they were of. work

planning and coordination'. Over 72% agreed that staff were

helpful in offering ideas to help do jobs better (item 8).

There, wets a rather.complicated pattert,,o'f significant group

differences [F(4,107)=6.77, p<.001]. As -shown in Table

3.7, Cayuga participant's claimed the _most helpful staff

while Syracuse participants claimed the least helpful

staff.. (Also see the discussion under teacjler/4122E of

items 16 and #18 of the Leader Questionnaire.) Almost 45%;

agreed with item 14, "Staff members would, sometimes take

outtitheir frustrations on the workers in.unpaaSant ways. N.

Al ough Table 3.7 indicates there were no signific,ant dif-

ferences between pairs of grow one-way analysis of

variance reveals an overall .;,dif rence among group means

[F(4,107)=3.05, p=.020]. : Cortland claimed the staff with

the least pleasant disposition while Monroe participants

were less critical of their staff.

Although the majority of, participants were complimen-

tary of staff, there was still a fair percentage of par-
.

tfcipadts. who described their sta as, unhelpful and some-
4

times unpleasant.

Liagnmagial-talAtim. 'About 68A agreed that work-

taril from different family backgrAnds got along. very well

0
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(item .12). As shown in Table 3.7, there is a significant

difference among group means [F(4,106)=6.96, p<.001], with.

Modroe and Cayuga indicating significantly better interper-

'aortal relations than Oswego and Syracuie, and with Cortland

falling )n between. Notice that disagreement with, this
.F;

item was strongest *fl. Syracuse. whereethnic diversity was

the greatest of any program studied. (See Table 3.2.)

About 55%c the Syracuse participants disagreed with this

item (not shown in any table). Tor a further discussion of

participant interpersonal, relations see section 3.4.

participant planning. Over 71% agreed that they

wished they could have had aore to say about planning the

work and making rules (itea #21). This could probably be

said of most workers in most jobs, but this is still a dis-

coura41ngfinding sincd,one of our major intereets iak.with

programs in which youth are given, opportunities to sake

decisions and exercise responsibility. There were no sig-

nificant differences among group means.

fax. Agreement was also strong with item *19, '!I

think we were underpaid." Again, this could probably be

said of workers in many jobs. YCC participants were paid

minimum wage, $2.35 per hour...There was a significant dif-

terence among group means for this item [F(4,107)=2.97,

p=.022], with Monroe participants showing significantly,

more dissatisfaction with pay than Syracuse participants,

and the other groups falling in _between. Interestingly,.

TabRos, 3.1 and 3.2 indicated that Syracuse participants

66
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ranked the lowest of any of the groups

socioconomic indicators while Ron

cost affluent group.
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studied on various

e was probably the
S

.121=1/22d =A. we were interested in item 02, "Boys

seemed more capable than girls on most of thp. jobs,"

because of the stereotype of men awl not, women doing 'hard

physical labor.,' The YCC gives males and females an oppor-

tunity to work side.lby side on the same jobs, alJthou4h we

noted that often. females either were given or chose for

themselves the "softer",jobs. Over 59% agreed with this

statement at the end of the summer, and over 43% agieed

strongly. The exception was Cayuga, where. 80% disitogreed.

and 70% disagreed /strongly (not shown in any table). There

was a . significant difference among group means

(PA4 106)*5.-35, p=.0013. Cayuga had Ii 'feaale yeOject

director, an equal nusber of male'and = female participants,

and man y oppiiituni4Aes to talk informally about sexism.

Ak

Discussion

Some of the items in the Camp Satisfaction Question-

.naire were closely related to items in the Leader Question-

naire ankin the interview. 'Specifically, two Camp

faction items, #8 and 014, were about staff, and one, *21,

was aboutparticipaniinvolvement in planning. ParticiPants
,

seemed harder on staff in their responses to t,le. Camp

Satisfaction items than in those to' the Leader Question-

naire. This probably resulted fro the wording of the
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iteael In 'th00 Camp :Satisfaction Questionnaire the

statekents were (item $8) Vhen I didn't know how to do a
411,

r

job, staff always offered ideas to help as do the job bet-
-

terN and (itea 014) Staff membefs'iould sometimes take out

their frustrations on the'workers in unpleasant.ways." The

Afords "always" and " sometimes" ,sight well account for the

apparently harsher judgmenton those two items., Partici=

pants whb thought staff`aembers were usually helpful would .

rate they staff members lower than the top rating because

they were not Always helpful. , Similarly those who thought

staff meabers seldom took out their frustrations on.workers

would still agree that they sometimes did. ,The discrepancy

'illustrates the great dangers in generalizing from ques7

tionnaire responses.

The sake dangers are revealed by the differendet-ilr

conclusions that sight be drawn regarding participants'

feelings about being involved in decisions. -Interviewees

expressed sieneral satisfaction. When asked in Leadar

.Questionnaire hoW often their leaders involved **ea in

decisions, 68% of respondents said either always or often.,

But when presented in the Caap--Satisfaction Questionnaire

with (item-020) "I wish I could have had more to say about

planning the work and Raking rules," over 71% agreed. fierp'

again-the wording may have a strong influence on responses.
. \

Participants were not necessarily strongly dissatisfied

't with their roles in decision 'eking, ,but they responded

4Y
positively to the suggestion4that they might have had more

68
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Thq area of. work coordination and planning, wilioh.A,
along with pay, received the greatest expressions of dissa-

tisfaction from partIcipants, is one that we also observed.

TO soae extent, particiliantso complaints were surely a

reflection of real but. ,unavoidable problems. It is

unlikely that any /CC program will run with machine-like

precision, given their short lifetime, multiple goals, and
I .

demands on staff talenta. However partiCipants in

different programs may'haie had different
k*.

about what-was satisfactori organization. Furthermore, the

.expectations'

complexity of supplying tools and materials varied with the

demands of the projects. elearing brush does not require

m a logi;tical Support.

3.4 Does the YCC have '.a measurable impact on its Par-

ticipants?

ksighagociAlatAIAxity Awl Decisions and'Rules

,Two-tailed t-tests were performed on all pre-post mea-
,

sures. When all:of'the YCC projects are considered as one

4, combined g oup, two Of the nine FSM'subscales showed signi

ficant changesfrom. pretest. to posttest.The Trust

scale showed ,a significant positive chinge[t=2.29 df=113,

'p=.0241 from a sea' score of 2.70 to 2.78. The Tolerance
0-

Subscale showed, a' `significant negative change [t=-2.14,

.0.f=113, Nr.034] from 'a mean score of 3.17 to 3.09.-

4!
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the other PSN subscales showed a: significant ;change.: : 'It

should be noted that althoub these changes ,,are statisii-
,

cally significant, the differences beitween mean pre- and

posttest scores do not indicate large chang's of attitudes.

The School Attitude Questionnaire shOwed of tange in

negative direction [ df=113, , p=.002] from a

mean of 2.63 to 2.50, tha1t-is; TertiCipants evaluated their
--.

schoOls and school learning more negatively at the- end of
t

thi slimier.

Tests were also perfoirmed on items in . the DecisionS

and Rules Questionnaire. Our only residential camp,. Cay- _

uga, was excluded from this analysis since the participants

there had not been at home during the summer and this had

had no opportunity to 'experience- changes in parental eci-

sion and .rule-making behavior. Combining the foUr nonkesi-
,

dential YCC 'camps, none of the four . items measuring fadily
,

decision making sliowed any significant changer Of the.

eight rules, listed, only one, "Eating dinner with the
t.

family " showed a significant change [ t=3: 11, df=99 ,

p,s802]. At.. the pretest, 44 ecked this rule as compared

to only .30% at the posttest. wever , there was no overall

differehce in . the number of . rules that' participants

off between the pretest. and-. the posttes

The tests performed above give us some indication what

changes -took place among Itte .YCC participints over the Sum-
,

mer but they still give us lititle indication- what thee

Checked-

impact of the YCC Was. The dhangest mentioned above may



have resulted from the sumiser ytc experience--; liut- they may

also have been caused by other influences: lot related to
the YCC To partially resolve this diffidulty of interpre-
tation, nonpatticipant control group data were compared- to
!CC data for the two loCatiOnS for which we had contro
groups, Osirego CoUntY Aid Syracuse..a Syracuse there was

,aThe.. statistical analysis used here-, a general linear
models procedure, is/ similar to others used later in this
rept:mt. and-,deserves.,,.steme, comment. For each subscale or
questionnaire item, 'the dependent var-iable..is the post-
testmeasure. Ai hierarchical regression equation is thea
constructed, the first eittry beitOthe trerest measure.
Thus, the effect of each participant's p est level oa
his posttest score is controlled for, or partialled out
of, each succeeding variable in the equation. This
procedure is re powerful than using simple pretest 4

'.posttest, diffe ence scores (Campbell and Stanley, 1963,
p.. 23; Cohen a d Cohen, 1975, pp. 378-393) . Other varia-
bles entered in:the' equation .are, in order, the partici-
pant's sex, age (dummy coded as a categorical variable) ,
whether the participant lived in an intact . family or bro-

. ken family; whether the participant had ever had a regu-
lar paying job, .whether the participant had taken part in
-a school. activity during the past six months, - and the
group to w)19L-ch . the' participant belonged (in the present
analysis, . CC versus control) . Thus, the group effect on
the posttest score his partialled from it not only the

\pretest score, but also a number of other factors which
,may have' been correlated with Ajroup membership and which
'nay have also affected the posttest score. In this way,
we can be more certain that the group effect is pure,.i3.e., it is not*.contaminated by other factors, or at
ckeast not thOse entered in the equation. -Finally, six
-Itteraction terms are entered in the:.equation. These are

. , . .e interactions of group with each of ehe other varia-
les in tg. equation. These, interactions are not entered,

era;rc:fki" llyi each interaction has partialled from it Ilk
not-OnliCV all the main, effects but also the effects of

i eaah;.,of,- fiel other interactions. However, the interac-
1.00:4 t...71not partialled from any of the main effects,

::alt h'eir presence in the equatikpn reduces both the
error,:.2W.Or nae and the error degree's of freedom in the
''signific ce tests ,for the' main effects. /he resulting
measure of ',gain', is actually an adjusted posttest, score,

'1,i,et, adjusted for the_ pretest level` -'and the othe\r varia-
bles preceding the effect of interest in the regression

,,:
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significant difference between the YCC and control group

on only one of the nine PSH subscales. the Tolerance

Subscale the Syracuse !CC showed significantly lower

adjuSted posttest scores than the Syracuse .control group

1 [F(1,27)=4.74, p=.0383]. There- was a significant group

.
effect for tbsSchool Attitude Questionnaire [F(1 27)=4.77,

p=*.0379]. Here again, the, Syracuse YCC showed si UN.-

cantly lower adjusted posttest.scores than the Svacuse

control. %rot*. On the Decisions and Rules Questionnaire

there was a significant main effect for group on question/

$4 [F(1,1I)=6.09, p=.0312].4 Responses indicated that the

YCC had,,more'effect than the control condition on influenc-

ing faibers to explain the .reasons for their decisions or

rules. Of the eight rules listed, there was a significant

group effect only for rule *8, "Eating dinner. with the

family" [F(1,25)=7106, p=.6136]. The YCC- participants

checked this rule more often at the end of the summer than
,r

at the beginning relative to t'e control group. There was

no significant difference, between groups in, the total

equation: This analysis is more accurate and usually
more Poweif than.a simple ,one-way analysis of variance,
and the, general linear models procedure is more, flexible
than an analysis of covariance. Also, although the ana-
lysis was designed primarily for the determination of
group.majih effects discussed' in the present section,
other terms 'in the equation allow the testing of
hypotheses which will be di,scuseed in the following sec-

.

tiond\of:his report.

4The 'sample size was smaller in this'analysis than in oth-

iacrd thus could
ers because over half of the Syracuse
groups were not living with their fathe, a
not answer the question.
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'number

. .

of ..rules checked.

-
In Oswego. there was a signifticatt differrence .:ketwe

the YCC and control group on :the Self-Reliance Subscale

[F (1,33) =445, p =.0426]. The YCC participants silowed,
? scores °

nificantly higher. adjusted popttest on t s .subscale tha
. , .

the control group meibers. There were no 'othe4 signit nt

group effects for the other PS!! Inventory 4fubsca es, the

School attitude Questionnaire, or the first four questions

of the 'Decisions and Rules. Questionnaire. Of the eight

rules listed on, the Decisions and Rules Questionnaire,

there- were significant group effects for rule #4, uTime

spent watching T.V.m 1 31)=4.59, p=.0401], and for rule.

116, mAgainst going ar u d with ce;tin girls "

r F (1,31) =5. 46, p=. 0133 ]. The CC participants checked of f

both of these rules more often the end of the summer

than at the beginning relative to the control geoup. The

YCC participants also checked off ignificantly fewer rules

at the end of the summer than at the beginning relative to
.17

the control. group [F(1,34=4.24, <70479].

It is', difficult to draw conclusions from the above

analyses on the effects of the YCC on psychosOcial matUr-

ity, school attitude, or parent - youth decision making prac-

tices. The effedts. were completely different in Syracuse

than:they were id Oswego County. This might
, be expeCted

since both: the populations and the programs involved were

very different from one another._ It may well be that.

sweeping generalizations about the effectS of the ,YCC on



Sults
t .,

its participants aret.ina,'OP-rOpri*te.).

..54::-.- 7- - .1-, 1
also stress' the warning, ..e t. :.7iliov..0 ..k s As: a'r

subject, to question° becanse, of - the diificultirt, n
1 -.. \

# "`) <3

random control -gr nonseleted.. YCC pplicant,s ''and,, .

ifo eibecause of the differ in testing condit ns etween-,.t e
. . /

YCC participants an the control Troup members. r ofEithe/i

these problems may have several

nown ways.

the results n.U434k-
:L,,,,

The overall decline in Tolerance scores. and the

YCC as ompared to the Syracusedecline in the Syracuse

control group give some cause for alarm.. Certainly credit

cannot be given to YCC for raising 4ust scores without

taking responsibility for declines in Tolerance. Given the

lack of consistency in outcomes, It seems most prudent to

conclude that there is no evidence of strong: impact from

partiCipationnthe YCC programs in the study. -

The school. attitude q stions demonstrate bit more

consistency, but whether t s result is positi a mat-

ter Of judgment. Critics of the public schools m argur

that -YCC partic4ants obtain 'a more; accurate 'view of school

learning through their eicperien e-in a nonschool learning

program.. On the other hand, it may not heip YCC partici-

pants' life Chances to 'beconie 'disaffected by school..

camp SatisfactionQuestAonnaire

Another y measured the effect of the YCC was by

means of the. Ca' Satisfaction- Questionnaire. As discussed



in the .previous section, we have drawn distinction

between "process" items and "impact° items.. The.

items) give us information on the processes in the camp

experiences which may have led to significant impacts on

the lives of the participants. nProcessn items were

cussed in the previous -section. Table 3.8 shows the

tribution of responses to "impact" items from the Ca

dis-

Satisfaction Ques onnaire for all five- YCC programs com-

bined. Although\this guAlstiodnaire was administered at the

posttest only, in' order to maintiln the same sample of par-

ticipants as in other a alyses we included .in the table

only the responses frdm those participants who took both
ft

the pretest and posttest. This also assured us that all

respondents participated at their YCC cap for the entire

summer.

Satis/A2D.on. Item #1, nI really liked the YCC summer

On the

About

almost

program n is a measure, of total camp satisfaction.

whole, the YCC' campd studied received a good rati

80% of respondents agree4s with the statement,

hIlf agreed Strongly. I

I ter rsonal relatiOns. A number of items concerned

participantS relaticins with each other. There_Au.s-s.trong

agreement with item '#13, "I have developed quite a few-

friendships with other workers in the program.n There was

sUuless otherwi4 indicated, nagreen-twill be used to refer
to both the "agree slightly" and. ',Agree strongryn catego
ries'- and similarly for "disagree."

t --



TABLE 3:8

.Y.IlespOnSes,:tompactCamp
::SeititfactiOn Questionnaire Items
forf.'atticiPants.in.YCC'erograMs

01 really liked the YCC'SPulmer program.
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1 1

6. I learned a great deal about hot - I I
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1 thinkl learned Cluita....a bit abdUt I . I :1 1__

:the.environMent -1.606r group's
: 31.3% I 38.4% 1,16.1% 1.4.3%.1

fzironmentaOducation program. 1 1 1

13: I haVedevelOpedAuite'a-few friendships
with Othec workers. in the prograly.

1

1

1

15.I have learned a great. deal about h(*. '

to work.onprojectsthat:require 39.3% 1 44.6% 1 6.3%

____ Im1__

63.1% 1 27:0% 5.4% 4.5%
I
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I

teamwork.

16. I feel more comfortable around adults . ' I I
r

I

23.4%f:
1

now than I did before the program. -1 10.8%.11/28.8%;,1 36.9%
%

.1
1

.

I 4, 1
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17. I have learned a great deal bout.how I _ ', I
I

can help people in my c ity become I 17..0% 1 42.9%: 122.3% 17.9%
adtive..in.working on envi nmental 7" I 1410 1 :

I IP
.I :.

problems..
1 1
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1

.1 .

,
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18. I have learned a great deal. ab t how to. 1.
1 .1

1

get along better with people whO are dif- 27.9 %A 46.8% 1.17.1% : 8.1%
ferent.from myself. (Different in any way :

. ,
1 I . 1 I

-racially, ethnieally,' personality,,etc.) I : 1
1 1

.
1

1

:
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kik-As a result of this program I. have begun , I 1.
1

1 1 1 1

to.think.more-seriously about looking into;- 21.1% I. 29.4% I.:24.8% I 24. ,

educatiOnal or career oppOrtunitieslin enl. 1 1 1
1 I. ,

. 1
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i
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also fairly strong a4reement with item #15. have learned

a 'great ;deal abdut how to work on projects that require

teamwork." There was a diversity of opinions on item #16,

fe I iore comfortable around adultmt now than I did,

before' the program," _but over 60% disagreed. Over 68%

agreed that workers from different fatly backgrounds got

along very well it m #12, Table 3.6) and over 75% agreed;_

that they had lea a great "deal about how to get along

better with people who are different from themselves, (item

#18). It onld appear that relationships were -generally

good 'among participants, and Opportunities for the learning

of interpersonal skills among.peers were lvailable to and

used by participants. However; participants did not claim,

to have learned as much about getting along with adults,

perhaps because they were relatively skilled at this before
.

began,thesummer egan, but more lik ?ly because they were given

fewer opportnnitieifor this type of lear
"

jktaming.A.tings on the amount ing related

to the ork experience were mixed. This was par cularly

true of item #6, mI learned a great deal about how to

tools." 'Mott participa ts vid they had learned quite a

bit about the environment in the ellironmental education.

ram (item #11) but participants. were less sure-that

they had learned how help their community ,come active

'in _works on environmental problems (item #17). Over 83%

of the participants agreed with item CU, "This job was good

experience- for future jobs," and almost half agreed
77



strongly. *. This must haire included fair. number of

participants who were not planning to go into Invironmental

conservation or related -areas)(item #20). This is espe-

cially significant since over half had not had a previous

regular paying job. (See Table 3.1.)

yuture .olans. .Item #20 is a measure of the YCCIs

impact on the ,participants, plans for the future. About

half indicated they were

career Opporta ties .in environmental conservation or.

related areas as a result of the YCC. Of course, this does

not mean that they will actually pursue such education or
. .

careers, but it does indicate that the YCC lad-an effect-on

the thoughts and plans of a considerable nUmber of its par-

ticipants..

thinking Cut educational or

4.5 .122 soms_ICC 2E2grams have sore impact than 2thers?

mclosocialBaturit'v and Decision A94 Rules

An abalysis similar to the lone used in section 3.4

(see Iootnotds2) was performed using the five YCC programs.

In this way we were able to test far overaJ differences in

impact among the YCC prdgrams while statistically controll-

ing for several important personal background characteris-

tics of the participants, and removing from the error term

the variance due to those characteristics, interactions'

(th aelberlhip in one of the five programs.

Of the nine PSM scales, three showed main effects

0



for group membership: ,the

[P(4,67)=2.97, p=.0256]; the

PART

Self Reliance

Communication

[F(4,67)=3.26,\R=.0167]; and the Social

Results

Subscale

ca le

Subscale

relative

Commitment

F (4 67) =2.77,41 = 0339 ], Table 3..9 shows the

IA/1X 2A.2

Comparisons of Mein Residual
Gains among YCC Programs

Psychosocial Maturity Inventory:
Self-Reliance Subscale
Syracuse Monroe Cor.tland
(2.99) (3.02) (3.06)

Oswego' Cayuga
(3.28) (3.39)

Communication Subscale
Cortland Monroe Syracuse Oswego
(2.93) (2.95) (2.96) (3.08)

Social Commitment Subscale
Monroe Cortland Syracuse
(2.95) (2.98) (3.01)

Oswego
(3.10)

School Attitude. Questionnaire
Monroe Oswego Cortland

(2.82) (2.87y(2.57)
Syracuse

(2.90)

Cayugi
(3.40)

Cayuga
(3.38)

Cayuga
(3,03)

Ner

Note: Lines are drawn under subsets of groups for which
no pair of groups have significantly different means.
The Newman-Keuls test for multiple comparisons was used
with p=.05 for each set of ,comparisons. Numbers in
parentheses indicate the relative standing of each
group on residual gain.

standing of each-YCC program on, these three PSM subscales.
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Numbeis in parentheses are average subscale sccites for each

group on the posttest gfter the effects of the pretest and

the other personal background variables have-been part

jailed out of both the posttest score, andthegroup variat-

ble. These! will be referred to as adjusted posttest

scores\ Lines under these scores indicate the result of a

Newman-Keuls test for multiple comparisons. A line is

drawn, under subsets of groups for which no pair of groups

haS significantly diiferent means. Thus, Table 3.9 shows

that on the Self-Reliance Subscale. Cayuga showed the'high-

est adjusted posttest average, and its average was signifi-

cantly higher thanall other YCC.programs except Oswego.

Syracuse, Monroe,-Coitland and Oswego did no% have adjusted

posttest scores that were significantly different from each

other. A similar pattern emerges in the Communication and

Social Commitment Subscales except that in these subscales.

Cayuga is, by itself. Cayuga shows anAdjusted ,posttest

mean far above any of the other four YCC programs, while

the other four programs- havvieans that are not signifi-

cantly different from one-another. Of the six other PSB

subscales which did not show significantly diffetent group

'means on adjusted posttests Cayuga ranked first on

adjusted posttest means on all but the.Trust Subsdale in

which it ranked a close second to Monroe. Cayuga was the

only 'residential program studied , and these results are

similar to results reported in Appendix A which indicate

that residential programs in, general have*a more positive
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pact on their participants than nonresidentiarprograms.

Camp Satisfaction Ouestiopnaire

The Camp SatiSfaction Questionnair can also give us

some insight into how the five ograms affected their

participants differently?. Table 3.10 shows the relative

standing of each YCC program on each of the "impact" items.

Numbers in parentheses are mean scores for each group on

each item. Lines underneath the group means are the

results of Newman-Keuls tests for multple comparisons.

(Also refer to Table 3.8 f r the distribution of responses
"tt,

to impact items .for all YCC rojects combined.)

As can be seen in Table 3.10, the Newman-Keuls test

indicate:that there are no sivificant differences between

. single group means for any of the impact items. One-way

analyses of 'variance also indicate:no overall significant.

differeres among group .means on any of these items with

the. single exception of item "I really liked the YCC

summer. proqrimu [F(4,106)=2. p=.025]. -Table '3,11

reveils'a significant association between group membership

and camp satisfaction for thiS item [ X4=24.68, df=f2,

p=.0164]. There was a greater percentage of dissatisfied

participants in Syracuse than in any of the other groups.
,

Observations of managerial problems and work projects of

questionable value in Syracuse suggest some sources of dis-

satisfaction at Syracuse; but participants there did not

respond differently to.items concerning whether or not the
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TABLE 110 .

. .

.,ComOsrisons of Mean Scores of "Impact"
Camp Satisfaction Questionnaire

',Items among YCC Programs

I really liked the YCC slimmer program.
Cayuga':; Monroe Oswego Cortland Syracuse
(1.40) (1.46) (1.78) (1.89) (2.24)

4. This job was good experience for future jobs.
'Cayuga Cortland Monroe Oswtgo Syracuse
(1.11) (1.58) (1.65) (1.89) (1.93)

. learned a great:deal about how to use fools.
Cortland Syracuse Cayuga Oswego Monroe
(1.84) (2.28) '(2.50) (2.56) (2.62)

'11. I think I learned quite .a bit. about the
environmental education program.

Cayuga' Cortland Mon
(1.45)."12.00). (2,023)

virmiment in our.group$s

Oswego Syracuse
(2.26) (2.28)

75

RIP

13. I have deVeloped quite ifeW friendships with other,Workers.in the progran.
Monroe Cayuga Oswego Syracuse Cortland
(1.35) (1.40) (1.56) (1.59) (1.63)

15. I have learned a great deal about hose to Work on projects that require
teamwork:. .

Cayuga 'Syracuse Monroe Cortland '.0swegO
11.36) (1.79) (1.81) (1.95) (2.15)

167 I feel more danfortable around adulis'now than I did before the program.
Cortland Oswego Cayuga Monroe Syracuse .
(2.37) (2.69) (2.73) (2.77) (2.97) °

17. I have, learned a great deal about hem I can.help people in my commodity
become active in working on .environmental problems.

Cayuga Cortland Syracuse Monroe Oswego
(2.09) (2.37) (2.41) (2.42) (06.)

18. I. have learned a great deal about how to get along
are different fran myself. (Different'in any way
perSolgility, etc.)

IT: Cayuga Syracuse. Monroe Cortland
(1.80) (1.97) (2.04) (2:1-1)

betterwith people who
--°racially, ethnically,

Oswego
(2.22)

20. As a result of this progran I have begun to think more seriously about
looking into educational or career opportunities in environmental conser-
vation or related areas.

Cayuga., Oswego Monroe COrtlapd Syracuse
(2:10)4.. (2.33) (2:52) (2468) ' (2.79)

Note: Lines are drawn:.unaer subsets of groups for which no pair 'has
significantlr'different ..means. The Newman-Keuls method 'for, multiple
comparisons : was used with p=.05 for-each -serof iccmperisons.- Numberi in
parentheses are mean scrores for each group on each item. Scores range from
1:00 (agree:.strcogly) to 4.00 (disagree strongly).

-



work, was worthwhile, (item *7) ' and, whether or not the work
.

was boring (item #10) than participants in, other groups.

TABLE 3.11

Comparisons .among 'YCC, PrOgrans of
Responsea to CaMp. Satisfaction 'QUestionneire.

Item /it:"
"r, really ;liked the YCC suMiner7teogram.".

r .

.
.

: :Syracuse: Oswego :Corti: Monroe '1 Cayuga 1. totals

. =A. "''' I -.------ 1- --- 7 --- -

-strongly 1 .1'0 1, -10 . 1 :.* . '8...:;" ; 18 . 1. , i3, 1 514.

-' 1 '34.5% il ° 17.0% 1
,

I agree 'al igh l,y
r.

142:1% 691.2%* 1. 8,0.0% 48.6%
I

I *?.. i i
II I: . 49 1 14 :1 ''' 6 I. 5: 1 '1 35

,

1 31.0%; 51.9% ; .31.6% 1, , 19..2% 1 ' 10.-0% : 31.'5%
I - I I 1 '' i

I I r777401777) I
4 1

. a. 7 0 .1 11
1. 10.3%- ; s.: 7.4% ; 21.1% 1 7.7% 1,, 0.0% ; 9.91

disagree slightly 1 3.. .% 1 2 1

I I.

disagre strongly 1' 7 1 1 1 1, 1 11
1 214.1%.1 3.7% 1 ..5':3% 3.8% 10.0% 1 9.9%

1.
s I I .4' I

I . I 7 I 7 I 747 ---- - ;
totals ; . 29 1 27 ; 19 : 1. ,,26. '1 10 1 111

1 10011b, .1 100.0% 1 10q.,0% 1 100.0% 101:1. 0% .1 190 0%

!.
..

Note: Numbers refer , to the number Of responses in each cell.
Percentages are colann, percentage4.

o

(Sge Table 3.7.1 ..The lack of o portuni-y to compare the
4

(':.: '''6 $ ' ' '
'i' value of theit work. projects with that 'other prOgrams-
may have 1§a S.yracuse ..pa,:rici'pants to respond positivelY.

case, we cannot say that they were less satisfied,.
. . .

b6Cause-, they .perceivecV the work to beless worthWhile.
..-s



1arious leadership guta s! of the rcr6w4supervisor on hii
-

;1 !or her workerv. erSf6re, we hOsfe, analyze scores from
. , /

only those. participants '...whO`..wOrke und4r only one crew.
,. \ '',-7 , ,

-,..;,:. ,

supervisor with?litt**Or no4-AnfliOde from Other supervi-- .

." ,..,,

sors..: We ,furOkr.. reduced "-c. sample b ;stipulating, that
crews must have had'..kat leas r..., mein no more than

,

ten, members. (not iacludin
we haVe both\pretesi;' and:.;

completed Lead -'QUestionnairk,
*se.:

. ".

csu. or) , and that
inCimation, Including a

\ '''' of each crew.. This v,iriSit0e ix
..;, or k :. ', tr',.";. ",;1,*1-;:-

Int ere were in m4daftiN
4:

. : ,y,.: -.''''.i ) :,,,..;° !;'
,,.....%.

, influence of the",`sme .:Iea
,.order to, z he "dizei.AV4 r sample, we included par-

..

,ticipanfs in4the swego!qTt. program Who qualified by th'e

114:,.at leaSt three
d

k

members

participants of
were under the

4east seven weeks. In
/al

oli-e.,4riteAta.%, By tite'Se'4ctit;e4a we selected twelve crews, 7
,-.z,-,-. ...p. -'.

. %?0,4: f !, . ...,, ,;- ,,,I ;,,1,
., I ii4;:the 0s,iiskivp ,:cp* A, ,OSWOgif::s;CC, and flonrOe YCC ,programs,

, with a combined 'totalof 67 'participants.
,

14 analysis of covariance was .performea( for each ,.of
. .

t,411subscales With the pgsttest score as . he deperiAent
-iv

variable and tire' pretest score as the =I/aria te. The par -

idiPantl s crew mvbership and interaction of the ,pre-
test C.o-re' with,,crew membership , were entered as independent

vari es. There significant main effect for crew

-'only on , the Change Subscale [ F ( 11,43) =2. $4, pr--. 0096 ]; indi-
,

catting adjusted posttest .means were Algniftcanotly different
' . , . .

, .among the crews. . The reoere no significatinteractions of
A.,

crew with th-e pretest score.
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41'

'We Aldo performed a one-way analysis of variance on

all of the Leade-r Questionnaire .and Camp Satisfaction Quesr-
f

tionnaire items with the participant's crew ,, membership as

the independent variable: There were significant effect*"
,

.

for crew membership on most of the opr cessu Camp Satisfacit

tionitems (see Table 3. § 1fOr a' list of items) , bue:there

,ft' As., ''.^"!
were not significant crew iiembershipe effects on mpst of

.
)

Himpac'tu items (see Table 3.8 for a list of items) 2' There

0 were also'significant effects for crew membership on 'Most
/

iteMo. Remember that the--

`.Leader"..Qu stionnairet items measure the ,participants, per-
*

ceOtions of their -l'eadert, chqacieristios and quality,' and

to
so are also nprocess" etas 7A8 pi* presentation or the

7'+' . ,

us

of -the Leader Qgeitionnaire.

I ,

differences 'among the. twelve crews Dli . each item is beyond
*4

'the ope of this paper, biit it is clear from inspection of

the results that irertain..c;OwS tend ..ta get positive

ratings' on many of the items while

get negative. rieltings. Although crew

r qrews tended to

differed signifi-

cantly on many measures of pt'aftss, m they did not differ

significantly any measures, .of impact as measured
/,

either by the 'PSM In entory and the Camp Satisfaction Ques-

Observat4omm an4 I
:1).4additioan,,,A0 somewhat disappointed in the

..

small number of dfferenc sl along programs on 'our outcome

Measures which r duces the interest, of our study0L,,we were
- .
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surpriiied. ,, Our surprise resulted
.Z$4 : -

what we thought to be substantial

programs

'AS -noted

many respects,. Iswego 444 some strong an&:some. weak

that were, not reflected

at several Pdints above,

79

rom our having observed

differences among the

in the outcome measures.

Syracuse seemed deficient

_,C *Its, while Cortland Rproe, and Cayuga all appeared to

be '4OOA programs.

cant increases in

pants in 1976,

Frankel (1978) had foun someignifi-

PSM scores among Cortland YCC partici-

and we expected these to be re'plicated.

With the exception of Cayuga s gains, however,

attributed in large art to its: ',residential nature, our

our judgments about program

which can be

measure's failed to corroborate

After ,the obServation data had b en analyzed and the

three factors of work, staff, and organization identifiedi

as reported in gAtion 3.3, we searched for other analyses

and. other outcome 'Measures that....,:iaight, support our guali.ta

1449Ment-; 61e:: 'decided to u e attendance records as An

u4ve.,m9Ausure, of the part nts. attitudes toward

grams. 4 Observerg ranked eachork ITM.te 5fritkeit

r low according ta:type of wor, one and leader per-
,

forignce. This 'ranking could be, dons only for oswego,

CortI nd, and sfracuse because air Itservational

kionroe were Jinad qMate. It was not . done' for cayu

the. crew leaders changed' frequently and becaus

was not: Of

0swegO.Proirraed the most

data

a becauSe

attendance4k,

attitudes in a residential

on

nt411eresting dase,because



there was considerable variation rom ey',t here .
A14/iyracuse crews were rated loW and till ttland crews
big* Analyses Y were perfor, for crews- from ail. three.
programs Vigethitg to find program differeibes and ,,.,for)11
Osie40 alone to find 'differences among crews in the same,

ram.

ten
ed, groat the A-41,r,ectors after the programs were cow-

*
et(i1t mg's, coded foretach individual as the percentage

irit ,.termination that the person was paid

who :were enrolled ,for less than half of

sz?,n from the official time sheets,

,toge statistically,,
moderate correlation (p091),.. was,

41111-ance ani our rating of project quality.
nifricance was the fact that crews

to lower attendance
viationa ir..atten -

lov rated leaders
records tban in

.

,

crews ' n1,
endanbe and prejeci :,guality rating was ` much4

vonsigni4cantv altihough the siTgledard -deviations
remained i4nificantly. different (p<..'001) arso founk,
by inaltuli g other variables in /he analysis, that attelr
dance seemed 10 correlate highly wit t sex; faail income,



on the

subs#lespe' PSN.
. r

We also found' no -main , effects.for this quality

..,:when using it in an analysts of covariance on PSM

Social Consitsent 'and Identi
.

.

scale

posttest scores with ?SR peetest scores as the covariate.

That is, there was no 'relationship between qualitr tas we

judgecit and effect of theproga onparticipliStIO as mea-

sured N y'the PSM:

OuF analysis sugirsts that attendance is a function of

both leader/work quality and ,par5iClpint c aCteristics.

In particulate mtrticpants!4-Social Commitment, as measured

by the PSM, appears-tc.be'a good predictor of attendance.
Oft re44/,, 4

This is curibue,,,because' the Work Orientation Subscale

womid,mrpear-to be more directly relatoid to attenda Ce but

proved not.,, -to be4 We believe this 'raises questions about

e validity of the *PSM butfthoseP:dauestions must)4Ourn.

eVhere:
.

,

oUgh the impact of
.

program qUality4on'Oarticipaent

I:
Outoimes wis'ailliguoit ,ye believe the criter :fbr'eissess-,

ing prOgram quality suggested: ftby the in eialm44 °beer-
i

A . ' '`- . , ;. I

ions merit continued' attention. ',. .These cr'iteri'a were
° .P' ,.

iscussedtin section 3.3.
.

.S\

ral .othei 'types of analysers ave been. p rformed
r

the data. These analyses have garnerally4given results that

no interpretable-pattern., _We will give a 1;rief des-
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cription of some of these analyses'and their results.

4A1421 /Alan. 2r_s_tiou§, rsgl.1-
iditr2111449k.,_juhL2LialiansclualgclizAitiss. Footnote 3'.

(pp fY-01 described an analysis in which a number of

personal cigrodrid vafiableg were used asicovariates in .a

,regression iltioa used principallyp) disdovei the effect

o he ticipantos group membership. Howeveg, these

covariapes may also te-examill4 as separate ffects.. The

information was taken from the Personal Bac ro d Ques-
,

tiofinairee guesti 3, 5'(coded dichotomously as 'living

with .both mother andcfehe versus all other categories),
"4,

a, . and 9 (coded 412
A;*

more) . Whed'all th
, c

there are mai

esjF(T,t7)=6:47,:

activities versus one or

are included in the andlY'rr,

on three of the PSM sub=

p& S&L.' Social Commitment.

p=.0f2] ,and Tolera6t tF(1,87) L.5.56,,
.

Ahree subadales,

meansHihanmales.
4 Ilk.

The hirerV female gains, are consistent with findings

Roserih

0.4

n both # and '-,samp3es . though Toler-'

ance 'is h tnly. subscale

appearsjFonsiatently.
4*

the most change

which that sex difference-

Tolerance inexplicably geemg tqbe

the subscaps., showingqOth pre-to-.

post changes and group differences more iwtoguentlY than any
.

-The fact that girls seem to gain more than boys,

though in',4ilferen imys.from ahrsample to 'another, may

Indicate .that the periencd,is a more po,tVi"iul one,for
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young woaen than for- young men.. Perhaps engagement in hard

physicallli r outs okrs is sufficienily unusual for females
that 1) has 'agreater impact on them.. It would be easier'
to support thisrclaim if the sex differences .accurred on

1r
the same subsciles in each sample.

In addilen to being
ings among our

the few pheno eua

both " impact"

one of the few ,consistent_R4d7
samp, thisWsdx difference is one of

we can identity that has parallels in
d ',process,' measures. Whed Asked in tte"1-..

Camp Satisfaction Questionnaire to respbn to the Sta4:-
ment "Boys seemed more capable than girWon. most of the

(item *2) f ,participants divide clearli-
male/female lines., 13.7t of th6Yfemales agreed with, t,he

statent red to, /Sit% of the' males. Using all four
r e.

nse c gories and abmparing male toratsthe ass tik nObetileen' sex and respases lia
-cant [ 3Cs =43.08, df=3, 000,1 (Not

":6,t1tr..1" . 4/k

girls G. ppoarently elt tnIa

aIe'responses,.
highly sisin

shown any

*table.) Even though itte:45oys may not haire concurred. the,i

work. This feeling.
my, could do'itheir share :6e;,...the

6 t:heir greaser

Aside from sex

ctS"- f

There -weie
---

group,membership variabl

if,ferenoes,, thete' were no of
of the -othe -pezwal background 'variableg

.

ctions 'thesehese, triables wit' e
.

but these interactions ireclif-;N0.

be on .spurious '.effedtd.fiecult to .i,nterpret and may

Therrore, they will discuss-ed iz this re ort.-
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This analysis was repeated foreach of the locations

for which we had control groups, Syracuse and Oswego

County. In these analyses the group variable. is coded
%-&

dichormously as ACC v40esus co14 The effects of

oiest concerning the personal background variables would be

interactions/between personal backgroiknd and group meMber-,'

ship. This, woulkAndi.cate that the YCC had an effect for

some types of pitticigants, and not others., However, there' -
were no significant interactions of this .type.

dw 1h Of
cotaunjay. An analysce of

performed on the five YCC +ups for each of the PSM.. "subt-
-

Ilk pat-
covariance was.,

scales with the posttest PSM subscale-score as the depen-
10040

dent ,variable 'and the pretest PSM subscale score -as the

C,ovariate. The independent variables were the si e of the

ticipant s home communa.. participant s

come- (both variables coded aepresented,7 in Table 3.2,

excluding missing data), the gairticipantis and, the

participant's age"744 ded high (ages -17 or 18) or low (ages
16). There were no significant main effects for

S.
*though on sev ral of thd subs cafes the. ,"below

4.tegstry did rather poorly. As for the 'size of the
participant's home ,community, there were significant main

[-?(2,61)=3:517,effects on Itwo subscales: Tolerance

.035);\nd Change [F(2,61)=3.21*, p=.046]. On both sub-

scales the ',under it 5001t category did rather- well while the
. .

showed ,lower,` adjustevEd posttest"-4 '1"over 50 00011 category

**),
-3. .
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scores. than average. This was also a gene trend on

several of the other subscales. The main effec for age

and sex h already been Aiscussed. There were no signi-

ficant interactions' of income with town 1ze, nor did these

("factors interact significantly with either age, or sex.
.

Since almost 'dill of the nonwhites were black , and
, ;':,

almo all of thee re in Syracuse, we ran the race anaiy-.

sis using only the p rticipants in Syracuse. those foi

whom we have complete information, there were whites and

14 blacks, making significant results extremely difficult
to obtain. e,The same type of analysis of,covariande as dis-

Cussed above was used except witXrade (coded white versus

,black), income, sex and age (coded as Above) as the''inde-

pendent variables. .There were no significant *effects

for race in Syracuse on adjusted posttest score

PSM subsdAles,. nor we

for any of

cable trends.

sis. Be were ittereste

'n the lissociati.406, the PSM subscales and the School
.

.Attitude Question Ito h severe, .teas from the Calp
0. -.
Satisfaction 'Queationaaice and the Leader Questionnaire.

An anArsia' of covariance was used ide tical to !ile-one

.except that the groupdiscusled,In footnote 3

Variable Itak_repladed
,

bt-the. tionnair itei. Thy items

froi the Camp Satisfaction Q stionnaire included in this

analysis were:

1. I really liked tdilk=c sums

I think the CV. we accompli, h worthwhile.

er.

.
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12. workers from. different family backgrounds
along vvy well here.

The items from' the Lea e1h< QuestiOnnaire included
..analysis ,were:

1. He /she is someone I can talk to.
2. He /she involves us in decisions.

re

64 He/she works.along with u.
8: He/she gets along well with the iorkers.

is triing to get away114 de /she knows when. someone

n this

with something andedoes something about it.
4 t,r

13. Re/she 4,,s respected by the workers.
16. He/she teaches us how .t.li21,210...,-4--things if we don't

gr.

know how.

There were Aa few s414icant associations between these
.t%

and the adjustedosttotst _scores on :,the PSM subs

a d the School Attitude Questionnaire, but they followed
interpretable pattern , and were f nough to by

onsixleriad,,spurious. Therefore
in 'this r -ort. .

they Ywill -pot

A ses involv
siiliar to
was".. performed with the two groups being the Oswego

=e diSt-liSsed

_gzonp:es),An ana7
_

one described in footnote 3 (pp- 641- 63

Oswego CETA crews. Thesewo group* lived in
04:

same approximate ages, but--the same ea and were .of,-; the0.) ...de.,
...,...., . , .;:seiUrnt,fitt

J. differed": in f amily liike the. CETA part ants comiilg°
,W4r
Oltf_tg from fami below the.offic_ialltoverty leve . Both the

CETA and TCC.,:creWS did- esselhially the same kind of woXit6
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The YCC crews scored sivificantly better on "'adjusted

posttest scores than the :CET,k,,,cXews on. two 9,f .PSN

scales: P (1 d4Wial

Commitment C P ,27) 4. 24,, p . There were no signifi.-
.

cant interactions of personal blackground variables wiwth

esigaificalitorg:rotip membership, There" were no groupiliffects

or ice'ractions on any of the items from the Decisions and

Rules Questionnaire,

The higher YCC scores are particularly interestingz.in

vises of the lack of effect of personal background varia!-

blest- which certainly were somewhat different given the

income criteria for participation in CETA and in view of

the rather high marks given to the summer experience by

*CETA participants, in .y cases higher than those given by

'the!CC. participants. One:explanation is that. 'the *he--

nomenon of negative labelling ,on youth, that is, creating

special., prograiis litiguen so r/
/

troublesome or poor

y.

.

youth, Wick. ;then participants.i-with an utabsirable

cfharacterizatio (see Brennap, 19711, was at, work hervoo-
C,TA ;participants did, the same work, they' were.'

identified low-income and therefore gained less

Self-Reliance ada Commitment as a r4esult of the

experience. gain in 'Credibility this explanation would

Nave to be tested as a hypothesis rather-than offered asit

is here after the find4g.:::hrts;:_bgen made.
.

0
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Conclusiots and Recommendations
. ,

4.1 conclusisms

It is appropriate at this. point to.refer to the first
4Pr

.pages of this report; where-the purposes ,Of-the study and of

the YCC were stated.: The study, was not intended to-evalua-

ate the three mijcir:TCC objectives,, accomplishing OonServa-

9,on work, roviding, employment, to youth, and increasing,
*

,

....

anwironpental -anderstandj.ng,,, we h.4.te noted that the second
.

,)-

objective, Which Was'the. mast important to the youth we ..

,

,

)8,
.

-

interviewed, was clearly accomplished. The first was too,
.!%:---

thoug 'ggested 'flit some of the'; or4 seemed more valu-,,
-_--11.-,

able than Other- work that was done. We made no effort at
.

.

evaldhte the third,objective:

interest was in the sore general purposes of the

odied, in the terms, "self - dignity andkelf-discii-

'work and relate with peets And supervisors 0 build

,listing cultural bridges.h First, r` 1k attempted-to assess

e imiac; of YCC ot tles'e and other(' aspects of liPerson444,-,

and eocial development.
%

not find convincing
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deuce of-etrongiapact, 400e444' we compared the impact of
. .

different ICC..jrojects, again found little difference

in ieptiCk, except that the residential_pregraii Cayuga,

seened to have gryater impact.: than thenonresidential prd+'
fie

grams. Third, -we collected and preSenteddktigarding

the operatioes of" s the different .4CC

seemed to us,:tp be important difference

had - littIO measurable impect on par1.0.6

P1 but what. .

la-quality

loweVer, the

Orgabized,program that seemed to us to be ao

Syracuse' was, also the program abo
expressed the greatest'disi isfact

pote, .the 'development of instruments

kaiR
Ald-

o .participants

Our fourth' pur-

a d strategies fOr

future research, is addrei'Sed

regarding research.

Why" didn't a Ind.

.
-

betweeiWe- 41.4 tiolkttestsor_a_Mg:g. program0 If we=could
.

, ..
. , . 7,

answer.: this -question with assuripce, we would have a:mord
,

.. . 0,
..

interesting and useful report to. make. We are forced to
.;/

Avell4ate, but' such speculation is -isport t b'cause it

rtes to both the naturAof 4cc. awl:. the challe4ge of

evaluating YCC and similar progrms-

below in recommendatidis

I

more clearCut differences, eithei

40
There are two logical pdsmibilities that woulcLadcot;

AAF:finding of little or no impact;

1. There *ag 'no impact.
,

We were vnibleto measure the impact.
.

Outside evaluators Are inclined` to dffertbe firet e4litna-

tion in Situations'euct As thii,demoistrating their objec-
.-
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tiv#T,with regard to the prOgram being evalutted but alsb

,

revealing their unexamined faith in the power of their

Ncraft Program advocates in the same situation assert the

second explanation, charging the evaluators with in-sensi-

tivity-:and ihcompetence for their fait'ure'to document-the

wondoieuf things that inyolie who re'lly knew the program

could see going on% A 0.1

As the.reader might infer from' th way which these

positions have been-stated, we find Ourselves somewhere in

*between believing strpn4ly in the potential .benefits of
.

the YCC and similar programse having some doubts about the

pager of current instrumentt-and methods for assesing thote

benefits, yet committed to the goal .of finding appropriate

means of asSelpfentjampause they f ace needed bOth to shed

light on important proceides of (human development and to

4 inforsi program! developers and Sponsors of the most'effeC-
s

tivg program models. Ve.shall address each of these possi-
,

bilities in more detail, therefore, not to choose ode or

',.thy other But to 'generate alternative explanations koiwi
our findings that eight be explored in future research. It

shOuld be ,noted that the two are not mutually exclusive;

'they might both be teue..

ne first possibility, that there was no

at '.eist two differentAexplanations. Eitherg'ire. may have

chosen, YcC prograis that.happened to be ineffective` or the
-'

YCC in general may not have a, measurable impictioM partici-
.

.

pants One cannot pretend to carry out a

impact, has

SI.

evaluation wiq-
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evalhated. ork..
The se poes'initity, that vete unable to seas

Coltflusionis and'ate ommendativ

finding. that the gram

0

toe impact* light be attributed to leaSt 'three
First, we "Light have chosen the wrong outcomei.`

reabons.
YCC

. may 'have po7erful effects on paiticipints. those

effects might' . be entirely tifierent4 from the effetts we

tried to measure. Second:,, the ,ingtripments .ve s' elected."

have been' insensitive to teal changes- that the,y were.
)

designed to measure; ,i. they .may, have been at wort'
inValidior- at -best inappropri

)
tified' areas in wh'ich the YC d, & real impact and choS
instil/time/Its that, could have been expectePto [measure.

',.4..is at,. but admin ittered those instruments - in ways t -IA
,.-negated t: eir sensitivity and utd.lity; The Vonsideratiaii;

I

te. Thirrl, we;may *have icle
.

N
hf these possibiN.,' ties ink as tsted by ,the resty/tn of two.

1 \7 other studies of the. Ytd. using the : gychosocia1_,Maturity
. - ik

./ ,Invet\itory as and out,Come,.measure: Onie. ra..b nducted ,b
, 1. 45--=?"

/ .4 Frankel (1978) on \the 1976 -Cortlapd..yac prOtarA The other

" was Conducted by Peg. Rosenbenilr i'n 4977 in several fed41;a17-

....131-sponsored programS.** Our analysis of the data she cOl-a 'C

lected is reported in ApPendix A: In both of `- those. sam-

.f

ples, partidipant6. in general* showed An increase in PSM
-

sdpres over tit. summ For Frankel's sample, two sub-
.

,scales, Self-Relkanc and Toleran-ce, showed significant
bincreases end one, more, . So,al Commitment, showed increases

ap'proaching- significance: iiiankel administered `six of the,'
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, nine.PSM.,subscales. In Rosenberiyls' sample, byte of the
.

'.:: . .

.nine.subscales the admin-istered showed significant. gains,
, .

Work Orientation, Trust., '4
!.

Colnunicati
.

, ,. . f .
'4' 6'Social Conliftent. As nOted. in ARpRn

lerance,. and'.

ix A, .interpretation

of IRosenberryls.data is limited y lack'of iaf.amation
.

about the program, 'out the, senhl background of par-
.

ticiPantb,and about th
-

nditions under 4lichlthe PSM
.. - a

Invehtorf was administered.r.Nevefiheless, the consistent

fiidingofe q ficant increases in psp scores discenfiras

the hypothes

and that the BEM is' insensitive.
Frisikelws studi)conducted

that Y6C. in genbral has, no ,measurable effect
y

to YCcos 'effects.'

as a ,nat ral expeliment with

randomly assigned trektment, and contr 1 groups-and a com-

pa#ison dro,u'Cof yOtth c in another ,kind of summer work pro--
. ,

gram, tirther sUpportehthe notion that ZCC can have measur-.

'able 'eff4tt.s on participants... He found no' comparable

faangesai nonpartcil'ants wheztherAhey. had .,worked during
J

the. or-not:, -
Akel.

This le#ves two of to five reasons listed above. We
lv,

'mitfht have Selected .unusually weak programs to evaluate or

the

The

testing= conditions light haveliaried ,s4bStantially.

usion of the 4977 Cortland YCC'program. in our study._

in operation tend to ,and our observationi of .Ithe "programs

\disconfp the first. We did not.' tile, pbsitiveresults
( .. . -; t

in Cortland that w would have expected-from tFrankel,s'1(

. study and froi our observa'tions of the piogramlk The Cort7
. ,

land' prograa differed id. 1977 froi the one Frankel
j
studied-,

..

..
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;

but not greatly 1 that we would have expectedstb be., .

-measurabley lesill, ef ective. We.cannot,"hgvevere: rule Out

this PossibilitY entirely because we have no solid .evidenCe
,

to the. contrary.
4 .

Testing conditions definitely varied among the three.
..

i.

studies. Frankel administered the PSH and' 'bther measures
. - t

.
.

.7
to the 1.976 Cortland sample in person for the YCC partici-

pants at;'.t he pretest, aad,by mail to the control grou? and
'

. *f

to the id6. participants w5 the posttest. . Furthermore, he

mailed'the posttest to bath groups in the third- eVi..of

November
4

so that his po:0sttest measured changes that lasted
. ,

.

three months_ oft more after the end of /the program rat

than endof-progras State's ',that our

4'

. -

poSttestt and. RoSen-

berry's seas red, As a participant observer in the Cort-

laid program and as °interviewer 'of. all parlicipants,.

Frankel established 'himself as gdpeon who was kno n and

liked by the. YCC participants. It is possible, there ore,

that they responded differently pm the posttest because

is also possible that the

delayed posttest gave a mar accurate' indication of progra

fFrAnkel (1978) cite studies using both immediat
1

and delayed posttests which sh wed greater'indreibes in-the

deleyed posttests.

Rosenberry Administered dome pretests herself and at

they, knew i\was for hia. It

ether sites flaeked program staff adminigter them.

osttests-.were administered by program staff. In 'this case

All

too, responding to.t41SH Inventory for 4aff mem

,
1 0 0

s

with
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whom they had established, close Ellaticinships over the

summer may have hall an effect 411 scores. In any Case; the

testing conditions in both studies were different from

. those in vlirs'..mtere we wer essentially outsiders at both

the pre- and posttests.

Testing conditions

They have'made us cautio

Syracuse were, unacceptable.

about interpreting; t he Syracuse

results. Tkere was'mic oking, talking, and other forms

of resistance to the.te ting procedure. We interpreted
ff

O.(

this hs resulting from at least three factors. iirst,

tight discipline was not .characteristic of the Syracuse
.

program. Staff, for reasonSthat-are discussed above, were

not able to.establish Airs authority'and therefore could
. a i

.
.' . .

not c mmand compliance with he 'evaluators' instructions.

Second, e were naturally perceived'as representatives of
, .

white,authority whowere demanding school-like performance

from predominantly biaqi youth- who expressed their .dis-

is-atlifacition about being, ladle to,sitstill and pay 4ften7

tion' and about being tea 4, especially at.theyend of June

, after school was ont Third, many 'otr. the Syracurse partici-
' --

pints had difficil following.instructiOns and filling out

,

the forms. A numbes of forms, were.siffply excluded from the
. .

ainalysisgtacause' of glaringly'inaccurate. responfes;
w 4

40.,
, . #
marking mire spaces than thete werabguestions or markin

the same answer-to all questions.

.0n.the basis. 4of ohr experidnce 'n,Sytacuse, we con-
t 1

cAuded that the PSN Inventory shoulGot be adpinistered in'
-

.

- c 'A

N A
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a group context under such conditions. Oare confident

that individual, one-to-one administration or perhaps even

groups of four or five with 1N119 tester would.have-provided

much more usable responses. The added costs of such

procedure are, obvious.

. .i Hut if the Syracusepar4 ticipants were most direct and

obvious about their displeasure with the testing prime-
,* e

..

dures, they were not alone- Especially in Oswego, other
/

participants alsb complained about the school-li,ke treat-

lent and some s mply refused to participate. In Monroe,'

where participants were uniforFly well-Zbetkved and appar-

ently compliant; one young man was heard to say to his com-

panion while responding to the/ PSM items, "I'm answering*%
t X

this like'I was a redneck." This Incident illustrates b

the IlrOblems of ''groqp administration of the instrument

the opportunities provided by the PSM for faking.' Eno

participants spoke knowledgably' to us

abou individual items, and ,groups of iteas).0 assure us

that auk respondents.'were far from' naive about the pur-
f If

iposesof the instrument and ..the meanings of !qt0ms. They
)

I !

could, have easily manipulated their resulti, if they had
'"

wanted to. Some, undoubtedl 'd so. Wh7ther more wished

to portray 'themselves as ',rednecks', than as ugoodie-.,

gobdies' have nojway of knowing. .We believe, though,.

that if respondents in&Frankells and Rosenberry's studieW1°-

mature to lease their teeters

after the testing

had'uished to appear more.
4 .

they cOuld'have done so.
. .

#

11
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,'This may well be a, Serious weakness in'thePSN,
0, e

-is not necessarily 'a 4eakness in the, YC.C. We syoUld not

wish to icrgue 'that instilling a desire to .perform 'inn .what8

N

9.7

,
is perceived as , a positive fashion in a esting sitI uation

is atrivial effect. It would be, helpful,' though, to know
$

the otigidi .of such a desire, if that, in*fzNc-t,° is what we
..4044

have nd. An intriguing speculation that has occurred to
c

us (and notice here that we are specalat'ing.abouf'

sources of ambiguousresults) is thateopirit 4 cgIusmay
8 ,

be an important factor ii yqc pr4grams, leading Partici-
' . 1 ,

pants in some to increase their PSN scores to make '12e pro-
i . *

gram and participant group look good. We .do zot know
.

1

enough about the Rrograms Rosenberry sampled to be I

able to.
1 ._ 4,.'test this hypothesis, tlioagh'we do note 1'.tetidenCy f0

-

resiaential program to show moEe iavorable comes, jus
.

1,,at
. '

,.1r .
.

as Cayuga-showedthe only substantial, positive changes in:
.

. ,

Arl study. Residential ptOgrams could be Ax ctid to ::
.

instill/a stronger seas of group' spirit-than' nonresidek-
-

.
II Nw .

Ytial programs because .of ille duration ana variety of con-..,

tact among Aparticipants, kptovided of.course- that ton4i-

tions .made that ontac):pleasUtabl 12d:cOnstrucye rather

thancoilkliet-ri defy and tension-proaUcing..-
,...,.

A

. . )

7

The greatest change in the Cortland program from '1976
A .

1
1 , .

I

to 197 was' the initiatioh in 1977 of a' projict away. . .

om

.

' the 4-H'eamp... This tookabout-
r'
one-third of the partici-

0 y
5 ,

pants away from,the day-to-day ieseiaction-and observation
c.,, r e -

. . .

-_ of ,each' ltherlA work that claracterizeditaltAopevious,

( I
.....f.7)L

.-
4.

.,t
.

- Oti...

7
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years! Erograms. Perhaps that was enough to reduce

giugg of the COrtland/grouP and thereby elimi-

nate the' gain in PSfl scores( 'al east when stringers admin-

istered the posttest. Monroe na Oswego were both decen-
t

tralized Programs in the sense that separate:, ,crews worked

indepladefitly of each other and had 'few opporiPnities*to

\ interact and. to admire and ,tlie pride in each othe's work.
sat

This must be taken as sheer ,speculation, but' it would,
%

'be possible in, futpre years .t o compare two or more Pro-

1
grams in which Similar kinds. of participants workedaeither

bn goals perceiied as related or on independent projects.

Systematic' efforts could also be made to, assess the amount

and kink` of gra4 spirit. /f an espirit 42 corps effect

were- found it would still be necessary-to decide how impor-
.

...,

tant. that was, -which Would require bath idditionai empiri-
. ,

-cl evidence and
.`%j

nbnempirical v judgments.

-

---Proaram RecommOdations

.',",/Lacking robuN findings, we are unable

1
U

"4

o make strong

recommendations r garding, u ure YCC programs} Aie ..caw,
, .

homer, suggeti some future directions .for research and

state our beliefs about future/ programs. We ,begin with

progr recmiendations. .

. Our a
14
a/ysi of -the relationship of work and superV

..soryitublity wit participant attendance slowed thc.whide
r .

,4
, t

....-
4

pa r 04, ipAn t s ith leaders and work--1, rated as high giiality
/ ...0,

attended work consistently and often, those 4irticipants

4

N
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)

wit*Oleadersand work,wq rated aq low quality qhOWed much

more varied attendance record* though. lost still attended

"work most of the/ time. Therefore, the three program fee-.

tures (work, staff, and orgatization) identified through

Our observations and on which we based our ratings seem
-.--- . '

worthy of additional attention. If we had any influence
. .

.

,

. .

, .

over the selection and oversight of YCCprograms,'we would
1

try to assure that each program offered participants a var-

iety of tasks and that most,of those tasks reguiredthe,

development and use of soie'what .sophisticated skills.

Furthermore, we wOnlds, evaluate proposed work projects

according to their likelihood of'providing: participants
.0 4

with opport pities for group .deOsionmaking. With regard

to orgahitntion, we wou d be concerned about programs with

Widely dispersed iinesiof communiation and authority.,-kt

a minimum,. we would expect assurances'ihat spri'Profects

would be selected or their educational Value and ulti-
r

mately controlled by those responsible for the educational

aspect of tfte program.

Our concerns about staff are eves greater. If we h d

to choose one element that seemed most likely to make a
.

difference in ICC programs, it)would. be the'guality'of the.
I-

crew eaders who work di\

\

rectly with partidipants. We can-
(

tit

no escribe the ideal stiff persoln; indeed,, there 'are
.e,

probably several different ideals- Leaders with `widely
i

.

differing IackgrounddispositionS, and personal styles
I, .

can be affectiye. eir effectiveness might vary dependingTh
r.

1,0,
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on Condititos1h asthe kinds of young people they work

with and the type of work 'being done. .

2hree.factors :seem crucial fa the.guality of staff;
4 .

A selection, preparation, and support.' It seemed to us that

when staff:had difficulties, they could be traced in .part

to iRadeguaoies in one or sore of these factors. ,SeleCtion

is the .most obvious and the area where, all programs made

'Soie inveStient of.tine And energy.. have, already staiek

that ve have no det d set, of selection criteria to
. .

.

offer.. 'Thai most- Obvious criteria seen.the most'iiPortait.
, .

. 1
I,,

i

:' . , Staff 'members should have some technical expertise, about

''.'\*
..\ N .naturJal science or t(k9 work being performed or both, and

...

they,should
4

be cOapetent youth leaders, capable of elicit-
\ 7

,- .

in respects,
,

of responding- sensitively to youth, dnd of
, .

teaching ineorally. The role,of cree lender combines. the
r

respobiliiies of a foreman, coach, teacher,,and counge-,

lor.,and
)

staff candidates should be' able ,to demonstrate'
,

their capacities in all 'these' areas.

Nscestiff members have been wslected, they mn t be

prepared for tkeir 'specific tasks. In nost-prograns, this

nee& is addressed in an orientation period of a few days to

a week. Our perception was that some orientation was abso-

Oacessar but t at the most -effective-preparation

did not' end wi -.orie taiion. The piograms fh'at seemed

best - organized held staff meetings- through the summer,- and

their orientation ,prograns were spent not -only in rela-
-

tively.passive activitites but in leaking real decisions and

1 0
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riCCoiplishing-real tasks'ia preparation for the arriVal,of

. participants...Staff -. membors,..that is to sal, were We

partners 'the pr(g-ramplanning and decision. making. Ve

1
,

would re meid that all programs inCorpotati paid staff

time for bo planting and staff idvielopment,'not, oily
of'

Oefore the ipirticipants.arrive but throughout :the Summer.
,

Important topics f' Staff preparation defined in this way

are the environment education prIgraa and !rainy day

activities..
.

We observe some excellent educational'activ-

sties, but.in ,many caiesltfiironmental education, was psed

as ,a time, filler and d6t. Sell' planned. .iull=da/ special
0

programs seldom seemed as eigegtive or as ef4sient as,

iell-plahned lessOns that wereincorporated into .'thework

project. During rainy days, many. crew leaders seemed td

have only two options,. work in the fain or let them loaf..

Preparation,, including group plating, could reduce both of

these weaknesses.

Staff development. and .staff-planning time that was.

both paid and carefully implemented -would* (go far toward4

providing support to crem.)leaders. They need, help in

understanding whht their responsibilities are and .hOw-o

fulfill thee. They need, information about what other crews
k,

.
. . .

are dOing and abort logistical: arrangSments. They need to
.

. .

have.'their skills Am&ilithority reinforced by' program

directors. Although' unusually talented individuals seem

able,to thrive as crew leaders under almost. any conditions,

inexperienced.and, less-talented crew leaders Will.ierfOr
. F

4

107 a

t.
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t.

'' N

Very wellosAy it': appropriate suppOr.:'' .\

- ,

hate
,

4nother peogram.recossendatiosi ve have to offer is
' v

that explicit attention be'Paid in YCC 'programs to sexism:
.'

.

By bringing, young men and young gobs( together, to do work
. ,' . .

that is' traditionally cdAsidered' menesWork, YCC Has an'
,

.

excellen oPportunity-to.help 'young people think about add

talk ibou sex roles4and, to experience 0 situation. in:Which,
'... a°

, ;i. ..', . . . .

sex dbes not limit' the.rOles bras- can play. This is parti:-
., .

. ,

cularly true when crew 'andand progra directori are
;

women... BUt the opportinity is "lost. if there are 7 ioo _few
. p.

women participants or if work becomes sex -typed either by,e I.
,

,

. defaOlk or:by'choice. Crew leaders need,' be sensitive ,A.

this and programdirstors should take pains to see., that .:should
.

. .

. -.

leaders are. willing to assign Work and Blake performance
i----

i 4 4 -,

,demands equally. . Becaiise yo women seldom have' the
.

-
.,:. _ , C., * '.44..experience with ,,tvols,ond physical labor that bone young

,...e. ,

.0'
.

, . . .

.

,men ha40, this leans that crew leaders must,offer/Instruc.,
...., ......

tioiindshow patience while the young,women gain skill ana4 ,

confidence at tasks to which they', are unaccustomed,.

This"; recommendatiXCoses sostly from our obseriations
..i: m ..

,-
and could be illuminated by. several anecdote but space

7N.

,does not allot' extensiie descriptionN Suffioe it to say
.

-:,,,, , /.. .

that we observed a tendency' in some crews toward female,.

participants doing lighter and less technical. work. This.

was especially true.
%-

if dsly one or two women were, in a pre-
/

dominantly male creV,with.a male' leader_ fp those -situa-

tionl pre either the young, womenes experience



ommendat

tive "-Or.' the crew s- p;edispositiOn led' ' eg4).

sharing Of iaalsaand'.'female gar*icipint,e'seem4d

to develop a liealthx..respeat -fOr lchatiNcimen oan doh

%t. The sisding of gteater g&i ''aaong4 young women gat ="

Acipants (tee section 4.6)- .offers some support for "
recommendation,that efforts be made to assure that more

gs!'
neatly equal nukbers of males and females participate in

all YCC-programs. If, in fact, females gain more than

males, then the potential 'impact Of YCC is MaEimized by

including more females. A simple way to accomplish this

goal-Vould b'e (*allow nonresidential programs tct stratify

their randOia,,samples of appliCants by sex, as residential.
L.

programs already do.
Our final recommendation is, lased on the finding that

residential programs appear to have 1:53...stsoi<ei impact on

participants in.the areas we investigated, than nonresiden-

tial programs. If these kinds of outcoipes are detiied,

then residential programs seem to be the most lik0.y to

produce theia The senior author makes this recommendation
. .

with some reluctance because he finds much to reco.mmend tire

pattern of ,YCC prograias in New York State, where state
grant. programs are _sponsored by various local agencies.

-This results In .a p ereponderanc of ,noniesidential programs

since the recruiting 'areas are small and the staffing,

housing, and related needs are lest. It also means that

each community - where a program is located has ..a strong

interest in the piogram. Although.- we,--do not have access to
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the figures, ;it seems quite %Likely that th'e cost of YOIC pei

participant:is substantia;ly. toiler in nonresiften.aal pro-
,

grams, alolowin4 a -wider dispersion of its benefits. There

are, therefote,good reasons for continuing:, support non-
.

I,
re*idential program", but as a general rule they are not'

likely to bp as effective as residential programs in,pro-

duCkng the kinds of outcomes we were-looking for. This is

understandable.given the intensity of social' ation 'in a

residential seting.,r

-- Research Recommendations

The need fot research results to demonstrate the value

of,XCC. and improve programs continues. Bandon assignment

of applica9ts to programs, somet,ting that attracted us

originally tp'the pogsibility of studying YCe, remains an

unusual opportunity fOrresearch. In order td make better

use of the' cha-gOe to conduct a natural experiment, future

researchers will need.Areatereadvande planning time than we

had. .One' of dur greatest disa;pointments was the failure

to establish. "a true control group. lioing- this in the

future will take greater cooperation with th making the

selection of applicants

securing cdoperatitin with nonselected applicants. . Frankel

and. more resourCesdevoted to

demonstrated that

obtained with persibtence We were trying to do too many

an acceptable response -rate can be

things at'the same time to do the..necessary follow -up prod-

ding,
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In additioh trii making the control 'group trial' random,
-future researchers should admini tqw eszts under comparab

conditions in ,both the -control sand YCC

This'As an&ther difficult challenge and likely mand
.. .

much more expenditure-of time aria efforty4but it is dnavoi-
v

dalbe. if/the upceriainties of this study are.to b voided.
o

-'perhaps the/ best approach would be select a ssample of

applicants from which bot he treatment and c, trol grodps
. /

would later be selecte and.thel to.tes the before their .

.

.

selection. This- might Leven be done cloors, if the

recruiting area 'were small L enough, bu it would require

considerably more time than we had to( give.and it would
. -

require early selection. Posttest.vnjg would be eguilly

expensive. The chief problem is tflat nonselected .appli-

cants have little incentive to travel to a central .loca-

tion for testing. .Offeriig money 'does not appear to be

sufficient.

-Future:studies, should not be designed with the expec-

tation that all YCC arti ipants piouldbe affected simi-

larly" Differences in family adXground, age, sex, and

_race among. others, well have substantial influence on

how the YCC experier a is .received. -One reason why few

changes were detected by our study may have been that

changes within subeamPles were wdshed out or cancelled by

aggregating them, Iherefore, future studies should be

sophisticated enough in design to 1st whether different

sorts of participants-are being affetted differently. -This';



PART 11 -- Conclusions and Bec
J .

...,

point an others'regarding the tlesign Ond instrsuikentation
of evaluation studies Of -elipetiential learning 'programs are
set..out in 'more detail by !Hamilton (1978).

Future Studies sh uld also atteipt, as ours
:

.
incorporate .proaeSs A to ,so that ,program outcomes. can be

[

associated with what:happolls ib programs. This will obvi-
ate the kind of .fruStraticin we feel about Bosei2berryis

g/---
ata, which show measurable.easurable impact but offer no basis far

. _.

conclusions- about the relative merits of various kinds of
programs'exCept_.cesidential versus, :-nonresidential:.

The need for' 'proceis dita .entails more - systematic.
qt: :

observaticrn,:which is ode of the recommendations we have .ti
make regarding measures. Our informal observations
vided some insights into what happened during programs, but
were insufficient for. drawing firm conclusions. Ethno-:

graphic methods are gaining increasing use in classroom

research and might be useful as well in YCC program stu-

dis. (see Doyle,°1978, and Behan, 1978

The Paychosocial flaturityr,Inventory, though the-best
paper-and-pencil measure we ha've found for the purposes we

had, is not totally satisfadtory as a measure. We have

already suggested that it, might have been more reliably
-)-

administered on a one-to-ope or, small gtoup basis... 'But we
also found reason to question its vali ity, at least as an
indicator of -behavior. (The question of the relation of
attitudes to behavior is much too complex for discussion
here, but, we -Could hope that scores-on measures such as the

11
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1

\--PSN invent .wou101-related to bdievior.r Fore example,-

as noted in 'seCt&bn ' 3.3, we found Jan Unexpected and
1

puzz-r

ling correlation between . 'pretest scores on Social Cemiit-
.

4

eat And participants' attendance. It is puzzling because

there was ne-ccirrefatio betveen'aitendance and Work Orien-
,

tation, which included questions about sticking to a job in

contrast to the Social Commitment questions about altruis-
,

tic behavior. In this_case, the PSM Inventory, seemed to be

tapping some predispciitions that were reflected in behav-
1

Lor, but:the questions and the behavior did not match, sug-

gesting that the PSM may ; note measure exactly what it is

supposed Ito. measure.' Nonetheless, the efficiency Of

paper-and-pencil measures comMends continued efforts to

find and develop valid and reliable ones and cogtinued use

of the PSM in the absence of better ones.

To be of greatest value, future studies should attempt

to assess the impact of the YCC in ways that are even more.'

difficult than those. employed. Specifi-

cally, they should attempt to determine whether whatever

impact the YCC has is carried oven into: other settings,

especially the home and the school. .. And they should

include follow-Up assessments to see whether and under what

conditions the impact persists for a year or more. These

are high aspirations both for a program and for research.

They are, however, the most. convincing -kind of evidence

that a program has real and important effects on partici-

pants.

1
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0.
FederallY-run Programs

We fortuMte t

nine YCC camps: cc liq

have for fur inspection data from.

ed- in ,the Aka

Rosefiberry:of the U.S. Department of

'of 1977 by Peg

Interior. a6The

amps were all 'federally run (rather than, state rh as here

thoiii :for are presented body Of this

. 3

report) .and'Igere licicatiiid in several states; throughodt't

country Th.- data consist sof preteat and.--pbistteat.::..
4

for the nine PSEItsu sCAles. plus personal!, backg;ra

diknographIc infortmation ,obta.ined from rtica.13

applicatiokforis. Prtests and posttesta leer

tered by 'the staff of :: n camp duting work hfiur

beginning and ending dates for the camps.

riPtion of Camps and

_'Table A.1 contains s information about the charActeris-

tics- of participanta 'each of the federal YCC ppijectsi.

Participants

The average age of 16.1 is similar to the average age ,;of.;

the participants in the state'.' camps... (See Table

however, there is a big difference in the sex, balance, 'the.

federal camps showing a nearly equal proporgon. of 'dales

and females,, while the state camps heavily favored enroll,-

went f males. Comparison of the data on \ami'ly. income,

raCe and town size, is prOblematic becaUge of missing data

for the state camps. , (See Table 3.2.) .Hoyevere it seems

fair to say that the, state camps had a higher proportion of
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low-income _participants than the federal camps Al]. but a

few of tileA. federal camp participants were whiexcept at

Merritt Islands and the two Gulf Islands camps where there

were from about 25% to 25% nonwhites, mostly blacks. The

residential caps drew .mOre paiticipants from large towns
S.

than did nonresi ntial camps.

The federal camps were "not,systematically observed,
.

but Rosenberry iisited most of the camps durint the summer.
.

P

Thp following brief descriptions.are.based on information
f ,

shelprovided for us.

Coleman National Fish Haichery, Anderson, California,,

23 enrollees, nonresidential,.Fish and Wildlife Service.

Environmental_ awareness program judged to be lacking in

direction. A confrontatkon between staff and enrollees

regarding drug use on a spike camp was seen as breaking

down -trust.

Ukiah, Ukiah, California, 9 enrollees, nonresidential',

Bureau ofLand. Management. Judged to be a well-tun camp,

but the.PSH Inventory was presented to enrollees'as just

anothet silly-test the'government makes us give, fl and. Par`-'

ticipant attitudes were, therefore, negative toward it..

Chico, Redding, California, 21 enrollees, nonresiden-

tial, Bureau of Land Management. 'A year-round camp oper-

ating five .8-week sessions each year. One of the better

camps, with both easy rapport between staff and enrollees

and good-discipline. PSM InvenIory was presented by camp

director as importani.

118
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Aprilt Islands Natio al Wildlife eive, Titusville

Florida 44 :eniollies, n nresidentiak, ish and 'Wildlife..

'Service. No direct observations.

Gulf Islands, Gulf Breeze,, Florida, 0 entolleed resi-

dential, 17 enrolleei nonresidential,4, tional Park
,,

,
Ser-

. .

Vice. Smoothly administered Camps with strong' authority
'4.

figure in charge. ESN 4 inventory ap areitly not well
.1

received by administrttok.
.
No direct observations.

ChickamaUga-Chattanooga t) , Chattanooga,

Tennessee, 50 enrollees, nonresidential, National Park Ser

-viCe. Service YCC camps, with an

experienced and competent staff.

Palisades, Palisades, Idaho, 20 enrollee*, residen-

tiel, Bureau,of Reclamation. Staff and enr011ees seemed to

have overcome numerous ilOisticai and administrative prob

lens and maintained high morale in spite of them.

'Yakima, Ellensburg, Washington,' 23 enrollees, residen-

of the test Park:One

tial, (Bureau of. Reclamation. 'A very successful* camp.

'Young but experienced staff had high espiEit de corps and

effective4 handled problems around 'enrollee discontent

with safety restrictions on their activities.

Does the /CC have a measurable inaCi on its partici-
>

When all 'of the. ICC proje6ts are considered as one

combined group, five of the nine PSN.subscales showed sig-
,

nificant increases from pretest to 'posttest as measured bey

ti
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two-tailed .T-tests: Work Orientation '[t=2.09,

p=.0381; Trust [t=2.33 df 206, p=.021]; Communication

115

[t=3.29; df=206,p=.001]; T lerance '[t=2.01, 'df=206,

P=.045]; and Social Commitment [ t=2.42, df= 6, p=.016]:

None ofIthe other,PSN subscalesshowed"signi cant change.

In section 3.4 we reported re ults of the same test, on

the stateYCC camps. There Was a significant positive

change on only the Trust Subscale, =nd 'the Tolerance Sub-.

negaiive
\-
'change rather than a

positive, change as with the present data. We are not able.

to offer a conclusive

scale showed ,a significant

explanation

,

of th difference:betieen

these two-data sets, but instead offer the following pug-.

gestions.

First, the data from the state camps had only 114. pre-

testpOkttest:results as compared to the 207 results from

the federal Camps: This gives a slight advantage AO the

federal camps, since a given change canbe more accurately

.called !"significant." if it-is based on many cases rather

.).than a few. However, close inspection of the data indi-

cates-that this is not an .aaegUite explanation of the des-

crepancy in the. results of the two data sets. Change

scores in the state camps are generally smaller than those

in the federal camps. This would Also not explain the sig-

nificant negative change inn the state campS on the Toler-

ance Subscale-

Second, the testing conditions , were different between

the state' and 'federally run programs. Both pret sts and

120
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posttests were adminlitered by the research staff for the,

state camps, but 'were administered by camp staff for the):

federal lips. This may have creates a kore,positive res-

ponse set in the federal camp participants thah in their

State caip counterparts, especially on the posttest when
/

thei participants were familiar with the camp staff testers

but less familiar with the. research staff testers, The net

effect may thus be 'higher gains for, those in federal

camps, gains w#ich are Only artifacts of ,the testing condi-

tions.

Third, interpretation of ,the results is' complicated by

the lack of appropriate nonparticlant control group data.

with which to compare the ICC data., The stateteignificant

increase's in subscale scores may have been due to normal

maturation or to forces other than the YCC e4erience. The

use of control group d t for the state campschanged the

pattern of significant results (see section 3.4), and it

seems likely, tha the same effect might occur if control

Aroup data were compared to the data from the fedeial YCe.

camps. Given the present data we are simply unable to say

whether ,the significant subscale increases result from the

YCC' camp's or other factors.-

it seems appropriate here to repeat our earlier specu-

lation that sweeping generalizations aboikt the fectsof

the Xcc' on its participants, particularly on ps chOsocial-

maturity as meabured by the PSH Inventory, are inappropri-

ate. -Results from, the federal andi/tate programs were
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al
-00.kingly 4different,', and despite- the 'difficulties, n

. .

interpretation,. th4d'ifferencleS ilAy indeed he due to 431-
)

ferences in program' quality.. In .sect on 3.3 we repil ted
s, '4

....0setvation data that suggested poor progr qualit in

Syracuse and in home crews in Oswego ,county. However err

little infbrmation is available about program guali. in

'.. 117

the federally administeredcemps. Virtually no observation

data is available, nor were we. able to obtain datatfrom.

End-of-Camp Questionnaires which were' administered, to fed-

eral camp partiaipants. .Thus, although the dilferences

results may have resulted in part from differences in pro-

gram quality between federal and state camps, we have lit-
.

tle data with which to support such an assertion.

Do some YCC hrogiams'have more impactsthan others?

An ihalysia of covariance was performed on each.1-6.f the

P.SM subscale posttest scores with the pretest subScale

scores as the covariate and .the nine YCC camps as'the'inde-

pendent variable. These- tests indicated significant dif-
,

feences among YCC programs (p.,05) for all PSM subscales.

Table A.2 shows the relative standing of each YCC program

on eaCkISH subscale Numbers in parentheses are average

aubscale,scores for each group on the posttest after the

effect of the pretest has been kartialled out of both the

posttest score and the group variable. These will be

referred to as adjusted posttest scores. w Lines under these

scores are the result of ;s ewman-Keuls test for multiple
4

1 2

.

q



TAMA A.2

Compirisnn of Mean Residual Caine on the
Payehosocial Maturity Inventory among

Federally SponnoredfICC Programa

Atlleitollance aubAcale (F(R,197yii4.142, nr:001)
-Cull Ie. I Cult. In. TI Verritt Is. Chink-Chatt Ukiah Coleman

(2.91) , (3.04) (3.13)' ',.(1:20) (3.20 (3.29)

APPENDIX 'A

Yakima' 6icn'
: ralts""

(3.33) (300) '(3.40) .

Identity Subseale (1(01.197)3.124. pm :6101)
.

Cull Is. ;I Cy1( lig II Yakima- Ilerefte-la. Chick-Chat Coleman Ukiah Palisades i Chico
: (2:75)

. .

(3.00) (3:03) 9.09) '13.13a (3.17).. (3.19) (3:24)
. (3.34)

N

Vork Orientation Subscale.1,(11,197)11.4165,.p...005)
Ukiah .Culf. 'Is. TI VerrIrt s.I (W Is. Chick -Chart Palisades.
(2.71). (2.91).. ,(2.17) (2.9A) (3.00) (3.05)

Yakima Coleman
(3.13) (3.14)

Chico
(3.29)

f
'Communleatina SUbseate (F(R,197).2.201, p..0291-

.
.

Culrlx.. 1 r Ukiah Mereitt'In. Calf Ts. IT Coleman Yakima Chick hatt Palisades Chico
(2:60) (2.42) 0.79. (7.77) (2.01) __-./12.87) (2.91) (2.97)(2. 9)

Trust %hernia IP(S.197).2:1171, pe.0141 .

Coleman Merritt Is. ',Yakima '' : Palisades :Cull Is. Ii Cult /s. Chick-Chatt Ukiah _Chico
(2.53) . (2.61). (2.66) (2.70) (2.71) (2.72) (2.116) (2.89) (2.91).

.. ..

Roles Sub/scale IF(R.197).5.44R. pe.001)
' Cult Ts. I cult Is. II Vetritt Is. Chick- Chart - Coleman A Palisades Ultima Chico, . Ukiah

(2.94) , (3.22) .0.22) (3.34)
. , 606) (3.37) 0.37) '''' (3.52) (3.60)

.,-:

Social_Com(tment Suhscale If(1.197).2.557,1.!.011)-
Cult Is. IL Cull Is..I -VorrItt Is. ',Yakima ChickeChatr.

. +3.03) (3.07Y 0.21) (3.231 7 (1.25) (3.27)
. 'Ukiah

'(3.30)

Colemas 'Palisades
(3.31) (3.43)

Change_luhlecatelF(R.(97).2.999. n...0031
CulfTa.I ChieR7Chatt- Culf.ls. IT Ukiah- Merritt Ia.

(2.95). (3.01), (3.05) (3.0a) (3.12)

4!
°Coleman

(3.17)
Chdo Palisades Yakima
0.10 (3.24) (3.24)

Tolerance Subacute (FM1971.0.71*. ne..n011:
Calf T. COI Is. II Veriitt 1m. '- Okiah

(2. (3.20). (3.11.)- (3.22)
Mile* Chlek-Chait 'Colman Yakima Podia/idea

(1.24) (1.24) (3.24)' '(3 :32) 1 (x.43)

'Note: Lines are dram alder subsets of groups for which .no pair has significintly different means: The
liewnan-KeulS method for multiple cOmpaeisons.was.used with p=.05 for each set of ccnnparisons. kinbers

rentheses indicate the relative standing of each group, on adjusted posttest,.
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comparisons. (Ilefer. to section 3.3-for- a'- discussion. of

this statisticaltest)-

Table..A.,2 shows that the two Gulf Islands Camps tended

haire,lower adjusted,postteet.meand. on every PMWSUbscale

exc pt the Trust Subscale. The Merritt Islands camp also

tended to score low on the adjusted posttests. As dis-,

cussed earlier, these camps were never -visaed, so there is

little we can say about what may have cause these rela-

tively low scores. Palifiedes and Chico tended to score

relatively high'on the adjustd posttest means. The notes

presented earlier. suggest that rapport betWeen staff,and

partifipants was particularly good at these camps.

eral, however, although we have evidence that some

grans have more impact than others, we are not

tion to give explanations fo; why this it the case.

In gen7

ICC prO7

a posi-

Other Analyses

In analysis Of covariance was performed on each of the

PSd subscales with the posttest subscale score as the

dependent variable and the pretest subicale score as the

coVarlake. The independent variables were the partici-.
dr)

pantos sex, whether or not the participant was at a resi

dential camp, :'and the participant's age coded high (ages 17

or 18) or' jow (ages 15 or 46) There was a significant

main effect for

(17(4 4=5.1.07.

LW 198)=5.951,

sex on the Communication Subscale

p=.0231, the",

=.015], and the

Roles. Subscale

Subscale'illbranae
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[F-(3,198)=1.3.976 p<..091]..- On these, ,thOe sublacales,,t
females scored significantly higher than oles on their

K

adjusted pobttest scores. Ttere were no main effects for

age. There were 'main effects for residential versus nonre-

sidential camps .on the Tolerance Subscale (F(1,196)=9.190,
OR ilk.

p =:'003 and the Change Subscale [F(1 198)=4.456, p=.034.

the--residential camp paiticipants scoring iiigher than the

,1nonresidential camp participants in both cases.

In'addition to ttese main effects, there were three-

way interactions on two of thesubscales, the Identity Sub-=

scale [F(1,194=10.023, p=.002], and the Tolerance Subscale

[F(1,1961=3.932, p=.046]. Three-rway interactions are usu-

ally difficpt to interpret, and these are no exceptions.

On the Tolerance Subscale, it seek that the big difference"

is that younger females from residential camps showed more

gain than older

Identity-\Subscale, the older residential ma have the

most gain, especially When compared to nonresidential males

and older residential females. Why the interactions turned

out this particular way we do not know nor why similar

interactions did not show up on the other subscales.

Of the 207 participants,,only_19 (9.2%) xere nonwhite,

and of -19 nonwhites, 14 were blaife -a3, (See Table-A.1.)

THe other nonwhites were. two American Indians and three

males from nonresidential camps. On the

.

Spanish-Americans. Using the );ame type of analysis of

covariance as described'abOve exceptwith race (coded white

or nonwhite) as the only independent variable, it was found

.

I
ye"
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at nonwhites showed lower .adjusted posttest scores than
Awhites on all nine. PS!! subscales.. The scores were signifi--

cantly lower on *five of the subscales: Self= teliance

'L F (1,202) 5.424, pst..020]; Communication [P(1,202)=4.139,

pas.041] ; Trust [ P(1,202)=5.408, p=.020]; Social Commitment

LF(1202)=10.091; p32.002]; and Tolerance [P(1,202)=8.992,

p =,: 003 ]. No significance tests were performed for the, .dif-

ferences among the three non4e groups but it is clear
from breakdoin by race Of the nine. subscales .that average
black subscalte gains were consistently lower than those for

whites, while the American Indian and Spanish-American_

averages variedConsiderably from one subscale to the next
41.

Table A..1 showi that almost all of the blacks were at

Nerritt Islands or at the-;two Gulf Island camps.. We have

already discussed the fact that these camps had among the

lowest average adjusted posttest scores on, almost every

The question arises whether the low average

black' scores are simply a function of the poor quality of-..
these three camps, or whether there is a ride effect' beyond

the sain-effect for camps. To help solve this prablem of,.

interpretation, race analyses, were performed on only these

three camps.. Again, avera black adjustedpoisttest Scores'
were lower than average white ldjusted posttest scores on

N,

every subscale, but the differences were less than the

white-nonwhite - 'differences in the ,previous analysis.

Blacks scored significantly wer than whites on adjusted

posttest scores only on the -Social Commitment Subscale
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[F(1,76)=6.522, p=.042].. Thus, he generally lower scores

of Gulf Islands and Merritt Islands acted to accentuate the

white - nonwhite difference, *tad the differences between

black and white adjusted posttestmeans are not as great as

the overall white-nonwhite analysis would lead one to

believe. However, the non-significant trends on some of

the subscales are suggdstive. It is. also true, that the

generally lower black adjusted 'posttest meads at Merritt

Islands and the two Gulf Islands camps, aihough nonsigni-

ficant, contributed to these campSelbelom average gains.

Another analysis of covariance .was performed using
4

family income and-the.size of the participant es home commu-

nity as the independent variables., (Both independent vari-

ables were coded as shown in Table A.1.) Only nine par-'

ticipants 44.3 were in the "below $5,000" category.for

family income, and onlfebout one -fifth of the Sample had a

fam..ily income of less than $10,000. The only significant

effect for' income was on the.,Tolerance Subscale

IF(3,192J=5.619, p<.001]. Here the "below A5,000" category

showedothe highest adjusted posttest scores on almoSt every

subscalew Unfortunately, the small huilber,'of participants

in this-category makes significant results difficult to

achiev7/ifthis is, in fact, a true effect.

Table A.I shows the distribution- of participants
v,

.according to the population of their home community. Over

72t of the "over 50,000-category went tO;one of the Gulf

Islands camps, and everyone at the Gulf tsilands camps was

127
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in this .ttegOry. On every sabscale the'"Over 50,000"

category showed the lowest adjusted pOsttest scores. This

effect was 'significant on fivesubscales: -Self-Reliance

[F(2,492)=5.807, p=.004]: Identity [ F(2,192)7.885,

.p<.001]; Roles1112,1921 7.825,-p<.0041; Social Commitment

LF(2,192)=3.957,1p=.,020]: and Lphange [F(2,192)=3.278,

P=.039]. On all theaubscales_except,the Change Subscale

the "2,500 - 50,000". category showed' the lowest avera40

adjustsd posttest score while the "under .2,500" 'category
.

ranked seconA. Because'the.results' of 'the analysis on the

. oe . /1
.town.size .variable 'may have -been greatly affected by the

abnormally low ,Scores.in the two Gulf Islands, camps, we

repeated 4e analysis using Only Palisades and Yakima where

&there was' a. fair distribution of participants in each of

the three categories. Both of these camps were rated as.
, .

.worthwhile by the' informal observations discussed earlier,.

so camp quality is also held somewhat' constant. This ana-

lysis showed'no significant effects for town size, nor were

.there'any ,consistent. trends. Thus, it appears that the

significant effects found .in the previous analysis were

caused primarily by ,the low Gulf Islands. scores .rather than,

any Main effect for the size fo the participant's. home com-
,

munity.
. .

.

The. analyses presented' above o1 the demographic infor-'

mation are_not inAeneral agreement with similar analyses

performed 'on the data' from the State'camph. In the state'

camps thenkwas no evidendeof any main effects for race.

14'8
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'

There eras no significant effect for family income, and the

nonsignificant trends were different from thole la the:fed-

eral camps: There was a different pattern of significant

results for the town size variable. There' 'wasNBIrOver, a

similar. ,trend for females to score higher than males.

'Another siiilality was a. general lack "of a main effect for

age of.the'partlicipant.'

.

.
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Personal Background Questionnaire,

Name

'Address.

'.Telephone

. How old were you.on

co. 15 years.

Whit grade were you

your last birthday?

(2) 16 years . (3) 17 years A(4) 18 years

in during the past,year?

At

(1) Sth grade (6) I dropped out of school and X was'in the grade

(2) 19th grade when I did so 4
(3) 10th grade (7) I graduated from high school and was work ng or looking

(4) llth grade for .work

(5) 12th grade (8) I graduated from high school and am now the Year

of college

3.. What is your sex?

(1) Female (2) Male

8

4. Will you be attending high school this fall?

(1) Yes (2) No

If "Yes", whatis the name of the school you'll be attendingT.

(City or town)

If ."No"Li-where-canHYombe reached this fall?.

In my family I live with the folloiwng adults:

(1) My mother and father (4) q'a --- only

(2) My mother and another adult (5) Path- only

. (3) My father and another adult (6*) Other adults
...2

6. Have you.; had a part-time job at any time duiing the past 3 months?

(1) Yes (2) No

Have you ever had a paying job before this summer?

(1) Yes. (2) No
.

If you aniwered'"Yes" to question seven, what kind of job or jobs hav-e you had?

(Circle any number that applies)

(1)- An.occasionitl job such as mowing lawns,'or babysitting
C2I A regular job such as delivering newspapers, working in a reataurant,.being

a stoke clerk,,and so on. -

DUring the past six' monthslout how many school, activities such' as student council,

sChool'newspaper, debate'club'i,ithave. you participated.in?

None (2) . (4) 3 or more

ISO_



10: 'During the past six months abOut how many co7munity activities such as 47E4
Scouting, service grOUps, religious groups, etc. have you participated in?

(41.c.NOne . (2) 1 (3) 2 1
.

4) .3 or more
AA

How fa*: do you actually expeOX to go.in school ?'
"

(1) ) Don't expect td-graduat;a:from high school.
(2):',4 raduate'from high school
(3) Technical or bUsineis'iraining after high school

-J (4) raduaiefrom a'4' year college .

-; (5) . rOfessional or graduate'school after college
V (6) n't.know

-

rq '

4 mr
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.

Deciiions and Rules

How are most deciisione Made between you and your mother? (Check one)

A. my mother just tells splio what to do
B. She listens to mei but she makes the final decision herself
C. We make the decision jointly
D. I listen to her, but I make the final decision
E. rjust decide whit I will do myself .

127

Whip yOu don't know why,youripother makes a. particular decision'or.has certain
.rules for you to follow, will she explain the reason? (Check one)

A: 'Never
!,1( iOnce in a while

A.
B.

C.

E. I just decide what I will do myself

Sometimes'
Usually
yes, always

are most decisions made between you and your father? (Check'ane)

My father just tells me what to.do
He listens to me, but he makes the final decision himself

_.We make the. decision
I listen to him,. but I make the final'decision

. When you don't know why your father makes a particular d cision or has certain

rules foryou to follow, will he explain the reason? (Check one)

A. Never S3

B. 0=4 in a while
C. Sometimes
D. Usually
E. Yes/ always

41.

. .Some parents have rules for their teenage.children, while others don't.

(Check each item for which your parents have definite rules.)

Time for being in at night on weekends
Amount. of'datin
Against going s
Time spent watching T.
Time spent on homework
Against going.around. with certaingirls
.Against going around with certain boys
Eating dinner with the family
No.rules for any of the above items

13:2



A AGREE STRONGLY
B AGREE SLIT Y
C DISAGREE
D DISAGREE

PSYCHOSOCIAL NiATURKIY marrow
.

When.a job turns out to:be much harder than I was told it would be,
don't feel I have' to do; perfectly',

2.. find it easy'to explain what I think or believe.

3. If a friend whose ideas about God are very different from mine gave me a
religious magaSine to read, I wouldn't read it

4. It'd not very practical to try to decide what kind of job' you want
betause that depends go much on other people;

5. A man shouldn't cook dinner for hi wife and children unless the wife is sick.

6, .Ig..401U see II coat you think you might like to bulil.the'sales person should
agree. to save.it for as long. as it takes: yod to decide.

7. I can't really say what my interests area

S. I would rather use my frei time to enjoy. myself than to help raise money
for a neighborhood project. - . , -

9. find it hard to stick to anything that takes .a long time to do.

10. If people are picked in a fair way to be on a' trial jury; they are sure to .

reach i fair dScision.

11. It would be-hard -to write a letter explaining why I should be hired for a job.
.

12. You should avoid spending too much timaWith people who are not approved of,
even though you think they are really all, right.

13. In a group"I prefer to let other people make the decisions.

14. We shouldiimit the'number of women who can train for jobs usually.held
by men, such'air dentist or-engineer: ,

15. If I find something on the Sidewalk, it's mine because I found it.

16. I never seem to feel the same about myself from4he week to the next.

17. Why work for something that others will enjoy if you won't be alive to
enjoy it too?

18. I hate to admit,it, but .I give up on my work when things go wrong.

19. People can he trusted no matter 4hat they have to win or lose.

20. My school doesn't teach the more important things in life.

CHEOX 79w SURE THE LAST OVAL YOU FILLED IN WAS FOR QUESTION NUMBER 19..

134
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129 \

A AGREE STRONGLY
B AGREE SLIGHTLY \

C DISAGREE SLIGHTLY
D DISAGREE STRONGLY

21. Even if I know how to do something, I find it hard to teach someone lse'.

22. I would not mind beingfriends with person whose father or mother was in
trouble with the law. .. .:.*I 4. \,.... .

23. You can't be expected to make a success of yourself if you had a bad childhood..

24. Wamen.who'decide not to, be mothers are.not'doing what they should.

25. If ay friend lends me money, he should wait until. I pay it back and not ask
for it.

26 Most people are better liked than I am,.
is

27. I would only give a large sum of moray p2 medical research on cancer if 'I
. knew they would-find a cure in my life-time.

,
.

28. I seldom get behind in my work. * ....... t
4 04.

29. -If a man in government isn't honest, he won't get elected more than once.

30. It is hard to talk to someone you don't know.

31. I don' think I could beplose,friends with a crippled person.

32. Luck decides most things that happen to me.

..33: Women should not be elected to top government positions.
. .

34. If a salesman is very nice to you, you should try to buy something from

35. My life is pretty empty.

36. There is no way t'b decide ahead of time who you can trust.

37. If I felt strongly about, something, like race relations or
care for the poor, I would only work for it if there was a c ince things ,,,

'could be changed quickly.
I

,;S.' tondto go from one thing to another before finishing any one of them.
4 ja

39. an be sure people will be honest with you if you are honest with them.

40. a 4cussion, I often find it hard to understand what people fie tryi
,,,

to say.

:teltter medical

41. Hippie's should not move into neighborhoods where there are mostly older
people and young children.

42. My school teaches Me the things I want to learn.
M1

CHiCX TOSE:SURE THE LAST OVAL YOU FILLED IN WASBOR QUESTION NUMBER 40:
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A s' STRONGLY

km" SLIGHTLY
C D/SAGRX2 SLIGHTLY

DISAGREE STRONGLY

43. The main reason I'm not sore successful. is that Vhave bad luck. Jr

44. School: should rootlet nel methods of teaching like TV and tape*, taki

too Much the -in sohOol.
is

.

If you're aluest in sonebody'eitome and make a phone call that onlycosts

about a dollar, you don't have te'offer to pay for it.

46. I can't seei.to keep people as trieXds for very long.

47.-It's not rlly my problem if my neighbors are in trouble and need help.

48. / often don't finish work I start.,

49. I do not mix well with other people.

50. It bother me to work fer a person whose skin color is differ4nt from,
mie.

51. Someone often has to tell me what to do.

52. I would like to talk to other students all over the, world by way of satellite.

53. If. you buy **tweeter with a tag saying, "cannot be returned"and it turns out
to be too small, you should insist thai the store take it back..

54. I'm acting like something I'm not a ldt of the time.

;'55. Never depend on anyone if you can help it.

56. Time you spend, helping others get what they want would be better spent trying
to get what you want:

57. I often leave my homework unfinished if there are a lot of good TV phew
on that evening..

58. Nobody really wants to cheat another person out of something.

'58: i often forget to listen-to what others are saying:.

60. I would not make friends wjth a person who had very different manners from.
mine.

61. When things go well for me, it is usually not because of anything I myself
-actually. did. e .

62. Men should boilable to train themielves for jobs usually held by women, such
as elemintary school teacher, nurse, and telephone operator.

63. -Ny schoolacti4ities 'don't help We in .anything. that I do outside of school.

CHICIVTO BE SUMS THE LAST OVAL YOU FILLED IMrWAS FOR QUESTION NUMBER 60.



APPENDIX D A AGREE STRONGLY
B AGREE SLIGHTLY ,
011 DISAGREE SLIGHTLY
D. DISAGREE STRONGLY.

1.31

64. It's alliright that a policeman takes a little better mire of those stores
whirs' the owner. gives. him a tip once in a while.

65..1 never know what I'm:going to do next.
"

66. It is much moreiletisfyihg to work for your own good than to wotk for the
. good of a groUpiniu belongto.

67.:I believe in working only as hard. as I have to.

a person is on trial in court, the decision will'be fair no mattix what
,kind of family he comes from.

69. It is hard to speak your thoughts clearly.

70. I would rather not live in a neighborhood where there are people of different
races or skin colors.

71. I feel veryUncomfortable if I disagree with what my friends think.

72, Children cannot be happy staying in day care centers while their molhera'
are at work.

73. If you're in a hurry in a store, others should be milling to let you gut
ahead of them.

4. I change the way feel; and aCt so' often that I.somethmes wonder who the
"real" me is.

75. There are more good people than bad people.

76. I would not like it if they used some of my tax money to keep up a park.that
I never use.

77. It's more important fora job to piy well than for job to be very
interesting..

78. If you can trust a person in one way, you knew you can trust him in all ways;

79. It is not hard to give a talk in front of other people.

80. I would not mind working cicliely on a job with a person whose skin color is
different from mine.

,31. it.iX best to agree with others, rather than say what you really think, if
it will keep the pence.

82: I wouldn't like it if a lot of girls, my age become lawyers, engineers
and .business managers.

83; Most school work will be useful to me when I get out of school.

CHECK TO BE SURE THE LAST OVAL YOU FILLED IN WAS FOR QUESTION NUMBER 79.

/ _.
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AGREE 'STRONGLY
AGREE SLIGHTLY.
DISAGREE SLIGHTLY
DISAGREE STRONGLY

84, classes in,my' school do not apply to the world.

People who work for the city should not have t3pay
they already ;do so much for the city.

-

- N9body knows what .I'm really like:
. . .

87. If theie is only one copy of a bciok everyone yants to read, the
...gets it first should be-able to .keep it as longlas tet Wisheac

88. Very often" I forget work I- am supposed to do.

traffic tickets because

,89 / am
e..
not good at describing thi gs in writing.

90. I wouldn't like to spend the' kend in the home of a friend whose parents
.

don't speak, English.

91. I.,don't know whethor I like a new outfit Vtil I find out what maiends
, -. .

think. -, ..

92. If; we It the amount of money people oa, earn, we take away some of their
freedom. -

perSon who

93- -Your friends should be willing to lend you anything` you want.

94. I am not really accepted and liked.
.*-

95. If a sign in_a park says "Do not pick thr flowers - They are here fo

enjoy," you can pick a few if you have a good personal reason.

If / .had a choice, I would prefer a blood transfusion from a person Of the
same skin color as mine.

97 If we don't encourage women to work, we' are seriously' reducing what the
country could accomplish.

98. .A person is rdsponspible only f the happiness of his family relatives.
'and close friends:

99. I don't think I'm learriing a. lot of ings in school rat will help me
earn a liiring-when I get older.. .

6HECK TO BE SURE THE LAST OV.AL.YOU FILLED IN WAS FOR QUESTION NUMBER. V .
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_When a job turns out to be much harder than I was told it would be, I
don't feel 1 have to do it perfectly.

I find it hard to stick to anythidg that takes a long time to do.

I hate to admit it, but I give up oi:zmy work when things go wrong.

I seldom get behind in my work.

I tend to go from one thing to another 'before finisshing Any one-of them.
c

I often don't finish work .I start.

I often leave my'homework unfinished if there are a lot of good TV
shows on that evening.

I believe in working only as hard as I have to

It's more impbrtant for a job to pay well than for a job to be very
interesting. .

Very often I forget work I am supposed to do.

Self-Reliance"

, It's not very practical o try to decide what kind-Of job you want
because that depends so h on other people.

In 'a group, I prefer to let then people make the decisiOns.

You can=t be expected. to make a success of yourself if you had a bad
childhood.

Luck decides most things that happen to me.

The main reason P11mnotoAuecessful is th ve 'bad luck.:

Someone often has to tell' me what to do.
.

When things go well for me, it is usually not because of thing I
myself actually did. *

.

I feel very uncomfortable if I disagree wits what my friends thin

It is best to agree with,other, rather than say what you really think,
if it will keep the peace.



I don't know whether I like a new outfit until_ I find out what,
my friends think..

Ctonnunication t.

find it easy to explain what I think or believe.

It would be-hard to write a letter explaining-why I should-be
hired for a job.

Even.if I know how to'do sonjething, I find it hard to teach :someone
else.

It is hard to talk to someone you don't know.

In a discussion, I often find it hard to understand what people
are trying to say.

I do not mix well with other peoples

I often forget to listen to what others are saying.

It is hard to speak your thoughts Clearly.-
.

It is hot 'hard to-give a talk in fiOnt of other people:

I am not good at describing things in.-writing.

Identity

I can't really say what my interests are..

I never seem to feel the same about myself from one week to the
next.

Most people are better liked than I

My life.is pretty empty.

I can't seem tp -keep ,people as friends for very long.

I'm acting like something I'm not a lot of the time.
4 '

I never know what P.m going to do next.

I change the way I feel and act so 'often that I sometimes wonder
who the "real" me is.

Nobody knows what I'm really like.

I an not really accepted and liked.



Roles

Lf yom see a coat you think you might like to. buy, the sa
peribh should agree to save it for as long.as it takes you
decide.

If I find something on thi sidewalk, it's mine, because .I found
it. . .

- -.

If my friend lends me money; he should un 7i mt until ,I pay it baCk
,

and not ask for iU . c.
-,"

If a salesmml is very nice to you, you should try to buy omethig'
from him.

If you're a guest in somebody's home and make a phone call that
only costs about a dollar, )modon't have to offer to pay for
it.

,.../'
.

Ifyou buy a sweater th a ;tag saying.:"cannot be returned" and
it turns out to be. too small, you should -insist that store-.

,

take...it back: .

It's allfight that...a policemairtakeS:alittle better care of.those
stores wher&the owner 'gives hiM a tip once in-.4 whiie...':. .'...

r

If you're in a hurry itvia store others should be willing to
let you get ahead of them.

People who work for the city should not haVe 'to pay tfaffic):
tickets because they already do so much for the city.'

Your friends should be willing to lend you anything you want.

Trust

191 If people are pickedin a fair way to . e'on a tfial jury, they
are sure to reach a fair decision.

123 There is no way to decide ahead of time who you can trust.

196 People can be trusted no matter what they have to win or lose.

203 Never depend on anyone if you can' help it.

207 There are more good pepple'than bad people.

211 If a man in government isn't. honest, he won't get elected
more than once.
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212 You can be sure people will be honest with you if you are
honestwith-them.

219 Nobody really wants to cheat another person (Nip of something._

224 If .a person is on trial in court, the decision will be fair
no matter what kind of family he comes from.

226 If you can trust a person in one way,.you know you can trust
him in all ways.

Social Commitment .

I would .rather use my free time to enjoy myself than to help
raise money for a neighborhood project.

Why work for something that others will enjoy if you won't be
alive-to enjoy it too? -

I would only give a large sum.of money to medical research on
cancer if I knew they would find a cure in my lifetime.

If I felt strongly about something, like race relations or better
medical care for the poor, I would only work for it if there was
a chance things, could be changed quickly.

It's not really my problem if my neighbors are in trouble and
need help.

Title you spend helping others get what they want would be better
spent trying to get what you want.

It is much more satisfying to work for your own good than to work
for the good of 'a group you belong to.

I would not like it if they used §ome of my tai money to keep
up a park that I never use.

If there is only one copy of a book:eVeryone wants to read, the
person who gets it kirst should be able to keep it as long as
he wishes.

If a sign in a park says "Do not pick the flowers--they are here
for all to enjoy," ydU can pick a few, if you have a good personal
reason.

A person is responsible only for the happiness of his family,
relatives, and close friends.

141,
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from mine.

Appendix D

Tolerance

If a friend whose ideas about God are very different from mine
gave me a religious magazine to read, I wouldn't read it.

You should avoid spending too much time with'people who are
not approved of, even though you think they are really all right.

I would not mind beingtfriends-4th a person whose father or
mother was in trouble withothe law.

I don't think I could be close friends with a crippled person.

Hippies should not move into neighborhoods where there are mostly
older people and young children.

137

It would bother me to.work for.a person whose skin colOr is different

I "wtittld brit:make rids, iiattCp3sOton.. Airoolida very different r'

manners from mine.

I would:rather not live in a neighborhood where there are people
of different races or skin color.

I would not mind working closely on a job with a person whose
skin color is different froM mine.

wouldn't like to spend the weekend in the home.of a friend whose
parents don't speak Ehglish.

If I had a choice, I would prefer a blood transfusion from a person
'the same skin color as mine.

Change

man shouldn't cook dinner for-his wife and children unless.the
wife is sick.

We should limit the number ofwomen who can train for jobs usually
held by men, such as dentist or engineer.

Women who decide not to be mothers are_not doing what they should.

Women should not be electedto top-government positions.

Schools should not let new methods of teaching like TV and tapes,
take up too much time in school.

I would like to talk to other studenis all over the world bY-way of
satellite. '

ir.



Men. should be able- to ttitui..ihemsel*eS"plor jobs Usually hold by
women, such as elementaly school teachei,,nurse, and telephone
PPeratgr.

Children cannot be happy staying in day care .centers while their
motheri are at work,.

I wouldn'tr like it if a lot, Ol'''. girls my .age, became lawyers,
. .

7
'engineers, and business managers. ., .

.
.,...

If we limit the amount of moneyReople can earn we take away some
of their freedom.

a .

If we don';; encourage women to Work; 'aWe, are seVbusly reducing
what the country could accomplish...



''SCHOOLATTrTUDE-WESTIONNAiRE

/41y school doesn't teach the more important things in life.

school teaches me the things I want to learn.

My school activities don t help me in anything that I do outside
of school.

Nbst school work will:be useful to when I get Out of school.

Classes in my school do not apply the world.

I don't think I'm learning a lot of things in school that '

help,me earn a living when I get older.
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YCC Camp Satisfaction Questionnaire ad aloud after completion of

Directions: We are goint to re some= ditional questions to you
now that have to with ho you felt about this
summer's YCC pro After each .statement is read
please use ,the er sheet to indicate how strongly
you agree o isa eg wit it. Darken in A. if you
agree strongly B10.f-lagr if .you

!
disagYee and D

if you disagre itrofigly: just as on the earlier
questions.

Any questions?.

(The questions are numbered acco ihg to the number'on the answer
sheet they correspond to. The fitst tem is 100,' since the last
PSM item was number 99.) #

J y
-

1

100. : 1 really' liked the YCC summer/program.

101. Boys seemed more capable than girls on most of the jobs.
,

102. ,We had all the tools =di:materials we:needed to get our work
done. .

44

103% This job was good exper # ce for future jobs.

104. We had interesting proj 4cts ito do on rainy days.

,

105. I learned a great deal up how to usp=tools.

106. I think the work we accomOlished was worthwhile.
.

,
I

.

, .

107 When I didn't know how to do:a job, sttf members always offered
ideas toy help me do the job better.

108. Our. work projects and assl ents were well planned and coordinated.

109.. The work was boring much 6f the time.

110. I think I fearntd quite a bit about the environment in our
group's environmental education program.

.

111. Campers fromi,different tamily/backgrCunds got along very well
here. m

1

112. I have developed quite a few friendships with' other workers in the
program.a

113. Staff members would son+tinies-take-out their frustrations on
the workers in unpleaSantInways.

114. I have,lear4d a great dreaVabout ow to work on projects that
require teamwork .

-14,5



115. I feel more comfortalile around adults now than Ldid before
Oale Fax1P1m.

116. have 1,rned a great dial about how I can help people in
my *tybecome active in working on environmental
pro .lems.

117. I have learned .a great deal about how to get along better with
people who are different from myself. (Different in any
way--racially, ethnically, personality, etc.)

118. I think we were underpaid.

119. As a result of this program, I have begun to think more seriously
about looking into educational or career opportunities in
enviionmental conservationi., or related areas.

120. wish I could have had more to say about planning the work.`
and making-rules.
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142' LEADER QUESTIONNAIRE' APPENDIX G

Your name
lc

Leader's name

He/she is someone I can talk to.

always often sometimes seldom never..
2.

.
3f. 4

, 5

2: He/she involves ut ifi decisions._

always often
1 2

. i

sometimes
3.

He/she praises us for a job well done.

always often sometimes
1 2 3

4. He/she is poorly organized.

seldom. :never
4 5'

Seldom never
4 5

always :,ofien - sometimes
2

'16
. He/she can be counted on to do.what he/she says.

always often sometimes
2 3

setdoin

6. He /she works along with us.

always often
1 2

8.

never
5

never,

5.

sometimes seldom never
3 ' 4. 5

He/she knows. What'sliaPpening 9 the job. .

alwaYs. . often sometimes seldom
1 2 3

He/she gets along well with the workers.

never
5

always often sometimes seldom never
i 2 3' 4 5

He/she lets us loaf.

alWays often sometimes seldom never
1 2 al

3 4 5

10. He/she i s open to disagreement.

always often sometimes seldom never
1 .2 3 4 .5

1. He/she knows when someone IStrying to get away with something and does something
about'it. .

always often" sometimes seldom
1 .' 2 , r '3

12. He/she jokes with us.

never
5

always often sometimes .seldom never
1 .2- P .3 5

,
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ALTIINDIX G,

.19: He/she is respected by the work.

.1

always

..1

. ;
° ,

, k ,

a.

sometimes
,

, 1 . He/she gives special tr t to some woiluiri.
.

always often' . sometimes
1 _2/ 3

143

5. He/she calls attention to interesting,lh1ngs in the environment (like animal and
plant life).

alWays -:Often
1 2

sometimes'
3

seldom neVer.
. 5

4 . He/shwtaches* hoW to do things if we don't know-hew.
. 6*. .

AilWays ': often, sometimes -seldom never

1
;

3 4 - 5

17. He/she explains1ds/her actions to the group. .

alw 'o ten' .sometimes seldom never
1 .. -; . 3. .- 4 5.

18. He/she does not help'us with problems.

sometimes -seldom never
3- 4 5

always Often.

19: He/she comes up with new ways to approach,a problem.

.always often sometimes seldom never

1 2 3 14 5

2 Hs/She sets goals for the group.

always often neversometimes -seldom.
1 2 '3 4 5

C
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WILDERNESS SURVIVAL WORK SHEET

APPENDIX 14-".""

.pare are twelve questions about Survival in the wilderness. Your, first task is to,choose
by yourself the best of the three choices giVen under eath'item. Try to imagine yourself
in the situation described. Assume that you are alone and have little equipment. The

'season is fall. Thedays are, warm and dry, but the nights are cold.

After you Have completed this'task by yourself, you will again consider each question as
a member of a small group. Your group will'have the task of deciding, by. consensus, the-

, best choice for. each question. Do not change your individual answers, even if you change
yoUr mind in the group discussion. Both the individual:and.group solutiOns will later
be compared with the "correct" answers provided by.a group onaturalists who conduct
.classes in woodland survival.

Circle the letter of the answer you choose.

1. You have strayed from your group in dense,forest. You have no special signaling
equipment. The best way- to attempt to contact your friends is to:

a. call "help" loudly but in a low voice.

b. yell or scream as loud as' you can.,

c. whistle loudly and shrilly

2. You are in "snake country." Your best action to avoid snakes is to

a. make a lot of noise with your feet.

b. walk softly and 'quietly.'

c. travel at night.
i

3. Youare hungry and lost' in.wild,COuntry. ,You do not seeany edible. plants you know.
The best rule for deciding whether to eat a plant you don't. know is to:

a. try anything you see the birds eat.

b. eat anything except plants with bright red berries.

c. put a bit of the plant on your lower lip for five minutes; if it seems alt right,
try a little.,

4. The day becomes dry and hot. You have a full canteen ,of water (about one quart) with
you. You should :'

a. ration it -- about a cupful a day.

b. not drink until you,stop for the night, then drink whai you think you need.

c.. drink as much as you think you needy6en you need it.

5. Your water is gone; you become very thirsty. You finally come to a, dried-up stream
bed. Your best chance of finding water is to:

a. dig anywhere in the stream bed.

b. dig up plant, and tree roots near the bank.

c. -dig in,the stream beli at the outside of a bend.

. You deCide to walk out of thewild.couHtry by following a series of ravines where a
water supply is available. Night is coming on. The best place to make camp

.next to the water supply in the ravine.

b. high'on.a ridge,

c. midway upthe *lope: 149



APPENDIX Fi 145,

'Your flashlight gloWs dimly as you are; about to Make:your way back to your campsite
after a brief-trip. parknest,comes quickly in_the woods and the surroundings seem
unfamiliarYou Should:

a. head beak at once, keeping the light on, hoping the light will glow enough for
you to make out landmarks.

6. put the batteries under your armpits to warm them and then replace them in the
flashlight.

c. shine your'lighe for a few seconds, try to get the scene in mind, move out in the
darkness, and repeat the process.

I. An early snow confines you to your small tent. You doze with your small stove going.
There, is dagger if the flame is:

a., yellow.

b. blue.

c. red.
, . .

You must ford a river that has a strong current, large rocks, and some white" waxer..
After - carefully. selecting your crossing spot,_you should:

.

a, leave your boots and pack on.

b. carry your, boots and pack in.your arms.

c: carry your pack in your arms, but leave your boots on.

10. In waist-deep water with a strong current, when crossing the stream, you should face:

upstre am,

b. across the stream.

c. downstream.
I

4j

II. You find yourself in a dead-end ravine; your only route is up. The way is mossy,
slippery rock. Your boots have smooth -soles. You should try it:

a.. barefoot.

b. with boots on.

c. in'stocking feet.

12. Unarmed, you surprise a large bear prowling around your campsite. As the bear rears
up aboit ten-yards from you, you should:

a. run.

b. climb the nearest tree.

c. freeze, but be ready to back aw slowly.

Reproduced from The 1976 Annual Handbook for Group Facilitators, J. William Pfeiffer
and John E. Jones, Editors, LaJolla; California: University Associates, Inc., 1976.



1 APPENDIX H
tlILDERNESS. SORM AL/AN RADEXPLANATION ,SHEET

flare are the recommended courses of action for each of the situatio on the Wilderness
/SOrvival Work. Sheet. These answers come from the comprehensive cou se on woodland sur-

vival taught by the interpretivelpervice, Monroe County (New York) Parks Department.
These responses are considered OU be the best rules of thumb for most.situations; specific
situations,.however, might require other courses of action.

(a.) Call "help" loudly but in a low voice. Low tones carry fither, especially
in dense woodland. There is a much better chance of being heard if you, call
loudly but in a low key. ,"Help".is a good word to use, because IA, alerts
eyour companions to your plight. ,Yelling or scre ng would not only be less
diffective, but might be passed off as a bird cal by your friends far away.

ei

( .) Make a lot of noise with your feet. Snakes do not like people and will usually
do everything they can to get out of your way. Unless you surprise or corner
a snakethere is a good chance that you will not even see one, let alone come
into contact with it Some snakes do feed at night,,and walking softly may
bring you, right on top of a snake:

,----3. (c.) ?out a 'bit of the.plant on your lower lip for five minutes; if it 'seems all
. iright, try a little. The best approach, of course, is to eat only. those

plants that you 2-fitognize as--safe. But when you arein doubt and very hungry,
you may use the lip test, If. the plant is 01-4onous,.you will get a very.

1

npleasant sensatAon on your lip. Red berries_alone do not tell you much about
tr"- he plant'sedibility (unless, of course, you recognize the plant by the berries)

nd,birds just do; not have, the same digestive systems tp do.
.

,

4. (c.) Drink as much as you think you eed when you need it. The danger here is dehy-'
dration (drying out), and once he process starts, your quai-t of water 0-11 not
do,much to revense it. Saving r rationing will not help, especially if you
.erle. lying unconscious somewhere rom sunstroke or dehydration. So use the water
as you need it, and be aware of your need to find a water source as soon as
possible.

Dig in the streamobed a AhelOtutside of a bend. This is the part of the river
or stream that flows the fastest, is less silted, deepest, and the last Wet
to go dry.

,Midway .up the,s1o40.' A sudden rain storm might 'turn the ravine into a raging
torrent. This hasrhappened to many campers and hikers before they had a chance
to escape. The,ridge line, on the other hand, increases your exposure to rain, I
wind,, and lightning, should m storm break. The best location is on the slope.

. Put the batteries under your armpits to warm them, and then replace-them in
the Flashlight. %Flashlight battefies lose much of, their power, and weak bat-
teries run down faster, in the cold. Warming the batteries, especially if they
are already weak, will restore them for a while. You would normally avoid night
travel, of course, unless you were in open country where you could use the stars
for navigation. There are just too many obstacles (logs, branches, uneven
ground, and so on) that might injure you -- and a broken leg, injured eye, or
twisted ankle would not help your plight right now Once the sun sets, darkness
falls quickly in wooded areas; it would usually be best to stay at your campsite.'

%How. A yellow flamQ indicates,incomplete burning and a 'strong possibility
of aTbon monoxide build-up. jach year many campers are killed by carbon monoxid I
poisoning as they sleep or doze in tents, cabins, or other enclosed spaces.
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- ,

Leave your boots and pack on. ErroPs in fording rivers are a major cause of
fatal accidents. Sharp rocks or uneven footing demand that you keep your

'.boots on. If your pack Is fairly well balanced, wearing it will provide you
the most stability in the swift current. A wateproof, zippered backpack
will usually float, even when loaded with normal camping gear; if youstep

-- off into :a hole or deep spot, the pack could become a lifesaver.

.) Across the stream. Errori in facing the wrong way in fording a stream are the
cause of many drownings. Facing upstream is thotworst alternative; the current
could push you back and your pack would provide the unbalance to pull you over..
You have the_best stability facing across the stream, keeping your eye on the
exit pitint on the opposite bank.

11. (c.) In stocking feet. Here you can pick your route.to some degme, and you can
feel where you are stepping. Smooth-soled hiking boots become slippery, and
going barefooted offers your feet no protection at all.

1. (C. Freeze
A. . . .

, but be ready to back away slowly. -Suddenmovement wil+probably-startte,,
the bear a. lot more-than-your\presence. lf the bear is seeking some'ofyour
food, do not argue with him; 1tlhim eat and be on his way. Otherwise, back
very slowly toward some refuge.(trees, rock outcrop, etc.).

Reproduced from The 1976 Annual Handbook for Group'Facilitators, J. William Pfeiffer
and John E. Jones, Editors, LaJolla, California: University-Associates, Inc., 1976.
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ext4ailmni:!Inte;view 'Schedule t
' APPENDIX x

interviewee

V

Do you still. feel .1.hat way?

What. do you like best about t YCC?
c'

Are there other'things, you-like about YCC ?

If you could change' one thing about the YCC, what would it be?.

Are. there any other changes that would make it better?

. How did you feel about the way tie project was organized?



Did your crew-always have what was needed ". money, equipment?

(If hot:) Was this much of 'a problem?

What; do you-think.makekagood,trew leader?

anything to say about what work was done and how to do it?

If not:)

Can you give.me an example of a decision you helped to make?

Wbuld you like to have hadmore of a voice decision making?

f you had an idea about how the crewshould work differently, what would:you'do?

''What would. you.expect to:happen?



Dfd.boys and girls do the lame kinds. o

APPENDIX I.

""tt.

(If so:.) Was that a new experience for you? (How did you feel about that?)

(If not:) What was the dlifIference? How did you feel about that?)

Why was there a Ifference?

(If nothing about crew leader:) Did your crew leader expect more frorri guys 'than
girls? s .

WoUld.yod, have preferred an all same sex (as respondent) work crew?

_

Did you get toAnow some.other people that you hadn't known before?

Were they mostly like people you already knew or different in some ways?
(Age, sex; etc.)

Would you like to see any of them after the project is over?

Who?

9. Howimportant do you think the worklOu'have'heen doing is

Why do you say that?
a

Can you think of any work you might have done that would have bepn more important? '



(continued)

How' dO you feel about the amount-Of work our. crew got done this summer?

te

What kept. yoU from doing Obi's?,

.

'Why.do. yoU.think you worked so well?

10. Did you prefer working:
a. by yourself?
b. with one other?
C. with 2-3 other 'people?
d. with 4-8 other peoPle?
e.

151.

Why?

with more than 8 ,other:'people? 4.^--:. ' -7, l' I
.,,, ' ' i . ; i il':' a

.i 4' %.: . ) , i Arti 0'. ,4f

, . i Z.," . .. t
1 le 1 e. ,

'44,

C

,-,, 41;34. ;,;.
, ,,

e 0 :4, :

.

11. Did you learn anything

What did you

,-1%;;;,

ty
t .ar apout YOtirSjIT I.

Dce#YOu plan to iPIO,:abythiAg.4.1.-f irdhtlY
thk,s': summer? 'schocil;T..dreer)..

ft.

10

i'n the sfutisr b4cause' of four ..eApertenoe

Do you . kg'. to ivork?
r"

Has :that. chad.ged-tAls:;:suminei-?:

Dop you think Xou, lea-tned :any .skta

)

Would you !rice a job ntxtsummer?-°-'

Waht sort of work?

a



4.

ACTUAJOB PREFERENCE RATING

'.1n,-,colymn,one, Check those Jobs you have done this summer,

In column two, numberthos'e jobs you nave'done in order of your preference --
place

.

a. t next to the job you like best, 2 next.to the job, you liked secOndbest,
:and,so on.,

APPlNDTX

Code

Jobs done 2. .Praerence

Construction (buildings, shelters, steps,
fences, benches, bridges,
stone masonry, bird houses, etc.)

Clearing bursh

Thinning trees

Building trails

Maintaining tools'

157
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APPENDIX J.

Site

153.

Code

POSSIBLE JOB' PREFERENCE RATING

Below is a list of jobs that mi9ht be done by Youth Conservation Corps enrollees..
Look over the list and decide which five jobs you would most'like to, be able to do as
a YCC enrollee. In the first column, ,write a 1 next to the job you would most like to
do, a 2. next to the one you.would'llke to do next best, and so on to your fifth choice..
In the second column, write "yes" if you have actually done this kind.of job, either
in YCC or elsewhere.

1. Preference 2. Experience

lk

4

4

I

Working with fish and wildlife

Clearing up liteer

Photography

Thinning trees

Teaching about the environment

Maintaining; tools

Making signs

Public relations

Planting trees'

Painting

Testing for air or water pollution

Improving streams

Co'nstruction

Controlling erosion

Surveying

Improving wildlife habitat

Land use inventory and planning

Making maps and leaflets
A

0

Control 1 i ng water. pol ution

Building trails

l58
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APPENDIX A.

gpestinOor YCC Staff*.

Interviewer

M!

Date Site

1. How are you feeling about kenow that it is ending?

. What have been your biggest problems?

What satisfactions has it you?

2. What do you think YCC.-does for the participants ?.

.

Interviewee

3. s Have you seen particular individuals who have benefitted more
than others? \

Who are they? (names and descriptions)

What makes you think it has been good for them?

For what reason do you think it has been good for them?

4. How' do you feel about the way the project was organized and
administered?

S. Has our evaluation. interfered with the project in any way?

Do you have any ideas about how we could have avoided that?
41,

Are there any ideas or questions you would especially like the
report to include?.

411


